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ABSTRACT
The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) or Wash-1400 developed a
methodology estimating the public risk from light water nuclear
reactors. In order to give further insights into this study,
a sensitivity analysis has been performed to determine the
significant contributors to risk for both the PWR and BWR.
The sensitivity to variation of the point values of the failure
probabilities reported in the RSS was determined for the
safety systems identified therein, as well as for many of the
generic classes from which individual failures contributed to
system failures. Increasing as well as decreasing point values
were considered. An analysis of the sensitivity to increasing
uncertainty in system failure probabilities was also performed.
The sensitivity parameters chosen were release category prob-
abilities, core melt probability, and the risk parameters of
early fatalities, latent cancers and total property damage.
The latter three are adequate for describing all public risks
identified in the RSS. The results indicate reductions of
public risk by less than a factor of two for factor reductions
in system or generic failure probabilities as hign as one hundred.
There also appears to be more benefit in monitoring the most
sensitive systems to verify adherence to RSS failure rates
than to backfitting present reactors. The sensitivity analysis
results do indicate, however, possible benefits in reducing
human error rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Reactor Safety Study (RSS), or WASH-1400, applied the methodology
of fault trees and event trees to a complex nuclear safety systems analy-
8is. This methodology had been developed and used successfully in the
aerospace and defense industries and was extended to nuclear reactors.
The purpose of the RSS was to estimate the public risk of nuclear power
plants in the United States. The purpose of this study is to develop a
methodology and obtain results which-may be used to estimate the sensi-
tivity of public risk to variations in the failure probability of dif-
ferent parts of a nuclear power plant safety system. This methodology and
the results in the two reactors considered by the RSS may be useful in pro-
viding a basis for establishing priorities for reactor safety research,
quality assurance, inspection, and regulation. This could result in more
effective use of the public's dollars by enabling decision makers to assure
the safety of nuclear power plants without causing economic distortions or
hardships through inefficiency. Use of the RSS in the manner described
above is consistent with recommendations made in a recent review of the
RSS by the Lewis Committee. This methodology has already been used in
selected situations.
The French have used system fault tree methodologies to assess design
options for the AFWS* and PCS* for a PWR*. Similar uses have been employed
345in this country. The NRC is also presently sponsoring studies to evalu-
ate different containment designs. Many studies have been done, including
*See Appendix A (List of Acronyms).
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some at Sandia Labs , Battelle Columbus Labs , and General Atomic . These
studies have concerned sensitivity analyses of containment designs which
would affect containment failure probabilities. The potential of each
design for public risk reduction was evaluated. Further work is now moving
in full swing towards a more sophisticated application of the RSS tech-
niques to different containment designs.9
In carrying out this work the following questions were addressed:
1. What are the characteristics of the sensitivity of public
risk to reductions or increases in input failure rates?
The values of sensitivities calculated may be
characterized by the magnitudes of the ratios of the
new public risk to the base of public risk. The
ratios of factor increase or reduction in seasi-
tivities describe trends so that differential bene-
fit analysis can be made.
2. What are the characteristics of the sensitivities to increases
in the uncertainty of system failure rate probability distributions?
The sensitivity of the failure rate probability
distributions to increasing error spreads are charac-
terized by larger median values and larger error spread
for public risk probability distributions. Evaluations
of the relation between point values and median values
for different probability distributions can be made.
3. What are the major areas of potential public risk reduction?
Given the sensitivity to reductions in failure
probabilities, the most sensitive systems, individual
component failure events, and generic classes of events
may be identified. Combinations of these sensitivities
and the breakdown of their essential elements can pro-
vide more detailed information on the potential for
public risk reduction. Sensitivity to increases in
failure probabilities and uncertainty can provide
further information on reducing public risk.
4. What is the relationship between system and generic sensitivi-
ties and their individual component sensitivities?
The sensitivities of systems and generic classi-
fications' may be further characterized by the principal
individual sensitivities which contribute to them. The
information may be used to recommend specific actions
for systems and to identify important subclasses for
generic classif ications.
5. What is the synergistic effect of combinations of failure rate
changes?
By changing more than one failure probability
simultaneously, sensitivities to combinations of com-
ponents may be calculated and characterized. Those
characteristics may be compared to the sensitivities
of individual failure probabilities.
-16-
6. How do generic classes of failures affect risk as compared to
system failures?
A comparison of the characteristics of generic
classification sensitivities to system sensitivities
may be made for factor reductions and increases as
well as ratios of factors.
7. What parameters are best used to estimate the effect on overall
public risk?
Sensitivities are calculated for four parameters.
These include core melt probability and three of the
risk parameters used in the RSS. A comparison of
those four parameters may be carried out to determine
which is the best estimator of public risk for the
reactor in question.
8. What are the limitations of this study?
Limitations resulting from the assumptions made
or the limitations of the input are outlined. Also,
modifications are identified which are required in
order to extend the methodology to other reactors
not specifically addressed by this study.
This study will address these questions based on the following outline
of the contents. First, a brief description of the methodology used is
made in Section II. Elements of Questions 7 and 8 are addressed in that
section. Next, Section III presents the analysis procedure and the results
of the study. Questions 1 through 6 as well as Questions 7 and 8 are
-17-
addressed in Section III. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations are
presented in Section IV. Appendix A provides an alphabetical list of the
acronyms used. Appendix B provides a users manual for the LWRSEN computer
code. Appendix C contains the fault trees used for tree systems analysis.
Appendix D describes the models of public risk and their use. Finally,
Appendix E contains the computer code and the accuracies attained n the
uncertainty analysis of failure probability distributions.
-18-
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE HETHODOLOGY
A. Introduction and Overview
The objective of this study is to develop a calculational method-
ology to estimate sensitivity of public risk to light water reactor safety
systems and components. This objective is accomplished by combining system
failure rates and initiator rates to calculate the accident probabilities
associated with a particular radioactive release category. Accordingly,
a brief explanation of the major elements of the RSS is needed so that the
reader may more easily understand the present study. For further details
the Report itself should be referenced.
The RSS may be viewed as a breakdown of the calculation of public
risk from nuclear reactors in the U.S. Five basic inputs contribute to
that risk in this model. First, the probability of an accident-initiating
event must be assessed. Then, the probability of system failure for sys-
tems which are needed to mitigate the effects of the particular initiating
event is required. Given that those system failures which lead to core
melt for a particular event tree are assessed, then the probabilities of
containment failures are evaluated using models based on the containment
conditions of the accident being examined. Assuming the containment fails,
the consequence to the public will be determined by the associated radio-
activity release. This consequence depends upon two other factors. They
are the weather conditions and the population density and distribution.
The present study assesses the effect on public risk from variation of the
system failure probabilities. The containment failure probabilities are
unchanged from the RSS. The weather and population information is included
-19-
in the model for public risk since it is based on an average of distribu-
tions. The variation of initiator probabilities is considered, but only
as a very minor aspect of the study.
B. Event Trees and Fault Trees
The combinations of initiator probability and system failure
probability are described by accident event trees. Given a certain ini-
tiating event, the resulting states of the reactor may be reached by a
tree of system functions which affect the outcome. Note that only event
trees with potential core melt are considered since other events were
assessed by the RSS to have little effect on public risk. The branches of
the tree of system function states give the set of possible final states
of the accident. The final state of the accident is assessed to deter-
mine which containment failure modes are possible. There are many combi-
nations of system failures which lead to core melt, as determined by the
event trees. An assessment must be made to determine which of these event
trees contribute significantly to the probability. Table II-1 gives just
such a list of event trees combined with containment event trees to deter-
mine accident types and their probabilities. Table II-2 is the key to the
PWR event trees. Tables II-3 and II-4 are the BWR event trees and keys,
respectively. These same event trees and resulting acciden probabilities
are used to determine public risk by the computer code LWRSEN. One limita-
tion of this computer code concerning its application to diverse types of
LWR's is whether or not the event trees are the same as the RSS reactors'
event trees. A basic review of the RSS event tree reduction process in
Appendix I of that report should be completed for reactors significantly
-20-
different from those in the RSS. Even with similar reactors, a study would
probably benefit from this type of review and re-evaluation.
The event trees use system failure probabilities as input. These
probabilities are determined by a reliability (or actually, unreliability)
analysis of the system. Fault trees are used for system unreliability
determination in this analysis. They differ from event trees in that fault
trees trace backward from possible failures which lead to the event (a sys-
tem failure) while event trees trace forward to the state of the accident
based on the success or failure of the systems necessary to mitigate acci-
dents and their consequences. In this analysis, only the major parts of
the RSS system fault tree analyses are retained, as documented in Appendix
C. This allows concentration of effort on the most important contributors
to risk. For reactors in which the systems are not exactly the same as
those studied by the RSS, different fault trees must be input to the system
failure analysis.
C. Risk Model and LWRSEN Computer Codes
The basic inputs to the system fault tree analysis are a number of
different types of individual failures. These types of failures are fur-
ther classified under generic categories. The category types were chosen
bared on the number of components of that type and the basic reliability
classifications of failure modes. The PWR analysis contains more generic
types than the BWR, due to the larger number of components and the higher
level of detail necessary for the PWR sensitivity analysis. The fault tree
reductions mentioned above are also made to fit the chosen generic cate-
gories. The generic categories for the PWR are human error, test and
-21-
maintenance, electric power, control elements, valves, pumps, other hard-
ware, and all hardware. (All hardware includes pumps, valves, and other
hardware, but not control elements or electric power.) The generic cate-
gories chosen for the BWR are human error and test and maintenance com-
bined, human error, test and maintenance, valves, pumps, and all hardware.
(All hardware includes valves, pumps, and other hardware, including control
elements on electric power contributions where applicable.) The BWR cate-
gory which combines human error and test and maintenance was chosen since
test and maintenance contributions many times involve human actions.
With the system failure probabilities, accident event trees, and
containment failure probabilities, a determination of release category
probabilities may be made. To translate these values to public risk, the
RSS developed the Calculation of Reactor Accident Consequences (CRAC) code.
This code computes the risk to the public by calculating various conse-
quences of an accident given the magnitude of the radioactivity released,
the release paths, the weather conditions, and the population distribution.
The uncertainties in all of the above inputs cause the generation of prob-
ability distributions of various consequences which represent public risk.
These probability distributions may be represented less accurately by point
values, with consequences for each release category and a probability of
occurrence for that category.
The point value models are employed in this study. For more
detailed information on the risk models and the consequences used in the
sensitivity study, see Appendix D. The two models used for the PWR and
BWR are different in nature. The PWR model contains actual values for
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three risk parameters for each release category. The BWR model gives only
their percentage contribution to risk. Consequently, translating the per-
centages to exact values of risk would involve integrating the BWR proba-
bility distributions for each of the three risk parameters and multiplying
the result by that base value. A further approximation may be used by
doing an approximate integration, given the tables of probabilities for
particular consequences listed in Appendix D. Please refer to that appen-
dix for further information and references for the risk models.
The computer code LWRSEN is written to reproduce the above meth-
odology for point values of failure probabilities and consequences. The
code contains three major routines for different types of sensitivity cal-
culations. One routine calculates all the individual sensitivities and
another calculates all the system and generic sensitivities. The third
routine is a combination of both of the first two. Basically, the user
first chooses the type of reactor, the consequence parameter, and the
multiplicative factors for which the sensitivities are to be calculated.
Then, the user decides whether to keep the RSS reduced fault trees or
choose a different set of fault trees. The system failure probability
equations are input for the method chosen. The code then calcualtes a
base case of release category probabilities, consequence parameters, and
core melt probability. The user inputs a set of attributes or each com-
ponent and indicates which attributes are to be varied to determine their
sensitivities. The new system failure probabilities are calculated, fol-
lowed by the new values of public risk to compare to the base case values.
A comparison is made to determine a sensitivity parameter and that param-
-23-
eter is output to the user. The code has the capability of varying any
subset of contributing failure probabilities, either individually or in
combinations. /
D. Probabilistic Analysis
In addition to the point value approach, a probabilistic or ran-
dom variable technique is also employed. The use of random variables to
describe failure data results from variability from component to component
and plant to plant, as well as from different operating conditions such as
· component environment. This idea of a population of conditions may be
used to describe differing situations within one plant, among a system of
plants, or among the entire sets of U.S. or world plants. This random
variable approach results in a probability distribution that characterizes
the component failure probability. Given these component probability dis-
tributions, a reliability analysis, in this case a fault tree analysis,
will mathematically combine component distributions to form system failure
probability distributions. In the same way, system failure probability
distributions may be combined in an event tree analysis to give a probabil-
ity distribution for the possibility of one type of accident, and the total
probability of core melt and public risk parameters.
The RSS determined tat all of these distributions could be ade-
quately represented by a lognormal probability distribution. The lognormal
distribution implies a normal distribution of the logarithm of failure
rates, or data which, in general, vary by factors from lower bound to
median, and from median to upper bound values. Information in Appendix III
of the RSS documents failure data characteristics and should be referenced
-24-
for more details concerning different types of data. This information
indicates that the lognormal distribution adequately describes the general
behavior associated with reliability analyses.
The exact characteristics of the lognormal distribution are given
in Appendix E. In addition, Section III, "Presentation of Results",
includes relationships between the characteristics of the distribution and
a point value analysis. In general, the lognormal provides a conservative
analysis for two reasons. First, the median value is always greater than
the point value, giving conservative results for system failure probabili-
ties. Second, the error factors, or ratios between the median and upper,
and the median and lower bounds, are asymmetrical. In performing the cal-
culations, the upper bound error factor, the larger of the two, is always
chosen. Consequently, bounds and medians are conservatively overstated
when compared to those values found from the symmetric distributions.
E. Accuracy and Limitations
The results that are to be presented in Section III correspond to
the data and analyses presented in the RSS. Most importantly, the results
are specific to the representative plants chosen for the RSS. In addition,
the risk calculations are specific to a northeast river valley site and
contain the approximations of te consequence code (CRAC) developed in the
RSS. Nevertheless, the results are important since the general conclusions
gleaned from a sensitivity study such as this should apply to almost all
reactors of present design. In addition, the reactors chosen for the RSS
were typical of many reactors in the U.S.
-25-
There are also differences between the RSS and this study. The
technique of smoothing is dropped from the analysis of this study in order
to provide clearer indications of sensitivity. Also, for all calculations
except the variational or uncertainty analysis, point values rather than
probabilistic distributions are used. Both of these effects will change
the results obtained if they are included. For example, not including
smoothing results in about twenty percent less early and latent deaths,
and about fifty percent less property damage, than the RSS-reported
results. The reduction is an even greater percentage when point values
are used. In fact, point values have a tendency to underestimate unavail-
abilities, and consequently public risk. For this reason, as well as ease
in understanding, all results are reported as being normalized by the
point value calculations.
The amount of research work done since the RSS analysis was com-
pleted may also have an effect on the results. Specifically, in the case
of LPIS check valve failure, some problems may occur. If the specific
reactor being analyzed does not have this problem it will require an appro-
priate change in the input data. One may note that removal of smoothing
also reduces the effect of this initiator, since it only contributes to
release category two in the PWR in this analysis. Other r.orovements
since the Study may be treated in the same fashion, noting that only
actual probabilities will change whereas sensitivities will remain approx-
hnately the same.
The variational or uncertainty analysis indicates that, for RSS-
reported uncertainties, the median value is close to the point value for
system failure probability. In general, the ratio of median to point
values for both reactor types is less than 1.8 and more then 1.4. Con-
sequently, point values will have some varying relationship with the median
values. However, the range of variation is small enough such that point
values can adequately estimate sensitivity ratios. The confidence values
of the point value vary between confidence limits of twenty-five and forty
percent. For uncertainties on the order of three higher than that assessed
in the RSS, the ratio of median to point values is closer to three. This
is still small enough and consistent enough so that point value sensitivity
analysis of reductions or increases by factors of 3, 10, 30, and 100 are
useful.
These accuracies may not be sufficient for some applications and
more specific Monte Carlo calculations may have to be made. The results of
the following section will provide one with the tools to make an analysis
consistent with the scope of this effort.
In the total analysis, the economics of the costs and benefits
of' safety work should, of course, be considered. These aspects of the
problem are not treated in this study.
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TABLE Il-2
KEY TO PR ACCZDET SEQUENCE SYMBOLS
A - ntermdlate to larg LOCA.
r failure of electric power to rs.
I' - Failure to reover either onsite or offstte electric power vithin about to 3 hours following
an initiating transient which L a loas of offsite AC power.
C - hilur of tho containment spray njecton eystem.
D - failure of th emergency cr cooling nlajection sytem.
r - Failure of the containment pray recirculation ystem.
4 - Failure of tbhe containmnt heat roerval ystem.
I - ailur of the emrgeny core cooling recirculation syetea.
z - Failure of the reactor protection systea.
L - ailure of the secondary system steam relief valves nd the auxiliary feedwater system.
N - Failure of the secondary system steam relief valves and the power conversion system.
Q - Failure of the primary system safety relief valves o reclose after opening.
I - Rassive rupture of the reactor veseel.
i i - small LOCi with an equivalent diameter of bout 2 to inches.
- small rvith an equivalent diameter of about 1/2 to inches.
t Transient event.
Vt tll check valve failure.
g Cntatinment rupture due to a reactor vessel steam explosion.
- Contaiment failure resulting from inadequate isolatlon of edntainmnt openings nd penestrtions.
- Contamront tfaluru due to hydrogen burning.
-I Coanumnt failure due to overpreseure.
Contirment vessel mlt-through.
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TABLE IT1-3
BWR DIZNANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES OF E;CH ErU,
TEE v. RELEASE CATEGORY
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TABLE I-i
Irr TO WR ACC:DENT SQU=nC SFOLS
& - ftre of ran.o: coolant bounduay vith an equivalent duntmet of greater tha sA= Inches.
- reAl* e ctriu po in to rs.
C - talurn of te reoaor protection syst.
- rLlN" of vapor supprgesion.
- IJAlu Go mi geoay ce cooling njectioam.
I - tla e o emgmany cr oooalng fuActioability.
- uAJluro -f centamet iSoicAts to IAt leuage to 3oss tan 100 volam per ot. per dy.
a - alwm of en spray erteulatam Systm.
Z * taw of low prezt rcirouaton system.
7 - alon of ghu psuorse ervie Water ovnm.
31 - Faiuro of Ufety/lJIf vawes to open.
* - ruAlr of safety/tief valves to recloae after openAa.
Q Pra n lu of nom a odatr systm to provide core mae-up water.
aI- pLJ e break with an quAvaLent dLmewte of bout 2-6.
a &L3J1 pi4 brek with an quivalent dinter of bout /20-2.
f - ant em.
- a tu of o r C o C to provide cor make-up waur.
V -VMloun ot lu pressure '- to prilde ote mkeup wato.
- lr aLn to rm. residual Oe bhet.
- C ntainm nt fallre due to nrtm qplosem a veu".
C _oa imat filure due to ean exploon an conanmst.
t- Ctamat faure d to overpreesub - reeoas throug reactor building.
T' - at"sat taUre due to ovorpreasuse - elase direc to oo
.
phe.
£ a Cstind e Lt okltias failure in dryv.
C - IadmS loaug Stor than 400 olume pr0 cent pr day.
t- lamtr budl" solation faur 
I- taby gas treLmatt ystem falur .
_ _ I t 
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TABLE II-5
PROGRAM METHODOLOGY
Identify system failure rate functions and compile with program
modules.
Choose reactor type, risk parameter, and four sensitivity factors.
Input component failure rates and containment failure probabilities.
Choose calculational routine.
a. Calculate individual failure rate sensitivites, including
indicator probabilities.
b. Calculate system, generic, and combinations of failure rate
sensitivities.
c. Calculate system, generic, or a group of components with a
common attribute and break down their sensitivity by
individual failure events.
d. Calculate the sensitivity of public risk to factor changes in
failure rates.
Repeat for other categories of failure rates.
Order sensitivities and output sensitivity data.
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III. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
A. Computer Codes Employed
The methodology contained in the RSS for calculating release
category probabilities, core melt probabilities, and approximate conse-
quences using point values, was incorporated in the program LWRSEN. The
users manual and the listing for that code are contained in Appendix B.
The fault trees used. to represent the system unavailabilities may be found
in Appendix C. The contributing event trees may be found in Table III-i.
The equations used to represent the fault and event trees may be found in
the listing of the LWRSEN code. Only dominant failure modes were con-
sidered. Failure modes contributing less than one tenth of one percent to
risk, even after a single system failure rate reduction by a factor of
one hundred, were eliminated.
The uncertainty or variational analysis was done using the
PLMODMC code. The code PLMOD and its sister codes (PLMODMC and PLI4ODT)
are available through the NRC for calculating system unavailabilities.
These codes also contain a fault tree reduction process. In addition to
tb o uncertainty analysis, the code was used to check on the accuracy of
the fault trees which were reduced by hand from those in Appendix II of
the RSS. Results from the computer-calculated reductions compare favor-
ably to those reduced by hand, using the same one tenth of one percent
accuracy criterion. The PLMODMC code is an extension of the PLMOD code
incorporating a Monte Carlo package for calculating complex fault or event
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trees with probabilistic lognormal distributions as inputs. The users
manual for the PIXODMC code was recently documented 0; however, the
listing of the code is not yet available for public use except through the
NRC. The exact characteristics of the Monte Carlo analysis are contained
in Appendix E. For information on the accuracy of these results Appendix
E should be consulted.
Given that the above two codes were written or made available,
sensitivities to differing characteristics of the RSS can be studied.
LWRSEN calculates point unavailabilities and was the main work horse of
the present study. It was used for analysis of sensitivities to changing
point values of component, system, and initiator probabilities. PLMODC
calculates median unavailabilities and error factors, and it was used in
an auxiliary role to calculate sensitivity to changing error factors.
B. Sensitivity and Risk Parameters Used
Devising a set of parameters to analyze the resulting calculated
release category probabilities is important in order to facilitate evalua-
tion. A study performed at SAT used sensitivity indicators. This anal-
ysis primarily gives ratios of top event probabilities. Where reductions
are being performed, the sensitivity quoted is the base value divided by
the new value, which was calculated from a perturbation of some failure
probability by the designated factor. This gives a number greater than
one, which is the factor by which the top event was reduced. For
increases, the inverse is plotted to preserve parameter values at greater
than one. It is, therefore, the factor by which the top event was
increased from its base value. In addition, ratios of succeeding factors
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are given to illustrate a measure of the sensitivity from sequential per-
turbations of failure probabilities. These parameters give a measure of
diminishing returns in the case of reductions, and increasing returns in
the case of increases in failure probabilities.
When an important contributor is reduced to a level below other
contributors, its sensitivity is at, or less than, the other, previously
less dominant, contributors. Consequently, the sensitivity of the contri-
butor is reduced. The diminishing return in the tables indicates, never-
theless, that the more sensitive systems sometimes provide more return,
after significant previous reductions, than any reduction in a system less
sensitive to changes of a factor of three. The increasing values give a
measure of the rate of growth. This rate of growth should be compared
with the change from one factor to another, which is approximately three.
Finally, in the variational analysis, the ratio of error factors, or some-
times the ratio of upper bounds, are illustrated, along with the ratio of
median failure probabilities.
The factors with which to perform the sensitivity analysis were
chosen after personal conversations with-the NRC staff. 12 It was decided
to use factors of 3, 10, 30, and 100. Factors above one hundred seem
impractical for reductions. The results of the study indicate that this
also happens to be the limit of useful reductions. The same factors were
chosen for increasing failure probabilities for similar reasons. In the
case of increasing error factors, factors of 3 and 10 were used, as was
30 on occasion. Even factors of 30 had a tendency to give such large
values for the new error factors that they seem unrealistic.
The values calculated for taking ratios are the following: core
melt probability, the number of early deaths per year, the number of latent
cancer fatalities per year, and the total property damage per year in mil-
lions of dollars. Core melt probability is the sum of the release category
probabilities which lead to core melt. For further descriptions of these
four parameters, see Appendix D. In addition to the ratios, the release
category probabilities and the risk parameter values are given, except for
the BWR, where only ratios of risk parameters and release category proba-
bilities are given, due to the lack of a detailed model of the conse-
quences by release category.
C. Results: PWR
The primary thrust of this work is the calculation of point
value sensitivities. More accurate results would have to employ a proba-
bilistic analysis such as those done in the uncertainty sensitivity cal-
culations. However, the cost and complexity of a complete analysis was
not justified by the extra accuracy attained. A sensitivity analysis of
the RSS is of value only in showing directions or relative magnitudes.
The probabilistic analysis was only completed for the first three release
categories of each reactor type. Since these types of accidents account
for almost all of the consequences, these results will represent quite
effectively the risk to public safety. For more information regarding the
point value and probabilistic studies, see Appendix E.
1. PWR Initiator Reductions
Table III-1 illustrates the basic contribution to each PWR
release category by accident initiator, and the resulting dominant accident
sequences for that initiator. First, we examine the initiating events
which cause the dominant sequences. In the case of the BWR, virtually all
of the sensitivity to any parameter is a result of the transient with on-
site AC power. The transient without on-site AC power is less than two
percent of the core melt sensitivity, and all LOCA and vessel rupture ini-
tiators contribute even less. In the case of the six initiators of the
PWR, only the reactor vessel rupture contributes an insignificant amount.
The large LOCA and the small LOCA with an equivalent diameter of two to
six inches (indicated by an S1 in most tables) contributes very little.
In fact, their sensitivity is less than many systems and even a few indi-
vidual components. The primary contributors are the LPIS check valve
failure, the transient, and the small LOCA with an equivalent break diam-
eter of about one-half to two inches (indicated by an S2 in most tables).
The sensitivities of the five significant PWR initiators are contained in
Tables III-1 and III-2. Table III-1 illustrates the sensitivity of core
melt probability and total property damage to changes in initiator proba-
bility. Table III-2 illustrates the sensitivity of early and latent
deaths. The tables indicate that core melt probability is most sensitive
to a reduction in the small LOCA (S2) probability.
The LPIS check valve failure is the dominant contributor to
public risk. In those reactors where the likelihood of this event has
been reduced, it will be much less significant. For example, had the LPIS
check valve failure been reduced by yearly testing from its median value
of 4.0 x 10 -6/year* to 6.8 x 10 /year* in a particular reactor, then the
*RSS Appendix V estimates.
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sensitivity to a factor of 3 change, for a reactor with yearly testing,
would be close to that given by the ratios of the factor reductions for
factors of 30 and 10. (Since yearly testing gives about a factor of 10
reduction and a factor of 3 more would be a reduction of 30.) In this
case the LPIS check valve failure would be the third largest contributor,
thus making it lower in all categories except early deaths. For a failure
probability corresponding to monthly testing, which is approximately one
hundredth of the original RSS estimate, the event would become almost
insignificant. It should be noted, however, that other specific sensitiv-
ities would no longer be entirely accurate. Only their relative magni-
tudes would stay the same. More information relative to this will be pre-
sented later under combinations of system reductions.
2. PWR Systems Reductions
a. System Failures
System failures are the next level in the event tree
hierarchy. The PWR systems' contribution to public risk will be dependent
on their contribution to the transient and small LOCA (S2) initiators,
since the LPIS check valve event involves no other system failures. The
systems which are indicated in the key to the PWR tables of sensitivities
all contribute something to public risk, with the magnitude depending on
tl-iir contributions to the important initiators.
The first results presented are the new release category
probabilities which lead to a core melt for reductions in system failure
probabilities. This information may be found in Table 111-4. The ECCS
(H and D) is a major contributor to the sensitivities in release cate-
gories 5, 6, and 7; however, they are minor contributors in the lower
categories. The transient systems involving the auxiliary feedwater sys-
tem (AFWS) and the power conversion system (PCS) contribute to all cate-
gories except 4 and 5. The containment spray injection system (CSIS) con-
tributes heavily to categories 1 and 3.
The sensitivity results for the public risk parameters
(early deaths per year, latent cancers per year, and total property damage
in millions of dollars per year) are presented in Table III-5. The tran-
sient systems mentioned earlier contribute the most heavily to each risk
parameter. The AFWS and PCS provide the most potential for reducing public
risk in the PWR. The CSIS is the only other system which contributes to
early deaths.
The sensitivity parameters, core melt ratios, and the
three aforementioned risk parameter ratios are given in Tables III-6
through III-9. The ECCS contributes strongly to core melt, with forty and
sixteen percent reductions for a factor of three reduction in failure
probability for recirculation and injection modes, respectively. The
forty percent reduction was the largest for any parameter or system for a
factor of three. However, these systems contribute very little to risk,
except total property damage. In short, core melt is not an accurate indi-
cator of the consequences for the PWR. The transient systems AFWS and PCS
offer thirty percent reductions for a factor of three in early deaths,
with similar reductions in latent deaths and total property damage. In
fact, all other systems offer less return than the transient systems, even
when their unavailabilities are reduced by a factor of one hundred. The
reactor protection contributes less than one percent to public risk
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reduction, even for factors as high as one hundred. The containment safety
systems offer little potential for risk reduction, except for the CSIS and
its sensitivity to latent cancer fatalities. The diminishing returns
listed in the tables indicate little return for changes larger than fac-
tors of 3 for all but the most sensitive systems.
b. Systems Breakdown
The systems or functions listed in the tables may be
further broken down into other reactor safety systems, subsystems, and
individual failures. Tables III-10 and III-11 contain such a breakdown
based on the most significant contributors to risk within a safety system
or function. Table III-10 contains a breakdown of emergency core cooling
and injection sensitivity for core melt probability as a risk parameter.
Table III-11 illustrates the three most important contributors to latent
deaths, namely, the AFWS, PCS, and CSIS. In the case of emergency core
cooling, the high pressure recirculation and injection systems are much
more sensitive to core melt than the low pressure systems. The high pres-
sure cooling systems are the primary contributors to the small LOCA (S1
and S2) element of core melt probability. When the reductions of release
category probabilities are translated to risk, however, the CSIS system
has major potential for risk reduction. This system contributes heavily to
release categories 1 and 3 and, therefore, latent deaths through the small
LOCA (S2) event tree coupled with steam explosion and overpressure con-
tainment failures. The largest contributors within the CSIS are human
errors from CLCS miscalibration and valves being left open. Hardware and
test and maintenance contribute much less in the CSIS. The largest
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potential for risk reduction comes from the event trees involving the AFWS
and PCS. In the particular case of the AFWS, one particular human error
of three valves being left closed contributes more to risk than even the
CSIS. Clearly, special attention should be placed on the procedures and
environment of this valve's human action. The PCS subtree was not
developed fully, but the main feedwater system has the most sensitivity.
A more detailed analysis of the failure of this system should be done,
with hopes of identifying the potential sensitivity.
c. Individual Failures
To take further advantage of the more detailed analysis
of the PWR, a review of the most sensitive individual failures may be
found for all four sensitivity parameters in Tables III-12 through III-15.
The component numbers listed in the table refer to designations from the
LWRSEN computer code. The individual failures' relation to the analysis
may be found by reference to the fault trees in Appendix C, where compo-
nent numbers are given. The equations used to calculate sensitivity may
be found in Appendix B in the listing of computer codes. The components'
algebraic relation to the rest of the analysis may be found from the com-
ponent number also. It can be seen that very few components from systems
ot .er than H, D, L, M, and C have potential for reduction in total risk.
Component 182, or the event B', is defined as the failure to recover
electric power (off-site or on-site) within one to three hours after a
transient with loss of off-site AC electric power. Increasing availabil-
ity of electric power within this time window would provide much more
reduction in public risk than the time window of one hour necessary for
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the ESF's to mitigate LOCA events. In addition, the independent failure
of three or more control rods can be seen to have little mpact on public
risk from further reductions, It may be noted that while this analysis
used statistical coupling techniques to determine a base value, the term
was varied as a whole, so the resultant sensitivity is to a three rod fail-
ure rather than a one rod failure, and the resultant statistical transla-
tion is to three rods failing.
d. System Combinations
The results presented so far allow only for reductions
of one system or component failure probability at a time. Since more than
one dominant failure mode has been identified, a rational safety reduction
policy would consider multiple reductions of failure probabilities. Table
111-16 is the result of a simple analysis of multiple system reductions of
core melt probability. Also illustrated for each case are the multiples
of each individual sensitivity. Simultaneous reduction in failure proba-
bility of ECI, ECR, CSIS and AFWS have larger magnitudes than the multi-
ples of individual reductions (case 1). It can also be seen that the
returns for further reductions of the combination are larger than the mul-
tiples of individual reductions. This is caused by avoidance of "cre-
ating" other dominant failure modes as soon as one reduction in a major
contributor is made. The cases illustrate that, for every case other than
11, this additional reduction is attained. In case 11, the combined sys-
teas both contribute primarily to the same event trees; consequently, a
reduction of ten in both systems is equivalent to a reduction of one
hundred in either.
In summary, there is not much potential for reduction of
public risk from reduction of system failure probability in terms of magni-
tude. Magnitudes are generally much less than two. Also, diminishing
returns indicate that little sensitivity to further reduction occurs after
reductions of ten or more. The benefit for higher factor reductions can
be increased with combinations of reductions. The magnitudes can also be
increased up to about six if the four most important systems are reduced
by a factor of one hundred each.
3. PWR Systems Increases
The magnitudes of the sensitivities change considerably when
one considers increases to public risk from increases to system failure
probability. The effects of increasing failure probability over those
reported in the RSS for the parameters of release category probabilities
and public risk are contained in Tables III-17 and III-18, respectively.
The sensitivity by category and parameter for increases are similar to
those for reductions. However, the magnitude of the sensitivity is
greater. These magnitudes are illustrated for core melt probability and
the public risk parameters in Tables III-19 through III-22. Since the
relative potential among systems is the same for reductions as it is for
increases, the valuable information in these tables may be found in the
characteristics of the increasing return. The ratio between the consecu-
tive factors 3, 10, 30, and 100 is approximately three. When the
increasing return is near three, any increasing system unavailability is
translated directly to public risk. This is the case for the functions
M and L (systems PCS and AFWS). Latent deaths are very sensitive to the
CSIS, and total property damage is sensitive to a larger number of systems.
The reactor protection system and other containment systems show very
little sensitivity to increasing failures. The most sensitive increases
by factors of 3 and 10 cause public risk increases of less than one half of
the factor magnitudes, and most other cases show much less increase in
public risk. Increasing public risk for sensitive systems nears almost
the entire additional system increase at total factors such as 30 and 100,
indicating they become dominant.
4. PWR Generic Failures
a. Generic Reductions
A systems analysis provides information on the specifics
of uclear reactor safety features. However, many times, engineering
advances are made in types of components, rather than one specific valve,
pump, or subsystem. For this reason, a generic analysis was performed on
the individual failure contributors which make up various systems. The
generic analysis also indicates a credit obtainable in the reactor's
safety as a whole if generic improvements are obtained.
The sensitivity of release category probabilities to the
generic types mentioned earlier is shown in Table III-23. Human error
shows potential reduction in all categories, the most significant ratio
reduction being in categories 1 and 3. Electric power shows reductions in
categories 1, 2 and 6. In category 2, only the dominating contribution of
the LPIS check valve rupture remains after electric power is reduced by a
factor of 100. Other failure types show little reduction, except for con-
trol, which contributes heavily to category 7, the largest contributor to
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core melt probability.
Table III-24 indicates reductions in risk parameters for
reductions in generic component failure probability. Human error and elec-
tric power reductions cause reductions in all risk parameters, with elec-
tric power changes, based on its contribution to release category 1 from
the transient event trees, causing greater sensitivity of early deaths.
Total property damage shows the most sensitivity to other generic classi-
fications. The actual sensitivities for core melt probability and public
risk found in Tables III-25 to II-28 indicate that, while core melt is
very sensitive to control, it is insensitive to all but total property
damage because of the large reductions in release category 7, where only
property damage is a significant consequence. Test and maintenance is
less sensitive than control for the first factor of 3 reduction; however,
it is more sensitive during subsequent reductions. This is because test
and maintenance was more sensitive at all factors in category 1, which has
higher property damage, while control only contributed for initial factors
in category 7, which has low property damage consequences.
The magnitude of the initial reduction in generic fail-
ures is larger than that of the most sensitive single system. At the same
thae, the return for higher reductions is less than for generic components.
This results from the fact that a failure in a system is usually the result
of one of many possible failures of components from all generic classes.
In addition, the failure probabilities of most components were of the same
order of magnitude, so there were many contributors to system failure and,
consequently, to public risk. Any reduction in one class could be
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initially reflected in overall sensitivity, however further reductions
only left exposed other generic failures of similar magnitudes. In the
case of systems, there was a larger variety of failure probability and
therefore larger potential for further reduction. The larger magnitude
reductions can also be explained. Generic failures contribute some to all
events; while, in the case of public risk reductions for systems, there are
two major contributing events, the transient and failure of AFWS and PCS,
and the small LOCA (S2) and failure of the CSIS. Therefore, reduction of
one fault tree leaves dominance of another. The larger number of con-
tributors for generics leads to less further reduction, eventually negating
the advantage of contributing something to all event trees. This is in
contrast to the systems analysis, where contributions were limited by not
affecting all trees, but the wider range of contributions leads to higher
reductions at higher factors.
b. Generic Breakdown
A further breakdown of the more sensitive generic fail-
ures is contained in Tables III-29 and III-30. Human error contributions
to the sensitivity occur primarily from valve operation errors. There are
a number of errors with significant contribution to public risk, as
measured by total property damage. The most significant hardware contri-
bution results from the unavailability of diesels for electric power. The
contribution of test and maintenance to early deaths is primarily that of
turbine and safety valve maintenance resulting in unavailability of the
AFWS.
c. Generic Increases
Generic failures also exhibit a markedly different sen-
sivity to increases of failure rates. The initial increases are still
slightly larger than those for systems; however, subsequent increases grow
larger faster. The increases eventually exhibit an avalanching effect.
This is due to the fact that a generic failure can contribute in many dif-
ferent parts of the system and also to the fact that there are second- or
higher-order cut sets within the system failures that can cause exponential
increases. These traits may be found in Tables III-31 through 111-34.
5. PWR Uncertainty
The final analysis performed on the PWR was a variational or
uncertainty analysis. The uncertainty analysis is effective in measuring
a system's sensitivity to error propagation. Only increasing error fac-
tors were considered. The error factors, or ratios of the 95% confidence
limits upper bound to the median value, were increased by factors of 3,
and sometimes 10 and 30 as well. Given the fact that most systems have
unreliabilities on the order of 10 4 or above, increases on the order of
30 may be unreasonably large; however, they can be used to indicate trends.
The first uncertainty analysis was performed on a system and
its components. While the consideration of individual systems and their
component levels was, in general, too complicated to be included in the
time frame of this study, this analysis was performed as a check on the
fault tree reduction process. The LPRS system contributes little to the
uncertainty of release categories 2 and 3. Nevertheless, increasing the
system error factors by almost seven had no effect on the release
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category distribution. It is doubtful that many individual components
would have much effect on risk uncertainty; however, consideration from a
generic viewpoint could have a profound effect on system uncertainty, con-
sidering the avalanching effect noted in increasing generic components in
the point value analysis.
a. Initiators Uncertainty
The primary focus of the uncertainty study was to explore
the dependences of major elements of the event tree analysis. Those ele-
ments include sensitive systems and the initiators. For the PWR, the ini-
tiators are of interest due to the more diverse nature of the PWR risk con-
tributions. Table III-36 illustrates the sensitivities of all types of
initiators as well as the combined effect of an increase in all initiators'
uncertainty. Vessel rupture uncertainty increases have no effect on
release category uncertainties, even when increased in error factors of
100. Release category 1 shows much less effect from uncertainty than
categories 2 and 3. The dominance of the transient in category 1, and the
low initial error factor associated with the transient, account for this
insensitivity. Even when the transient error factor is increased by a
factor of 3, it is still less than that of the small LOCA (S2), which is
another major contributor to risk from category 1. Category 3 is very
sensitive to LOCA uncertainties, exhibiting almost the full factor
increase of 3 in the new upper bound. Category 2 is sensitive to the
LPIS check valve rupture uncertainty. Tables III-37 through III-39 indi-
cate new values of medians and error factors for increasing all error fac-
tors by factors of 3, 10, and 30. Comparing this to the initiator
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uncertainty results, one can see that most of the uncertainty from release
category 3 is a result of the LOCA uncertainty. Release category 1 shows
more sensitivity to increasing error factors, and it is presumed most of
that comes from the systems uncertainty, since transient initiator uncer-
tainty was significantly smaller. This is because the initiator transient
contains higher order event tree "cut sets" and some multiplication of
uncertainty results. This multiplication proves to be of little effect,
however, since top event error factors increase little over the factor
increase for all systems and initiators. Consequently, one can safely
assume that increasing all uncertainties given in the RSS by a certain fac-
tor will increase public risk uncertainty approximately by the same amount.
Increasing all error 'factors also affects the medians of release category
probabilities. The medians show a more noticeable increase than the case
of increasing all initiator factors. Therefore, it would appear that com-
binations of increasing uncertainty affect the ratio of the medians more
than they affect the error factors.
b. Systems Uncertainty
Finally, an uncertainty analysis was performed on indi-
vidual systems which contribute to release categories 1, 2, and 3. These
results are presented in Table III-40. Systems L and M have a profound
effect on release category 1, and system C has a slightly larger effect
on release category 3. Increasing error factors in a system increases the
top event uncertainty by about half the factor. Systems M and L also con-
tribute more than a few percent to any top event uncertainty. An analysis
for individual systems was also done for public risk of latent deaths.
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This could be effectively approximated by the contributions from release
categories 1, 2, and 3. Since L and M contributed at least some in all
categories, they had the most effect on latent cancers. Increasing an
individual system's uncertainty by 10 results in a maximum increase of
about 2.5 in public risk uncertainty and 1.5 in median public risk. Only
the AFWS, PCS, and CSIS appear to have noticeable sensitivity.
In summary, increasing all uncertainties will result in simi-
lar increase in top event uncertainty. Increasing an individual component
sensitivity would have little effect in all but the most sensitive systems.
Increasing system uncertainties also his little effect on public risk
uncertainty, except for the AFWS, PCS, and CSIS, and those effects are
muted compared to the system factor increases. Median values increase
very little for uncertainty increases except when all factors are
increased. Then a multiplicative effect is noticeable.
In general, PWR sensitivity is primarily concentrated in the
AFWS, PCS, and CSFS for all types of analysis. In addition, generic
classes of human error, electric power, and control are the most sensitive.
Most of the sensitivity to public risk comes from deviations on the high
side of RSS values, while reducing public risk has little relative poten-
tial unless a careful program considering combinations of effects is
employed. The wide variety of failure modes discovered in the PWR has the
effect of limiting sensitivity potential. This implies reasonable limita-
tion of expectations for future safety reductions from the standpoint of
engineered safety features.
D. Results: BWR
1. BWR System Reductions
The sensitivity analysis of the BWR corsidered only the
transient event trees. The values of the probability ratios for release
categories 1, 2, and 3 for failure probability reductions in the safety
systems designed for transient events are found in Table III-42. Release
category 4 was not included in the analysis, as it contributed very little
to risk and would have involved a much larger volume of work for a small
part of the sensitivity. Also, values for the risk parameters are not
available since a model relating exact consequences to release category
probabilities could not be obtained for a BWR. A model using percentages
of the total risk was available, however, and this was used instead. Sen-
sitivity can be obtained, however, since it is a dimensiornless ratio of
two risks; a base risk and a newly calculated risk. The actual values
could then be obtained by dividing the sensitivities into the consequences
of the base case, which could be obtained from another source. It should
be noted that the sensitivity of W is overstated in the second release
category since the LOCA event trees are not considered in this study. In
this category the reactor protection system failure is not a contributor.
When W is reduced by factors higher than 30, contributions from the LOCA
event trees are about one-half the total contribution to category 2,
leading to some loss of accuracy. In categories 1 and 3, there are two
event trees of significantly larger magnitude than the LOCA trees, so the
individual sensitivities are accurate.
Tables III-43 and III-44 document the system sensitivities
for the BWR, with the core melt probability, total property damage, early
deaths, and latent deaths as risk parameters. While core melt probability
is actually the sum of release categories 1 through 4, the probability of
category 4 is less than one-thousandth of the probability of category 3.
Consequently, the sum of categories 1, 2, and 3 adequately represent core
melt probability. Due to the significantly smaller number of dominant
contributions to public risk, the magnitudes of the BWR sensitivities are
larger than the PWR sensitivities. Systems A and C provide significant
potential for risk reduction, even up to factors as high as one hundred.
The systems Q, U, and V all provide much less sensitivity than the others,
but more than most of the systems encountered in the PR. The dominant
LOCA-related systems not included in the study ould have magnitudes of
less than one-half of the sensitivity of the three systems. It can also
be een that the sum of categories 1, 2, and 3, and therefore core melt
probability, are very good indicators of public risk. Core melt seems to
sl htly overestimate the risk associated with systems W, Q, U, and V, and
slightly underestimate the risks of system C. The difference between the
systems is caused by the presence of systems W, Q, and U in release cate-
gory 2. Release category 2 contributes its heaviest percentage to core
melt probability, or the sum of the three release categories. Then it
contributes to the percentage of risk; first in early deaths, then in total
property damage, and finally in latent cancers. This is illustrated in
the tables by the relative sensitivities of each parameter with respect to
core melt. For W, Q, U, and V, the ranking of the risk parameters in
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release category 2 is preserved. Since C, the reactor protection system,
does not contribute to category 2 at all, the inverse ranking of parameters
is found. Therefore, in the BWR, the sum of release categories 1, 2, and 3
are excellent measures of risk. Since this sum is virtually equivalent to
core melt probability, any reactor similar to the BWR studied in the RSS
can adequately describe public risk by the use of core melt probability.
In the case of the PWR the sums of release categories 1, 2, and 3 are also
reasonable measures of public risk. However, they bear no resemblance to
core melt probability.
The system or safety functions indicated earlier were also
broken down by subsystems. The sensitivity of core elt probability to
subsystem failure probability reductions is given in Table 111-45. In the
two most sensitive safety functions, two subsystems are found to have the
same sensitivity as the function. This is because, in each case, both of
the subsystems are required to satisfy function success. Consequently,
any reduction in one subsystem's failure rate has the same effect on the
requirement for success. This is also true of systems M and L in a PWR
transient event tree. Likewise, systems Q, U, and V in a BWR transient
event tree have the same overall sensitivity. In a case where one of two
or more subsystem failures is required, the sensitivity is dvided. This
division is approximately such that the multiples of the sensitivities
equal the top event sensitivity. The multiples are roughly related to
their relative order of magnitude. Therefore, the same general rules of
combinations as were found in the PWR apply for the BWR, as would be
expected.
2. BWR System Increases
The BWR was also analyzed for system failure probability
increases. The results are presented in Tables III-46 and 111-47. The
characteristics of the results are very similar to those of the PWR systems
analysis. However, in the BWR, one system, W, almost completely dominates
any increase. For any factor increase of W beyond 3, the full value of the
increase is felt by public risk. The system C is almost as sensitive,
.while Q, U, and V are insensitive, causing only factors of 4 increase in
public risk for factors of 100 increase in system failure probability.
A breakdown of the risk increases to system failure rate
increases may be found in Table III-48. Similar characteristics of the
tables correspond to the breakdown of risk reductions; however, multiplying
individual sensitivities to find combinations will not work. In fact, they
seem to more closely approach addition of sensitivities. In particular,
it can be seen that increasing the failure probability of three or more
control rods failing independently is not very sensitive to factors of up
to 30; however, increases of 100 in this probability could cause one order
of magnitude increase in risk.
3. BWR Generic Reductions
As in the PWR, an analysis of generic failures in the BWR
was performed. Tables III-49 through III-52 illustrate the results.
Fewer categories are analyzed than in the PWR due to the previously men-
tioned lack of detail available for the systems involved in the transient
event tree. Nevertheless, a significant amount of detail was given to
adequately assess human errors, test and maintenance unavailabilities,
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and hardware, including the subsets valves and pumps. The additional cate-
gory of human error and test and maintenance was added since many of the
failures or increased unavailabilities could be procedure related. The
results exhibit the general relationship of a combination of failures and
individual failures, as documented in the PWR systems analysis. The orders
of magnitude are all similar to the PWR, but larger. The large difference
in all hardware between the BWR and PWR is due to differing definitions.
Control and electric power were considered separately in the case of the
PWR; but, in the BWR analysis, these categories were hidden within-the
hardware category due to a lack of further breakdown of some subsystems in
the BWR. For similar reasons, the category of pumps is likely to be an
inaccurate representation of its true sensitivity. One can also see that
core melt probability is again a good measure of risk. n the same way as
with systems, different generic categories contribute to different release
categories by proportions resulting in an overestimation or an underestima-
tion of sensitivity of public risk from using core melt probability as a
sensitivity parameter. For human error and test and maintenance, the
core melt parameter underestimates public risk. In the case of all hard-
ware sensitivity, public risk is overestimated by core melt probability.
The other risk parameters follc- the same order, as indicated by the sys-
tems analysis. The other generic categories also show similar relation-
ships between the risk parameters and core melt.
4. BWR Generic Increases
Examining the BWR for increases in generic component failure
probabilities also indicates the avalanching effect observed in the PWR.
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Table 111-53 illustrates the effect of such increases on core melt proba-
bility, To obtain results in terms of public risk, a determination of the
relationship of risk to core melt must be made for each category. The
results indicate that test and maintenance contributions are more important
for the BWR than for the PWR. Human error and other categories show
slightly less sensitivity at higher factors than in the PWR. However, the
orders of magnitude are very similar.
5. BWR System Uncertainty
An uncertainty analysis for the BWR was also performed.
Tables 111-54 and III-55 contain the results for release categories 1, 2,
and 3. In comparison to the PWR, the BWR shows more sensitivity to error
factor increases. The new release category error factors, for increases
in all error factors, show an increase much larger than the factor by
which all system and initiator error factors were increased. The ratio of
the factor increase in release category error factors divided by the factor
increase for each system, is about 1 for a factor increase of 3; about 2
for a factor increase of 10, and about 3 for a factor increase of 30. For
the PWR the ratios are about 1, and little or no avalanching of error fac-
tors was observed. The median values listed in the tables for increasing
all error factors show less increase than the analysis perf rmed for the
PWR.
The results of the analysis of increasing individual system
error factors are presented in Table III-56. This table indicates that
the system W is the most sensitive to increasing error factors. Almost
the full increase in system error factors is felt by the release category
error factor. System C shows less sensitivity in release categories 1 and
3. The systems Q, U, and V show little sensitivity to release category
probability error factors. They all contribute through the same event
tree, TQUV. However, their sensitivities are not exactly the same as those
in the point value analysis. The ordering of the sensitivities implies that
the systems with higher median values contribute more to increasing uncer--
tainty. The system W still has by far the most profound effect on release
category uncertainty. Where W is a more dominant contributor, as in cate-
gory 2, the corresponding uncertainty increase is also greater. Given the
results of the point value analysis and the effects of category 2 on risk,
one can assume that the total uncertainty in public risk would be espe-
cially susceptible to system W.
The results for the BWR and PWR indicate that general risk
sensitivity estimates for either LWR can, in some cases, be good estimates
of the related sensitivity for the other reactor type. The primary dif-
ference is the slightly larger magnitude of reductions possible in the BWR
due to the smaller number of contributors to public risk. Also, the BWR
shows much more sensitivity to uncertainty that the PWR for the same
reasons. In particular, increasing all error factors can cause even
la' 3er increases in release category probabilities in the BWR; while in
the PWR, release category uncertainties generally follow increases in all
error factors.
A general influence that is notable in this study concerns
the differential safety gain, illustrated in the point value analysis by
diminishing returns. This differential safety gain can be fitted to a
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power curve of the logarythm of the reduction factor. The coefficients of
the power fit appear to be determined by the initial perturbation, that is,
the differential safety gain from the base to a factor of three reduction
in system failure probability. There seems to be a general consistency to
both types of reactors and different combinations of release category prob-
abilities (risk parameters), so further study of this property may have
some value. This result reaffirms the extra safety gain noted from combi-
nations of system reductions. In those cases a differing rate of diminish-
ing return was noted. These results show that all sensitivities could
probably be characterized with only the knowledge of an initial perturba-
tion.
E. Summary
To summarize the major results of this analysis, the design of
ECCS safety systems is excellent for mitigating the consequences of most
pipe breaks. However, the smaller LOCA S2's engineered safety features
should be more closely studied. In particular, reduction of the HPRS and
HPIS failure rates by a factor of 3 offer up to 16 percent reductions in
total property damage. In addition, the CSIS system is particularly sensi-
tive to public risk because of its small LOCA (S2) event tree. The major-
ity of the public risk sensitivity associated with the CSIS is human error.
In particular, the miscalibration of the CLCS system could be a very impor-
taut risk contribution. Additional action should be taken to reduce that
failure probability and, more importantly, to assure that this particular
event is actually of as low a probability as reported in the RSS. The
other important contributors relate to human errors resulting in valves
being left in incorrect positions. Clearly, the procedure relating to
testing, maintenance, and operation of the CSIS system should be reviewed
carefully and the operators and plant management should be informed of this
system's importance to safety, particularly in small LOCA accident condi-
tions. The sensitivity results indicate that reductions in CSIS failure
rate of up to ten look promising and these procedures are a good place to
start before considering system hardware design changes on future plants.
The results of the variationsl or uncertainty analysis indicate that CSIS
variations on the order of thirty can significantly affect release cate-
gory 3 upper bounds. If qualitative limits are to be set for accident
upper bounds, then the containment spray injection system should be moni-
tored carefully, especially since it contributes to two of the three
serious PWR accident types, including the most widely bounded of the
three accidents.
The transient event tree is the most important for both reactors.
In the PWR, the AFWS and PCS provide potential for significant reductions
in safety. The sensitivity results show that almost fifty percent reduc-
tions in all public risk parameters would result for system failure rate
reductions on the order of thirty. Since both the AFWS and PCS contribute
primarily through the same event trees, a different strateg-, should be
considered for these systems. One could approach the AWS and PCS as one
system with subsystems, and try to reduce the overall system failure prob-
ability. The results of the combination analysis suggest that approach.
There is also more sensitivity in this event tree, so reductions by fac-
tors of thirty may prove worthwhile. The major contribution to risk from
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this "system" is a human error. The chance that the AFWS will be inopera-
tive because all three discharge pump valves are inadvertently left closed
following a test, is assessed at 3.0 x 10 /year. Reducing this particular
error by a factor of 10 would reduce AFWS failure probability by the same
amount. Test and maintenance is the next most important factor, at about
3.0 x 10-6/year. Consequently, reducing the procedure error rate by a fac-
tor of 30, and optimizing test and maintenance unavailability for another
factor of 3 reduction, could lead to AFWS system failure rate reductions
near thirty percent and public risk reductions possibly near fifty percent.
By taking advantage of the PCS, more options could be invoked to develop a
safety strategy, resulting in the aforementioned public risk reductions.
For example, reducing the main feedwater failure probability for transient
events by a factor of 3 could replace attempting to reduce test and main-
tenance contributions in the AFWS. In addition, reducing the probability
of loss of on-site AC power after a loss of off-site AC power for between
one and three hours, represented by component 182, would also contribute
to reducing this very important event tree's contribution to public risk.
The results of the analysis of increase in failure probability
illustrate the importance of monitoring failure probabilities in differing
activities and vendors. In the particular case of the AFWS, increasing
its failure probability by a factor of 10 would result in an increase in
public risk by about a factor of 4. Given that the risk of AFWS failure
is primarily dependent on a human error, with a wide uncertainty value,
this procedure should be monitored closely by public regulators and utility
employees. In the variational analysis, it was shown that the AFWS error
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factors must be maintained at as low a value as possible. Increases of
this error factor to values near 30 would significantly affect uncertainty
ranges of public risk.
To reduce public risk in the PWR by a more significant degree,
some combination of simultaneous reductions would have to be done. Since
combinations give higher returns for higher reductions, they can also make
some system investments more worthwhile. A sensitivity study should be
performed to optimize a set of system reductions. From the results of
this study, factors of 100 or more in the function of the AFWS and PCS,
similar factors in the CSIS, and factors lower by about 10 on the HPRS and
HPIS could provide PWR risk reductions on the order of 5 or more from base
values.
The BWR is dominated by transient systems. Any safety improve-
ment policy should begin there, with a significant effort, before approach-
int contributions from LOCA-initiated events. Factor reductions of 100
would have to be achieved in the reactor protection system and in residual
core heat removal systems before LOCA system reductions would show much
benefit. There is a significant potential for reduction of public risk
by reducing the failure probability of residual core heat removal. This
risk is contributed by the RHR nd PCS systems, which must both function.
Consequently, reductions in each apply toward the total risk reduction.
The RHR systems are the Low Pressure Coolant Injection and High Pressure
Service Water systems. The LPCI is the much more sensitive of the two.
Work on the PCS and the LPCI could result in public risk reductions of
more than 2 for system failure reductions of less than 10. This BWR
system definitely will show safety gains for many factor increases in
reliability.
The reactor protection system also shows significant potential
for public risk reduction. Since manual reserve shutdown must act in tan-
dem with the RPS to perform this function, reductions in either can con-
tribute to a significant reduction in the transient risk contribution.
The probability of three independent rod failures indicates potential for
reduction in the BWR (whereas it does not in the PWR) from its basic value
of 1 x 10-4/year. Given the studies already done, however, the most cost-
effective reductions may prove to be elsewhere in the RPS, such as the
manual reserve shutdown system.
By performing simultaneous reductions on the reactor protection
and residual core heat removal functions, significantly greater reductions
can be achieved. In the case of the PWR, many more systems contributed to
public risk. This limits overall reductions to about factors of 5, unless
one wishes to consider reductions in ten systems, instead of four or five.
In the BWR, only two systems contribute to over ninety percent of the risk
reduction potential. Conceivably, reducing RPS and ER simultaneously
could result in similar factor reductions in public risk.
The great potential of these systems for reductions also char-
acterizes their behavior for increases in system failure probability. Any
increase in RPW or RER failure probability translates almost directly into
increased public risk. The variational analysis also underscores this
fact. A system of reactors that has higher uncertainty in the system W than
that assessed in the RSS has almost equally higher uncertainty in public
risk.
Reducing these uncertainties will also cause a reduced uncertainty in over-
all public risk.
This study shows that the potential for reduction of public risk
in the LWR is not very high, unless one considers reducing failure rates
for a combination of more than one system. In the PWR about five systems
would have to be reduced, in addition to the LPIS check valve failure, in
order to achieve substantial reductions. The BWR would only require two
system reductions. The transient systems are the most important to ana-
lyze and offer the most potential for risk reduction. In particular, the
.power conversion system, PCS, plays a major role in both reactors. The
reactor protection system, RPS, contributes heavily to the BWR and has a
small benefit for the PWR. Both reactors show that human errors are the
most important contributors to potential for public risk reduction.
Reducing human error rates on the order of ten could halve public risk.
In addition, human errors contribute to the uncertainty of some important
system failure probabilities. The sensitivity tools developed by this
study indicate the aforementioned results. They provide a basis for
public decision-making in nuclear reactor safety.
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Table III-1
Reduction in PWR Core Melt Probability and Total Property
Damage for Reduction in Initiator. Probability
Initiator Factor Reduction in Parameter
for Factor Reduction in
Initiator
Ratios of Factors
3
Small LOCA
(S2)
Transient
LPIS ck
valve
Large LOCA
Small LOCA
(S1)
10 30 100 10/3
Core Melt Probability
1.785 2.460 2.758 2.880 1.379
1.117 1.164 1.178 1.184 1.043
1.100 1.140 1.152 1.156 1.036
1.031 1.042 1.046 1.047 1.011
1.002 1.003 1.003 1.003 1.001
Total Property Damage
1.440 1.702 1.795 1.830 . 1.182 1.055
Transient
Small LOCA
(S2)
1.230 1.337
1.197 1.286
1.371 1.384 1.087
1.313 1.323 1.074
Large LOCA
Small LOCA
(S1)
1.008 1.011 1.012 1.013 1.003 1.001 1.000
1.003 1.004 1.004 1.004 1.001
30/10
1.121
1.012
1.011
1.003
1.000
100/30
1.044
1.004
1.004
1.001
1.000
LPIS ck
Valve 1.020
1.026
1.001
1.009
1.008
i.- 00 1. 000
Table III-2
Reduction in PWR Early and Latent Deaths for Reduc-
tion in Initiator Probabiltv
Initiator Factor Reduction in Parameter
for Factor Reduction in In-
itiator
Ratio of Factors
30 100
Early Deaths
LPIS Check
Vat e
TrarP ient
Small LOCA
(S2)
Large
LOCA
Small
LOCA(S1)
1.687 2.222
1.299 1.451
1.029 1.040
1.001 1.002
1.001 1.001
2.443 2.531 1.317
1.501 1.520 1.117
1.043 1.044 1.010
1.002 1.002 1.001
1.001 1.001 1.000
Latent Deaths
LPIS check
Valve
Transient
Small LOCA
(S2)
Small LOCA
(S1)
1.465 1.750
1.229 1.338
1.184 1.266
1.006 1.008
1.853 1.892 1.195
1.372 1.384 1.088
1.292 1.301 1.069
1.008 1.009 1.002
1.003 1.003 1.001
3 10 10/3 30/10 100/30
1.100
1.035
1.003
1.000
1.000
1.036
1.012
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.059
1.026
1.020
1.001
1.021
1.009
1.007
1.000
1.000 1.0001.003Large LOCA 1.002
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TABLE III-3
Key to PWR Tables
M Failure of the secondary system steam relief valves and the power
conversion system.
L Failure of the secondary system steam relief valves and the ab liry
feedvater system.
U Failure of the emergency core cooling recirculation system.
D Failure of the emergency core cooling injection system,
K Failure of the reactor protection system.
Q Failure of the primary system safety relief valves to reclose after
opening.
C Failure of the containment spray injection system.
F Failure of the containment spray recirculation system.
G Failure of the containment heat removal system.
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Table II1 -4
New PWR Release Category Probabilities for Factor
System/Function
Code(s) fa
base case
(from point values WASH-
1400 reduced trees)
H
Reductions in System Failure Probability
Release Categories Leading to Core Melt
ctor
3
10
100
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
1
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
2.0-8
1.4-8
1.2-8
1.1-8
3.2-8
2.9-8
2.9-8
2.8-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
3.9-8
2
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
4.7-6
4.2-6
4.1-6
4.0-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
3
2.6-6
2.4-6
2.4-6
2.4-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
1.1-6
6.5-7
5.1-7
4. 6-7
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
same as base case for all factors
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6 7
D
L,H
C
Q,.
C,F
4
1.3-11
1.3-11
1.3-11
4.2-1.2
1.3-12
4.2-13
1.3-13
1.3-11
1.3-11
i.3-11
1.3-11
4.7-12
2.0-12
1.2-12
9.4-13
1.3-11
1.3-11
1.3-11
1.3-11
6.7-8
4.5-8
3.5-8
3.4-8
5.6-8
5.2-8
5-1-8
5.1-8
5.9-8
5.7-8
5.6-8
5.6-8
6.7-8
6.7-8
6.7-8
6.7-R
6.2-8
6.1-8
6.0-8
6.0-8
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.3-7
5.2-7
5.3-7
5.3-7
1.9-7
6.6-8
3.1-8
1.6-8
5.3-7
5.3-7
5.3-7
5.3-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
2.0-5
1.2-5
7.9-6
7.7-6
1.6-5
1.5-5
1.4-5
1.4-5
1.9-4
1.9-4
1.Q-4
1.9-4
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-4
1.9-4
1.9-4
1.9-4
Table l1-5
ey PVR Public Risk Probabilties/Yr
for Factor Reductions of Svscea ll 'aire Probability
System/Function
Code ()
Factor Early Deaths/Yr Ltamt Cancers/Yr Total Propgrty
Dmm8a S10 /y
I"e values
(tro AS-1400
poiat values)
3
10
30
10C
'C
II
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
3 4
30 4,
100 4,
*Apparent lack of
.58-5
.53-5
.57-5
.57-5
change due to round
Oma
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2.13-2
4.59-4
4.23-4
4 .12-4
4.09-i
4.58-5
3.53-5
3.16-5
3.05-S5
3.02-5
4.46-5
4.42-
4.41-5
4.40-5
4.58-5
4.58-5
4.58-5
4.58-5
1.7 -2
1. 7-2
1. 57-
1.55-:
4.85-4
4. 57-4
4.49-4
1.99-2
1.9&-2
1.93-2
1.92-2
a
5. 57-4
5.55-4
5. S4-4
5.54-4
1.98-2
1.93-2
1.91-2
1.90-2
5.59-4
5. 58-4
5. 58-4*
5.57-4
off error.
2.12-2
2.12-2
2.12-2
2.12-2
,I
Table II. 5 (coua' d)
K,Q
F
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
5.61-4
5.61-4
5.61-4
5.61-4
4.568-
4.58-5
4.57-S
4.57-5
4.56-5
4.58-5
4.58-5
4.58-5
2.12-2
2.12-2
2.12-2
2. 12-:
5.62-4
5.62-4
5.62-4
5.62-4
2.13-2
2.13-:
2.13-2
2.13-2
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TAeBi 111-t
Sensitivity of PE Core Mlt Probability to
Reduction of System Failure Probabilities
3 10 30 100
1.401 1.629 1.709 1.739
1.155 1.222 1.242 1.250
1.097 1.136 1.147 1.151
1.097 1.136 1.147 1.151
1.051 1.070 1.075 1.077
1.016 1.022 1.023 1.024
1.016 1.022 1.023 1.024
1.002 1.003 1.003 1.003
1.0005 1.0007 1.0007 1.0007 1.000
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System/
Function
Code
H
D
L
M
C
10/3
1.163
1.058
1.036
1.036
1.018
1.006
1.006
1.001
Q
·30/10
1.049
1.016
1.010
1.010
1.005
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
K
100/30
1.018
1.006
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
G
F
-- - -
-
Table III-7.
Reduction in PWR Public Risk of Early Death
for Reductions of System Failure Probability
System/ Factor Reduction in Early Deaths
Function Due to Reduction in System Fail-
Code(s) ure Probability by a Factor of
3 .10 30 100 10/3
L,M 1.299 1.450 1.500 1.519 1.116
C 1.027 1.037 1.040 1.041 1.010
G 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.001
H 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.000
D 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001
K,Q,F 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Ratio of Factor Reductions to
illustrate Diminishing Re-
turns
30/10.
1.034
1.003
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
100/30
1.013
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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TABLE III-8
Reduction in PWR Public Risk of Latent Cancers/Yr
for Reduction of System Failure Probability
System/ Factor Reduction in PWR of Public
Function Risk of Latent Cancers/Yr due to a
Code(s) Reduction in System Failure Proba-
bility by a Factor of
3 10 30 100
Ratio of Factor Reductions
to illustrate Diminishing
Returns
10/3 30/10 100/30
1.266 1.332 1.365 1.378 1.052
1.161 1.231 1.252 1.260 1.060
1.010 1.014 1.015 1.016 1.004
1.006 1.009 1.009 1.010 1.003
1.005 1.007 1.008 1.008 1.002
1.002 1.003 1.003 1.003 1.001
1.001 1.002 1.002 1.002 1.001
C
H
G
D
1.025
1.017
1.001
1.000
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.010
1.006
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000I
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Table III-9
Reduction of PWR Total Property Damage
for Reduction of System Failure Probability
System/ Factor Reduction in PWR Total
Function Property Damage due to a Reduction
Code(s) of System Failure Probability by
a Factor of
3 10 30 100
Ratio of Factor Reductions
Illustrate Diminishing
Returns
10/3
1.223 1.326 1.359 1.370 1.084
30/10
1.025
100/30
1.008
1.077 1.107 1.115 1.119 1.028
1.070 1.098 1.106 1.108 1.026
D 1.035 1.048 1.051 1.053 1.013
K,Q 1.005 1.006 1.007 1.007 1.001
1.003 1.004 1.004* 1.005 1.001
1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.000
:Apparent Lack of Change due to Round off Error.
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1.007
1.007
1.003
1.001
1.000*
1.000
1.004
1.002
1.002
1.000
1.001
1.000
I
I
I
I
I
I
System/
Function
Failure
Emergenc 'Core Coolin
Recircul.ation ()
TABLE 111-10
System Sensitivity Breakdown for
Reductions in Core Melt Probabilitv
Ratio of Factor Reductions
3/1
1.401
10/3
1.163
30/10
1.049
Hi±h Pressure ei-eula-
tion Sstem
157 Procedure Error (RRS)
161 OV to LPRS Pumps
160 MOV to ot Legs
214 Control: sump lines
215 MOV Control
47 Section Damper
216 MOV Control
Low Pressure Recirculat-
ing Svsten
157 Procedure Error (LPPS)
158 Procedure Error
Emergen Core.Injection (D)
High Pressure Injection
107 Standby. Pump
80 MOV Fails Open
227 Test and Maintenance
155 Valve Closed by istake
208 HoV Control
209 Detector Failure
211 MOV Control
Low Pressure Injection
156 uman Err=c
Accumulators
100/30
1.015
1.363
1.066
1.066
1.066
1.056
1.022
1.021
1.020
1.020
1.007
1.007
1.155
1.143
1.053
1.033
1.032
1.013
1.012
1.010
1,010
1.008
1.001
1.002
1.145
1.024
1.024
1.024
1.012
1.008
1.007
1.003
1.007.
1.002
1.002
1.058
1.053
1.015
1.006
1.011
1.004
1.004
1.004
1.001
1.003
1.000
1.001
1.043
1.007
1.007
1.007
1.003
1.002
1.002
1.000
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.016
1.015
1.004
1.001
1.003
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.015
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.006
1.005
1.001
1.000
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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TABLE ! I."
System Sensitivitv Breakdown for Reduc-
tions in Latent Deaths
System Ratio of Factor Reductions
Function
Failure
3/1 10/3 30/10 100/30
SSRV and AFWS(L) 1.266 1.052 1.025 1.010
143 Valves Left Closed 1.162 1.040 1.018 1.006
141 Valve Not Opened 1.024 1.006 1.002 1.001
221 Test and Maintenance
( turb) 1.021 1.007 1.002 1.001
44 Diesels 1.021 1.007 1.002 1.001
222 Test and Mainten.
(SOV ) 1.008 1.003 1.001 1.000
201 Control Circuit 1.007 1.003 1.001 1.000
63 MSVH Valves 1.007 1.002 1.001 1.000
101 Turbine Pump 1.003 1.001 1.000 1.000
103 Pump Start 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000
42 Header End Caps 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000
67 Valve to Turbine 1.001 1.000 1.000 1.000
SSRV and PCS(M) 1.266 1.052 1.025 1.010
31 Main FW system 1.1352 1.031 1.016 1.006
181 LOOS AC 1 hr 1.056 1.020 1.006 1.002
Containment Sorav
Inj ection 1.161 1.060 1.017 1.006
147 Miscal. CLCS 1.063 1.022 1.007 1.002
148 Valw Left Open '..056 1.020 1.006 1.002
145 Valve Left Open 1.022 1.006 1.002 1.001
203 CLCS Control 1.001 1.004 1.001 1.000
224 Test & Maintenance 1.009 1.003 1.001 1.000
204 Pump Control 1.003 1.001 1.000 1.000
104 Pump Start 1.003 1.001 1.000 1.000
Table III-12
The TO 25 Individual Comonent Contributors
to PWR Core Melt Probability
System Generic
LPRS human
L: human
M:FW subsystem
B electric
U:EPRS haa
R:HPRS human
H:RPRS control
D:HPIS pump
D:EPIS valve
D:RPIS + m
Ll electric
R:HPRS control
H:HPRS hardware
C human
H:HPRS control
C human
Q valves
D:RPIS human
D:EPIS control
L: human
D:HPIS control
L: +I m
L: hardware
D:HEIS control
K hardware
Factor Ratios for Reductions qf In-
dividual Component
3 I . 10/3
1.026
1.026
1.024
1.024
1.024
1.024
1.012
1.015
1.006
1.011
1.009
1.008
1.007
1.007
1.003
1.007
1.006
1.004
1.004
1.003
1.004
1.004
1.004
1.001
1.003
1.074
1.072
1.068
1.067
1.066
1.066
1.056
1.053
1.033
1.032
1.026
1.022
1.021
1.021
1.020
1.019
1.016
1.013
1.012
1.011
1.010
1.010
1.010
1.010
1.008
Failure Probability
30/10
1.008
1.007
1.007
1.007
1.007
1.007
1.003
1.004
1.001
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.000
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1. Ot1
1.000
1.001
100/30
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.001 
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
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Component
157
143
31
182
161
160
214
107
80
227
181
215
47
147
216
148
68
155
208
141
209
221
211
45
-S
.
_*
TABLE III-13
The Top 20 Individual Component
Contributors to Early Deaths
Component System
182
143
31
181
141
221
44
B
L
H: '
L
L
diese ls
C
C
L
L
C
147
148
222
201
63
145
101
103
42
203
224
67
184
turbine
L
L
C LCS
C
L
I.
Generic
type
electric
human
su bsystem
electric
human
+ m
hardware
human
human
+ m
control
valves
human
pump
pump
hardware
control
+ m
valve
electric
Factor Ratios for Reductions of In-
dividual Component Failure Probability
3/1 10/3 30/10 100/30
1.298 1.117 1.034 1.012
1.210 1.080 1.023 1.008
1.197 1.074 1.022 1.008
1.070 1.025 1.007 1.003
1.030 1.008 1.002 1.001
1.026 1.009 1.003 1.001
1.026
1.011
1.010
1.009
1.009
1.008
1.004
1.003
1,003
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.009
1.004
1.004
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.003
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1 000
1.000
1.000
1.000
45 3 or more rods fail
*. 
apparent lack of change due to round oft error.
<.01z <.01% <.01%
,,
TABLE 1tI_1.4
The Top 20 Individual Component Contributors
to Latent Cancers
Component System Generic Factor Ratios for Reductions
182
143
31
147
148
181
141
145
221
44
B
L
M:W
C:CLCS
C
m
L
C
L
L:
dies els
C:CLCS
C
L
L
L
H
G
L
C
C
203
224
222
201
63
184
186
101
104
104
type
electric
human
sub-
system
human
humn
electric
human
human
+ m
hardware
control
+m.
+ m
control
valve
electr.
electric
pump
control
pump
45 3 or more rods fail
of
Individual Component Failure Probability
3/1
1.221
1.162
1.152
1.063
1.056
1.056
1.024
1.022
1.021
1.021
1.011
1.009
1.008
1.007
1.007
1.004
1.004
1.003
1.003
1.003
1.0011
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10/3
1.084
1.040
1.031
1.022
1.020
1.020
1.006
1.006
1.007
1.007
1.004
1.003
1.003
1.002
1.002
0.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.0004
30/10
1.025
1.018
1.016
1.007
1.006
1.006
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.0001
100/30
1.009
1.006
1.006
1.002
1.002
1.002
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1,000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
<.01%
TABE tI
The Ton 20 Individual Component Contributors
to Total ProoerT Damage
Component System Generic Factor Ratios for Reductions
Type of Individual Component Failure Probability
3/1 10/3 30/10 100/30
182 B electric 1.212 1.080 1.023 1.008
143 L human 1.197 1.074 1.022 1.008
31 K1:FW subsystem 1.160 1.059 1.017 1.006
181 M electric 1.055 1.020 1.006 1.002
147 C human 1.029 1.010 1.003 1.001
148 C human 1.026 1.009 1.003 1.001
141 L human 1.023 1.006 1.002 1.001
221 L + m 1.021 1.007 1.002 1.001
44 L:
diesels hardware 1.021 1.007 1.002 1.001
157 H: LPR.S human 1.017 1.006 1.002 1.001
161 U:HPRS human 1.016 1.006 1.002 1.001
160 E:HPQS human 1.016 1.006 1.002 1.001
214 :S control 1.013 1.003 1.001 1.000
107 D:HPIS pump 1.013 1.004 1.001 1.000
145 C human 1.010 1.003 1.001 .1.000
80 D:HPtS valve 1.008 1.002 1.000 1.000
227 D:EPIS m 1.008 1.003 1.001 1.000
222 L control 1.007 1.002 1.001 1.000
63 L valve- 1.007 1.002 1.001 1.000
45 3 or more rods fail 1.0023 1.0008 1.0002 1.0001
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.ABLE :11I-7
New PWR Release Catetorv Probabilities
for an Increase in Sstem Failure robabili:v
Release Category Probabilities
System
Function
Code () Factor 1 2
buse case 3.9-8 6.2-6
a 3 3.9-8 6.2-6
10 3.9-8 6.2-6
30 3.9-8 6.2-6
100 3.9-8 6.2-6
D 3 3.9-8 6.2-6
10 3.9-8 6.2-6
30 3.9-8 6.2-6
100 3.9-8 6.2-6
L,M 3 9.5-8 1.1-5
10 2.9-7 2.6-5
30 8.4-7 7.1-5
100 2.8-6 2.3-4
KQ 3 3.9-8 6.2-6
10 3.9-8 6.2-6
30 3.9-8 6.2-6
100 3.9-8 6.2-6
1 3 3.9-8 6.2-6
10 4.0-8 6.2-6
30 4.2-8 6.2-6
100 4.9-8 6.2-6
G 3 4.0-8 6.2-6
10 4.3-8 6.2-6
30 5.2-8 6.2-6
100 8.4-8 6.2-6
C 3 6.0-8 6.2-6
10 1.3-J 6.2-6
30 3.5-7 6.2-6
100 1.1-6 6.2-6
3
2.6-6
2.9-6
3.9-6
7.1-6
1.8-5
2.7-6
3.3-6
4.9-6
1.0-5
2.7-6
3.1-6
4.2-6
8.1-6
2.6-6
2.9-6
3.6-6
6.0-6
2.6-6
2.7-6
3.2-6
4.6-6
2.7-6
3.4-6
5.4-6
1.2-5
6.8-6
2.2-5
6.4-5
2.1-4
4 5
1.3-11 6.7-8
1.3-11 1.3-7
1.3-11 3.6-7
1.3-11 1.0-6
1.3-11 3.3-6
3.8-11 9.8-8
1.3-10 2.1-7
3.8-10 5-3-7
1.3-9 1.6-6
1.3-11 8.9-8
1.3-11 1.7-7
1.3-11 3.9-7
1.3-11 1.2-6
1.3-11 8.0-8
1.3-11 1.3-7
1.3-11 2.6-7
1.3-11 7.4-7
1.3-11 6.7-8
1.3-11 6.7-8
1.3-11 6.7-8
1.3-11 6.7-8
1.4-11 6.7-8
2.0-11 6.7-8
3.6-11 6.7-6
9.4-11 6.7-8
3.6-11 6.7-6
1.2-10 6.7-8
3.5-10 6.7-8
1.2-9 6.7-8
6
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.5-7
5.6-7
5.7-7
6.6-7
9.1-7
1.6-6
1.6-6
5.3-6
1.6-3
5.3-5
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.5-7
5.7-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.4-7
5.7-7
6.6-7
9 .1-7
1.8-6
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7
2.0-5
4.5-5
1.3-4
3.8-4
1-2-3
3.2-5
7.2-5
1.9-4
6.1-4
2.2-5
3.0-5
5.1-5
1.3-4
2.1-5
2.6-5
3.9-5
6.5-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
IAE I-lB
Ne PWR Public Risk arameters
for an Increase i: Svsrem Failure ?robabflitv
Factor Early Daths/yr Latent Cancers/yr
Total Propervy
Damage 10 6 $
base value
X,L 3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
I 3
10
30
100
Systen/
PFmction
Code(s)
4.58-5
7.74-5
1.88-4
5.03-4
1.61-3
4.94-5
6.21-5
9.82-5
2.25-4
4.59-5
4.64-5
4.76-5
5'.20-5
4.60-5
4.65-5
4.81-5
5.38-5
4.59-5
4.61-5
4.67-5
4.90-5
4.58-5
4.59-5
4.62-5
4.72-5
4.59-5
4.60-5
4.63-5
4.75-5
5.63-4
8.74-4
1.97-3
5.08-3
1.60-2
7.97-4
1.62-3
3.96-3
1.22-2
5,80-4
6.41-4
8.16-4
1.43-3
5.74-4
6.13-4
7.20-4
1.10-3
5.72-4
6.03-4
6.93-4
1.01-3
5.67-4
5.80-4
6.19-4
7.54-4
5.65-4
S,73-4
5.97-4
6.79-4
2.13-2
3.29-2
7.37-2
1.90-1
5.97-1
2.55-2
4.02-2
8.23-2
2.30-1
2.59-2
4,18-2
8. 75-;
2.47-1
2.15-2
2.22-2
2.41-2
3.09-2
2.35-2
3.10-2
5:26-2
1.28-1
2.16-2
2.26-2
2.56-2
3.59-2
2.13-2
2.15-2
2.19-2
2.34-2
Table I-19
Increase in PWR Core Melt Probability for an ncrease in
System Failure Probability
System/ Factor Increase in Core Melt Probability
Function For Factor Increase in System Failure Probability
Code(s)
Ratio of Factors
3 10 30 100 10/3 30/10 100/30
H 1.86 4.86 13.4 43.5 2.61 2.76 3.25
D 1.40 2.82 6.86 21.0 2.01 2.43 3.06
L,M 1.27 2.20 4.86 14.2 1.73 2.21 2.92
C 1.15 1.65 3.11 8.19 1.43 1.88 2.63
K.Q 1.05 1.21 1.69 3.35 1.15 1.40 1.98
G 1.01 1.03 1.10 1.33 1.02 1.07 1.21
F 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.07 1.01 1.01 1.05
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Table II-20
Increase in PWR Public Risk of Early Death for an
Increase in System Failure Probability
System/Function
Code(s)
Factor Increase in Early
Death for Factor Increase in
System Failure Probability
3 10 30 100
1.69 4.11 11.0 35.2
1.08 1.36 2.14 4.91
1.00 1.02 1.05 1.17
1.00 1.01 1.04 1.13
1.00 1.01 1.02 1.07
10/3 30/10 100/30
2.43 2.68
1.26 1.57
1.02 1.03
1.01 1.03
1.01 1.01
K,A,F all less than 1.01
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Ratio of
Factors
C
G
H
3.20
2.29
1.11
1.09
1.05D
Table I-21
Increase In PWR Public Risk of Latent Cancers/yr for
an Increase in System Failure Probability
System/Function
Code(s)
3
1.55M,L
Factor Increase in Latent Can-
cers for Increase in System
Failure Probability
10 30 100
3.49 9.03 28.4
Ratio
of
Factors
10/3 30/10 100/30
2.35 2.59 3.15
1.42 2.88 7.04 21.6
1.02 1.09 1.28 1.95
1.03 1.14 1.45 2.54
1.02 1.07 1.23 1.79
2.03 2.44
1.07 1.17
1.11 1.27
1.05 1.15
1.01 1.03 1.10 1.34
1.00 1.02 1.06 1.21
1.02 1.07
1.02 1.04
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C
G
IDD
K,Q
3.07
1.52
1.25
1.46
F
1.22
1.16
Table III-22
Increase in PWR Total Property Damage 106$/vr for an
Increase in System Failure Probability
System/Function
Code(s)
Factor Increase in Total Property
Damage for an Increase in System
Failure Probability
3 1 0 30 100
Ratio of
Factors
10/3 30/10 100/30
1.10 1.46 2.47 6.01
1.55 3.46 8.92 28.0
1.20 1.89 3.87 10.8
1.21 1.96 4.11 11.6
1.01 1.06 1.20 1.69
1.01 1.04 1.13 1.45
1.33 1.69
2.23 2.58
1.58 2.05
1.62 2.10
1.05 1.14
1.03 1.09
1.00 1.01 1.03 1.10
D
M,L
C
H
K,Q
2.43
3.14
2.79
2.82
1.41
1.28G
F 1.01 1.02 . .07
TABLE III-23
New Release Category Probabilities
for a Reduction in Generic Component Failure Probabilities
Release Category Probabilities
Generic
Failure
Type Factor
base value
Human 3
Error 10
30
100
Control 3
10
30
100
Electric 3
Power 10
30
100
Test and 3
Mainten- 10
ance
30
100
Pumps 3
10
30
100
Values
1
3.9-8
1.6-8
7.8-9
5.6-9
4.9-9
3.8-8
3.7-8
3.7-8
3.7-8
1.8-8
1.3-8
1.2-8
1.1-8
3.6-8
3.5-8
3.4-8
3.4-8
3.8-8
3.8-8
3.8-8
3.8-8
3 3.8-8
10 3.8-8
30 3.8-8
100
2
6.2-6
4.9-6
4.5-6
4.4-6
4.3-6
6.2-6
6.1-6
6.1-6
6.1-6
4.6-6
4.2-6
4.1-6
4.0-6
6.0-6
5.9-6
5.9-6
5.9-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.2-6
6.1-6
6.1-6
3
2.6-6
1.0-6
5.5-7
4.1-7
3.6-7
2.4-6
2.3-6
2.3-6
2.3-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.4-6
2.4-6
2.4-6
2.4-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
2.5-6
4
1.3-11
4.2-12
1.8-12
1.2-12
1.0-12
9.8-12
9.1-12
8.9-12
8.8-12
1.2-11
1.2-11
1.2-11
1.2-11
1.0-11
9.13-12
9.1-12
9.0-12
9.7-12
9.1-12
8.9-12
8.8-12
9.6-12
8.9-12
8.7-12
5
6.7-8
4.3-8
3.5-8
3.3-8
3.2-8
5.5-8
5.2-8
5.2-8
5.1-8
6.5-8
6.4-8
6.4-8
6.3-8
6.1-8
5.9-8
5.9-8
5.9-8
6.2-8
6.1-8
6.1-8
6.1-8
5.8-8
5.5-8
5.4-8
3.8-8 6.1-6 2.5-6 8.6-12 5.4-8 5.1-7 1.7-5
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6
5.4-7
2.2-7
1.2-7
8.5-8
7.5-8
5.2-7
5.2-7
5.2-7
5.2-7
1.6-7
5.2-8
2.6-8
1.7-8
4.9-7
4.7-7
4.6-7
4.6-7
5.3-7
5.2-7
8.2-7
5.2-7
5.2-7
5.2-7
5.1-7
7
2.0-5
1.3-5
1.0-5
9.8-6
9.5-6
1.6-5
1.5-5
1.5-5
1.5-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
2.0-5
1.9-5
1.8-5
1.8-5
1.8-5
1.8-5
1.8-5
1 8-5
1.8-5
1.8-5
1.7-5
1.7-5
TABLE III-24
New P Risk Parameters for a
Reduction in Generic Componenr Failure Probabilities
base value
Human
Error
Factor Early
Deaths/yr
3
10
30
100
4.58-5
3.18-5
3.08-5
3.05-5
..Latent
Cancers/yr
5.63-4
3.31-4
3.15-4
3.09-4
Total Property
Damaye 10'$
2.13 -2
1.33-2
1.27-2
1.25-2
Electric . 3
Power 10
30
100
Test and 3
Mainten- 10
ance
30
100
Control 3
10
30
100
Pumps 3
10
' 30
100
Valves 3
10
30
100
4.48-4
4.17-4
4.09-4
4.07-4
5.41-4
5.33-4
5.30-4
5.30-4
1.71-2
1.60-2
1.57-2
1.56-2
2.04-2
2.01-2
2.00-2
2.00-2
3.42-5
3.11-5
3.04-5
3.01-5
4.41-5
4.35-5
4.34-5
4.33-5
4.53-5
4.51-5
4.51-5
4.50-5
4.55-5
4.54-5
4.54-5
4.53-5
4.53-5
4.51-5
4.51-5
4.51-5
5.48-3
5.43-3
5.42-3
5.42-3
5.57-4
5.55-4
5.,54-4
5 54-4
2.03-2
2.01-2
2.00-2
2.00-2
2.09-2
2.08-2
2.07-2
2.07-2
5.55-4
5.53-4
5.52-4
5.52-4
2.07-2
2.06-2
2.05-2
2.05-2
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Generic Failure
Type
Human Error
Control
Table 111-25
Reduction in PW Core Melt Probability
for a Reduction in Generic Comonent Failure Probabilities
Factor Reduction in Core Melt Ratio of Factors
Probabilitv for Faco r Reduc-
tion in Generic Failure Probabili-
ties
3 10 30 100 10/3 30/10 100/30
1.531 1.873 2.000 2.049 1.223 1.068 1.025
1.161 1.199 1.208 1.210 1.033 1.008 1.002
Electric Power 1.085 1.111 1'.118 1.120 1.024 1.006 1.002
Test and aintenance 1.060
Pumps
Valves
All hardware
1.082 1.089 1.091 1.021 1.006 1.002
1.061 1.077 1.081 1.082 1.015 1.004 1.001
1.078 1.102 1.108 1.110 1.022 1.005 1.002
1.194 1.259 1.277 1.283 1.054 1.014 1.005
Table t-26
Reduction in PR Public Risk of Earl' Death
for a Reduction in Generic Comuoenn Failure Probabilities
Gmeic 4lure
Type
Factor Reduction in Eartl Death
3 10 30 100
Ratio of Factors
10/3 30/10 '100/30
1298 1.41 1.. 505 1.1C0 1.033 1.01
lecctric Poer
Test and Waitsmace
Coocrol
aps
Yeuyea
1.338 1.71l 1.510 1.523 1.099 1.027 1.009
1.038 1.052 1.056 1.058 1.013 1.004 1.003
1.012 1.016 1.017 1.017 1.004 1.000 1.000
1.007 1.010 1.010 ;.011 1.003 1.003 1.001
1.017 1.011.017 1.017 1.003 1.002 1.000
All Hiardare 1.047 1.063 1.068 1.070 1.0170 1005
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Table 111-27
'.Reduction in 'r' Public Risk of Latert Cancers/Yr.
for a eduction in Generic Comoaent Failure robabil ities
Generic Failure
Type
Elman r=or
Electrrc Power
Test and
HMntenance
Factor
3
Reduction in Latent Caners/Yr.
10 30 100
1.446 1.698 1.786 1.819
1.257 1.350 1.375 1.384
1.041 1.061 1.062
Ratio of Factors
10/3 30/10 100/30
1.174 1.052 1.018
1.074 1.019 1.007
1.014 1.005 1.001
1.027 1.035 1.038 1.038
1.011 1.014 - 1.015 -
1.014 1.018 1.020
1.008 1.003 1.000
1.016
1.020
1.003 1.001 1.001
1.004 1.002 1.000
All ardvare 1.050 1.067 1.071 1.073 1.016 1.004 1.002
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Control
Pumps
Valves
Table X1-28
Reduction in PWR Total Prooertv Damage 106S
for a leductiog in Generic Co-onent: Failure Probabilitles
GMWr Ie allure
TYpe
Factor oeduction
Dana$o
In Total Poperey Ratio of Factors
3 10 30 100 10/3 30/10 100/30
1.390 1,.601 1.673 1.699 1.152 1.045 1.016
1.049 1.060 1.063 1.064 1.010 1.003 1.001
Electric Pover
Test and Ma4ntenance
?l=pS
Valves
Al Hardware
1.244 1.330 1.355 1.363 1.069 1.09 :.006
1.0o4 1.060 1.065 1.067 1.01$ 1.005 1.002
1.021 1.026 1.028 1.028 1.005 1.002 1.C000
1.027 1.036 1.038 1.039 1.009 1.002 1.001
1.080 1.105 1.112 1.115 1.023 1.006 1.003
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lUmOD Error
Control
TABLE 1lI29
Generic Sensitivity Breakdown for Reductions
in Total Property Damage
Generic Failure Ratio of Factor Reductions
3/1 10/3 30/100 100/30
Human Error 1.390 1.152 1.045 1.016
143 Valves Left Closed 1.197 1.074 1.022 1.008
147 Manual: CLCS 1.029 1.010 1.003 1.001
148-Valves Left Open 1.026 1.009 1.003 1.001
141 Valve not Opened 1.023 1.006 1.002 1.001
157 Procedure Error 1.017 1.006 1.002 1.001
161 MOV to Hot 1.016 1.006 1.002 1.001
160 MOV to LPRS Pumps 1.016 1.006 1.002 1.001
145 Valve Left Open 1.010 1.003 1.001 1.000
155 Valve Closed 1.003 1.001 1.000 1.000
158 Procedure Error 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000
All Hardware 1.080 1.023 1.006 1.003
44 Diesels 1.021 1.007 1.002 1.001
107 Standby Pump 1.013 1.004 1.001 1.000
80 Valve Fails to Open 1.008 1.002 1.000 1.000
63 MSVH Valve 1.007 1.002 1.001 1.000
47 Suction Damper 1.005 1.002 1.001 1.000
68 Relief Valves Fail 1.005 1.002 1.001 1.000
101 Turbine Pump 1.003 1.001 1.000 1.000
45 3 or More Rods Fail 1.002 1 001 1.000 1.000
113 Pump Start 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000
42 Header End Cap 1.002 1.001 1.000 1.000
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TABLE III-30
Generic Sensitivity Breakdown for
Reduction in Early Deaths
Ratio of Factor Reductions
Test and Maintenance
.l i i _ i
221 L:Turbine
222 L:SOV-102
224 C:Spray Subsystem
227 Changing Pumps
3/1
1.038
1.026
1.009
1.002
10/3
1.013
1.009
1.003
1.001
30/10 100/30
1,004
1.003
1.001
1.000
1.002
1.001
1.000
1.000
223 1 drain RPS
230 F: inside Legs
Control
201 Circuit Fails
203 CLCS
204 Pump
all contribute
1.012
1.009
1.002
1.001
1.004
1.003
.1.001
1.000
System
Function
Failure
<.01%
1.001
1.001
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
..
TABLE 1I -31
Increase in PWR Core Melt Probability for
an Increase in Generic Component Failure Probability
Factor Increase in Core Melt
Probability for Factor Increase
in Generic Failure Probabilities
Ratio of
Factors
Human
Error
3 10
2.10 7.16
Control
Electric
Power
Test and
Maintenance
30 100
73.6 864
1.95 11.6 94.0 1126
1.39 4.57 29.2 29.7
1.17 1.76 3.46 9.44
10/3 30/10 100/30
3.41 10.28 11.74
5.95 8.10
3.29 6.39
1.50 1.97
11.98
10.17
2.73
1.35 4.18 25.9 261 3.10 6.20
1.32 4.26 28.5 345
Generic
Failure
Type
Valv es 10.08
3.23 6.69 12.11Pumps
TABLE III-32
Increase in PWR Public Risk of Early Death for
an Increase in Generic Component Failure Probabilities
Factor Increase in Early Death for
Factor Increase in Generic
Failure Probabilities
Ratio of
Factors
3 10 30 1 00
1.80 7.11 73.1 2044
1.05 1.40 3.84 29.8
2.29 13.1 97.5 1019
10/3 30/10 100/30
3.95 10.28 27.96
1.33 2.74
5.72 7.44
7.76
10.45
Test and
Maintenance 1.11 1.50 2.60 6.47
1.04 1.25 2.47 13.9 1.20 1.98
1.03 1.19 2.54 30.4
Generic
Failure
Type
Human
Error
Control
Electric
Power
Valves
1.35 1.73 2.49
5.63
1.16 2.13 11.97Pumps
TABLE I II-33
Increase in PWR Public Risk of Latent Cancers/yr
for an Increase in Generic Component Failure Probabilities
Factor Increase in Latent Cancers for
Generic Factor Increase in Generic Failure
Control
Electric
Power
Test and
Maintenance
Probabilities
3 10 30 100
2.08 8.53 73.6 1766
1.12 2.08 9.34 93.0
2.06 11.0 81.1 848
1.12 1.53 2.60 6.47
Ratio of
Factors
10/3 30/10 100/30
4.10 8.63 23.99
1.86 4.49 9.96
5.34 7.37
1.37 1.70
10.46
2.49
1.05 1.34 3.15 20.9
1.05 1.39 4.72 77.0
1.28 2.35
1.32 3.40
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Failure
Type
Human
Error
Valves
Pumps
6.63
44.7
---
TABLE III-34
-Increase in PWR Total Property amage 106$ for an
Increase in Generic Component Failure Probabilities
Factor Increase in Total Property
Damage for Factor Increase in
Generic Failure Probability
3 10 30 100
1.96 7.54 66.0 1674
1.29 4.03 26.9 298
2.00 10.4 76.0 793
Ratio of
Factors
10/3
3.85
30/10
8.75
3.12 6.68
5.20 7.31
Test and
Maintenance 1.13 1.16 2.84 7.29 1.03 2.49
1.12 1.97 8.24 74.7
1.10 1.97 9.37 119
1.76 4.18 9.07
1.79 4.76 . 12.70
avalanching c-.n help to set boundary criterion
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Generic
Failure.
Type
Human
Error
Control
Electric
Power
100/30
25.36
11.08
' 10.57
Valv as
Pumps
2.57
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TABLE II136
Variational Analysis
PWR Initiators
New Release Category Median Probabilities,
New 95% Confidence Limit, and Ratio's of
Na to Base Values for Increasing Initiator
Error Factor (EF)
Release Category Probability
Characteristics
base case
point value
median value
95% limit
I
6.05-8
1.10-7
6.73-7
2
7.88-6
1.30-5
7.99-5
3
2.74-6
4.08-6
3.63-5
increasing LOCas
new EF 30
new median,( ratio
to base)
95% limit,( ratio
to base)
increase transient
new 6
new median (ratio
to base)
95% limit (ratio
to base)
increase vessel rupture
new EF - 30
new median (ratio
to base)
95% limit (ratio
to base)
new EF 100
new median (ratio
to base)
95% limit (ratio
to base)
1.26-7(1.15)
9.63-7(1.43)
1.27-7(1.15)
1.04-6(1.55)
1.10-8(1.00)
6.73-7(1.00)
1.10-7(1.00)
6.73-7 (1. 00)
1.30-5(l.00)
7.99-5(1.00)
1.51-5(1.16)
1.07-4(1.34)
1.30-5(1.00)
7.99-5(1.00)
1.31-5(1.01)
7.99-5(1. 00)
5.33-6(1.31)
9.33-5(2.57)
4.27-6(1. 05)
3.65-5(1.01)
4.08-6(1.00)
3,63-5(1.00)
4.14-6(1.01)
3.63-5(1.00)
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TABLE III-36
Variational Analysis
(cont'd)
1 2
increase all initiators
EF's x 3
new median
(ratio to base)
95% limit (ratio
to base)
1.51-7(1.37)
1.29-6(1.92)
1.73-5(1.33)
1.94-4(2.43)
5.53-6(1.36)
9.46-5(2.61)
increasing LPIS ck.
valv e
new EF - 30
new median (ratio to
base)
new 95% limit (ratio to base)
1.44-5(1.00)
1.53-4(1.91)
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TABLE III-37
PWR
Variational Analvsis
Increasing All Error Factors (EF)
Release Category 1
Release Category 1 Base case Ratio of Median/point - 1.82
Point Value
median
EF (95%)
6.050-8
1.099-7
6.1
Increase all EF by 3
Confidence
Levdl of point
value 28%
Ratios of:
median
median
EF(95%)
confidence
level of pcint
ratio of med/
point
Increase all EF by 10
median
EF (95%)
confidence level
of point
ratio of med/
Pt
Increase all EF by 30
median
EF (95Z)
confidence level
of point
ratio of med/pt
2.257-7
error factor (95Z)
2.05
3.26
- 20%
'3.73
5.332.7
77.0
4.85
12.56
- 19%
8.81
1.255-6
201.1
11.42
32.90
- 17%
20.7
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TABLE III-38
PWR
Variational Analysis
Increasing All Error Factors
Release Category 2
Release Category 2 base case
point value
median
EF (95%)
Increase all EF by 3
median
EF(95%)
confidence
level of point
ratio of med/
point
Increase all EF by 10
median
EF (95%)
confidence level
of point
ratio of med/
Pt
Increase all EF by 30
median
EF (95%)
confidence level
of point
ratio of med/
Pt
7.880-6
Ratio of median/point 1.66
Confidence Level of Point
Value - 30%
1.305-5
6.13
median
2.371-5
19.2 
Ratios of:
error factor(95%)
1.82
3.13
- 20%
3.73
4.386
73.7
3.36
12.02
- 22%
5.57
7.07-5
152.8
5.83
24.93
-22%
9.65
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TABLE III-39
PWR
Variational Analysis
Increasing All Error Factors (EF)
Release Category 3
Release Category 3 base case ratio of median/point = 1.149
confidence level
of point value ~ 37%
point value 2.739-6
median 4.083-6
EF (95%) 8.90
Increasing all EF by 3
median 8.825-6 2.16
EF (95%) 22.6 2.54
confidence
(point) 24%
ratio med/pt 3.23
Increase all EF by 10
median 2.789-5 6.83
EF (95%) 69.5 7.81
confidence - 14%
ratio med/pt 10.2
Increase all EF by 30
median 8.723-5 21.36
EF (95%) 185.6 20.85
confidence ~ 10%
ratio med/pt 31.9
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TABLE II-41
Variational Analysis
PWR Public Risk of Latent Deaths/yr
for an Increase in System Error Factors
by Factors of 3 and 10
lower bound median upper bound
base case base case 1.112-3 confidence level = 41%
3.286-4 (4.99) 1.639-3
3.197-4 (6.79) 2.172-3
3.268-4 (4.95)
3.251-4 (6.40)
3.224-4 (4.62)
3.145-4 (5.46)
3.355-4 (4.10)
3.440-4 (4.19)
1.617-3
2.082-3
1.491-3
1.718-3
1.375-3
1443-3
1.083-2 (6.61)
2.712-2 (12.5)
1.007-2 (6.23)
2.398-2 (11.5)
7.648-3 (5.13)
1.361-2 (7.92)
6.495-3 (4.72)
6.699-3 (4.64)*
all others hd insi.gnificant. effects on the
median and error factor of the latent deaths
probability distribution.
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System
Function
Code Factor
L 3
10
M 3
10
C 3
10
3F
10
TABLE III-41A
Key to BWR Tables
Failure to remove residual core heat
Failure of the reactor protection system
Failure of normal feedwater system to
provide core make up water
Failure of HPCI or RCIC to provide core
make up water
Failure of the low pressure ECCS to
provide core make up water
-107-
W
C
Q
U
V
TABLE III-42
NeI ?WR Probabilities for Releases 1, 2 and 3
for Factor Reduction in Function/System Failure Probability
System/Function
Code 1
base case Factor 2.28-7
3
· 10
30
100
1.35-7
1.02-7
9.27-8
8.94-8
3- 1.74-7
10
30
100
3
10
30
100
1.55-7
1.50-7
1.48-7
2.23-7
2.22-7
2.21-7
2.21-7
Release Category Probabilities
2
2.94-6
1.07-6
4.20-7
2.33-7
1.68-7
2.94-6
2.94-6
2.-4-6
2.94-6
2.85-6
2.81-6
2.80-6
2.80-6
3
1.795-5
1.065-5
8.05-6
7.32-6
6.96-6
1.365-5
1.220-5
1.176-5
1.161-5
1.758-5
1.745-5
1.742-5
1.741-5
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W
C
Q,U,VOF
TABLE III-43
Reduction in PWR Core Melt Probability and
Total Property Damage for a Reduction in Svstem Failure
Probability
System/Function
Code (a)
Factor Reduction due
to a reduction in System
Failure Probability
Ratio of Factorp to
Illustrate Diminishing
Return
10 30 100 10/3 30/10 100/30
Core Melt Probability
1.790 2.475 2.779 2.904 1.383 1.123 1.045
1.255 1.328 1.418 1.432 1.098 1.029 1.010
1.022 1.031 1.033 1.034 1.009 1.002 1.001
Total Property Damage
1.746 2.363 2.628 2.736 1.353 1.112 1.041
1.279 1.418 1.463 1.479 1.109 1.032 1.011
1.022 1.029 1.032 1.033 1.007 1.003 1.001
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3
W
C
QU,V
W
C
Q,UV
TABLE III-44
Reduction in BWR Public Risk of Early and Latent
Deaths for a Reduction in System Failure Probability
System/Functon
Code(s)
Factor Reduction due
to reduction in system
failure probability
Ratio of Factors to
Illustrate Diminishing
Return
3 10
1.762 2.403
1.270 1.378
1.022 1.030
30
Early Deaths
2.682
1.446
1.032
100 10/3 30/10 100/30
2.796 1.364 1.116 1.043
1.462 1.085 1.049 1.081
1.033 1.008 1.002 1.001
Latent Deaths
1.724 2.310
1.292 1.438
1.021 1.029
2.558
1.487
1.031
2.658 1.340 1.107 1.039
1.504 1.113 1.034 1.011
1.032 1.008 1.003 1.00i
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W
C
Q,U,V
W
C
Q,U,V
TABLE II-45
BWR System Breakdown for Summary of Release Cate-
gories 1, 2 and 3 for a Reduction in Function/
System Failure Probability
Function/System
Failure is:
Remove Residual Core Beat
Power Conversion System
Residual Heat Removal
Low Pressure Coolant In-
j ection
High Pressure Service
Water
Factor Reduction in Release
to reduction by a factor of
3 10 30
1.790 2.475 2.779
1.790 2.475 2.779
1.790 2.475 2.779
1.422
1.172
1.668
1.244
1.755
1.266
Categories due
100
2.904
2.904
2.904
1.788
1.274
Reactor Protection
Manual Reserve Shutdown
Reactor Protection System
3 or more rods fail
Normal Feedwater Svstem
Makeup
with onsite AC
without onsite AC
UPCI or RCIC Makeup
HPCI
EPCI test and maintenance
RCIC
RCIC test and maintenance
Low Pressure ECCS Makeup
Manual Activation
Low Pressure ECCS System
1.255
1.255
1.255
1.082
1.022
1.016
1.006
1.022
1.012
1.010
.011
1.011
1.022
1.012
1.010
1.378
1.378
1.378
1.114
1.031
1.021
1.009
1.031
1.015
1.013
1.014
1.014
1.031
1.017
1.013
1.418
1.418
1.418
1.123
1.033
1.023
1.009
1.033
1.016
1.014
1.015
1.016
1.033
1.018
1.014
1.432
1.432
1.432
1.127.
1.034
1.024
1.010
1.034
1.017
0.015
0.016
1.016
1.034
1.018
1.015
-111-
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TABLE IIX-46
Increase in BWP, Public Risk of Early and
Latent Deaths for an Increase in System
Failure Probability
Increase in Parameter for an Increase
in System Failure Probab.ility
10 30 100 10/3
Ratio of Factors
30/10 100/30
Early Deaths
19.8
10.3
1.94
65.2
32.6
4.19
Latent Deaths
19.3
10.8
1.91
63.4
34.5
4.10
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3
W
C
2.30
1.64
6.84
3.87
1.29Q,U ,V 1.06
2.97
2.36
1.22
2.89
2.66
1.50
3.29
3.17
2.16
W
C
2.26
1.68
1.06
6.67
4.05
1.28
2.95
2.41
1.21
2.89
2.67
1.49
3.28
3.19
2.15
TABLE IIr-47
Increase in BWR and Total Property Damage
for an Increase in System Failure
Probability
Increase in Parameter for an
Increase in System Failure
Probability
10 30 100
Ratio of Factors
10/3 30/10 100/30
Core Melt Probability
6.96
3.74
1.30
20.2
9.84
1.95
66.2
31.2
4.26
Total Property Damage
6.77
3.95
1.29
19.6
10.5
1.92
64.4
33.4
4.15
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3
W 2.32
C 1.61
Q,U,V 1.07
3.00
2.32
1.21
W
2.90
2.63
1.50
3.28
3.17
2.18
2.28
C 1.66
Q,U,V 1.06
2.97
2.38
1.22
2.90
2.66
1.49
3.29
3.18
2.16
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TABLE !iI-L4
Sensitivit? of BW' Core Melt Probabilit to Reduction in
tailure Probabilt:- of Various Generic Failure Tvpes
Factor Reductiou n Core Melt
Probability Due to Reduction in
Failure Probability by Factor of
Ratio of Factor Reduc-
tions to Illustrate
Din-nshin$ Returns
Human rror
and
Test 
Hainteace
Buman Error
Test & Maint-
enance
3 10 30 100 10/3
1.693 2.119 2.271
1.491 1.749 1.835
1.446 1.711 1.806
1.101 1.138 1.149
30/10 100/30
2.328 1.252 1.072 1.025
1.866 1.173 1.049 1.017
1.841 1.183 1.056 1.019
1.153 1.034 1.010 1.003
1.052 1.071 1.076
1.003 1.006 1.009
1.078 1.018 _.005 1.002
1.009 1.005 1.001 1.OOC
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Generic
Failure
Type
Valves
Pumps
TABLE III-50'
Reduction in BWR Public Risk of Early Deaths
for a Reduction in Generic ComDonent Failure Probabilities
Generic
Failure
Type
Factor Reduction due to
Reduction in Generic
ponent Probabilities
Com-
3 10 30 100
Human Error
and
Test and Main-
tenance
Human error
All Hardware
Test and Main-
tenance
Valves
Pumps
Ratio of Factors
to Illustrate Dim-
inishing Return
10/3 30/10 100/30
1.712 2.156 2.316 2.376 1.259 1.074 1.026
1.491 1.780 1.871 1.9C4 1.194 1.051 1.018
1.434 1.687 1.777 1.810 1.176 1.053 1.019
1.099 1.136 1.146 1.150 1.034 1.009 1.003
1.051 1.069 1.075 1.077 1.017 1.006* 1.002
1.006 1.008 1.009 1.009 1.002 1.001 1.001
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TABLE UI!-51
Reduction in BR Public Risk of Latent Deaths
for a Reduction in Generic Component Failure Probabilities
Generic
Failure
Type
Human Error
and
Test Mainten-
ance
Human Error
All Hardware
Test and
Maintenance
Valves
Pumps
Factor Reduction due to
Reduction in Generic Component
Probabilities
3 10 30 100
Ratio of Factors to
Illustrate Diminishing
Return
10/3 30/10 100/30
1.739 2.209 2.380 2.445 1.270 1.077 1.027
1.534 1.825 1.924 1.960 1.190 1.054 1.019
1.416 1.654 1.738 1.769 1.168 1.051 1.018
1.097 1.132 1.143 1.146 1.032 1.010 1.003
1.049 1.067 1.072 1.07t 1.017 1.005 1.002
1.006 1.008 1.008 1.009 1.002 1.000 1.001
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TABLE 111-52
Reduction in BWR Total Property Damage for
a Reduction in Generic Component Failure Probabilities
Human Error Factc
tionand
Test and Main- 3
tenance 1.723
Human Error
All Hard-
ware
Test and
Maintenance
Valves
Pumps
r Reduction due to Reduc-
in Generic Component
Ratio of Factors to Il-
lustrate Diminishing
Probabilities Return
10 30 100 10/3 30/10
1 2.178 2.343 2.405 1.264 1.076
100/30
1.026
1.520 1.799 1.893 1.928 1.184 1.052 1.018
1.426 1.673 1.760 1.792 1.173 1.052 1.018
1.098 1.134 1.i45 1.148 1.033 1.010 1.003
1.050 1.068 1.0764 1.076 1.017 1.006 1.002
1.006 1.008 1.009 1.009 1.002 1.001 1.000
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TABLE II-53
Increase in BWR Sum of Releases 1. 2, and 3 for
an Increase in Generic ComDonent Failure Probabilities
Factor Increase due to
Increase in Generic Com-
ponent Probabilities
Ratio of Factors to
Illustrate Increasing
Return
Human Error
and
Test and
Maintenance
3 10 30 100 10/3 30/10 100/30
2.85 16.7 119. 1211. 5.86 7.13 10.18
Human Error
All Hardware
Test and
Maintenance
2.40 12.2 82.0 814.
1.95 5.66 20.8 179.
1.34 3.31 15.6 136
5.08 6.72 9.93
2.90 3.67 8.61
2.47 4.71 8.72
1.15 1.82 4.94 31.1 1.57 2.71 8.32
1.02 1.11 1.61 7.83 1.09 1.45 4.86
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Generic
Failure
Type
Valves
Pumps
Table III-54
Variational Analysis
BWR
Increasing All Error Factors
Release Category 1 and 3
Ratio of Probability of Release 3 to Probabil ity nf Release
1 - 7.93 - 1
Ratio of Median/point - 1.43
Confidence evee - 33%
of point value
Point Values
Median
EF (95%)
3.318-7
4. 760-7
5.67 Median Ratios of EF
All EF increased by 3
median 8.768-7
EF (95%) 20.37
by 10
median 1.853-6
EF (95%) 111.5
by 30
median 3.541-6
1.84
3.59
3.89
19.66
7.44
EF (95%) 484.9 85.52
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Table 111-55
BWR
Variational Analysis
Increasing All Error Factors
Release Category 2
Release Category 2 base case ratio of median/point - 1.42
Point Value
Median
EF (95Z)
-New Values
3.996-6
5.670-6
confidence
level of point value
X' 39%
7.769
median ratios of error factor (95X)
Increase all EF by 3
median
EF (9 5%)
9. 630-6
32.74
Increase all EF by 10
median 2.115-5
EF (95%) 220.4
3.73
28.37
Increase all EF by 30
median
EF(95%)
3.221-5
673.5
5. 6
86.69
(EF)
1.70
4.21
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TALE III-56
Variational Analysis
BWR Sstem Uncertaintv
Release Category Characteristics
.edi76
4.76-7base case
3
10
30
5.59-7
1.17
6.71-7
1.41
7.92-7
1.66
1
upper bound
2.70-6
6.30-6
2.33
2.02-5
7.48
6.15-5
22.8
median
5.67-6
6.82-6
1.20
8.51-6
1.50
1.08-5
1.90
2
upper bound
4.41-5
1.16-4
2.63
3.97-4
9.00
1.21-3
27.4
5.46-7 3.66-6
1.15 1.36
.Event C Does Not
6.16-7 7.37-6
1.29 2.73
6.69-7 1.79-5
1.41 6.63
5.21-7
1.09
5.73-7
1.20
5.09-7
1.07
5.43-7
1.14
5.09-7
1.07
5.55-7
1.17
3.38-6
1.25
4.98-6
1.84
3.10-6
1.15
4.35-6
1.61
3.02-6
1.12
3.94-6
1.46
contribute.
6.39-6
1.13
6.92-6
1.22 
6.08-6
1.07
6.51-6
1.15
6.12-6
1.08
6.53-6
1.15
Does not contribute
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System
Code Factor
v
C 3
10
30
Q 3
U
10
3
6.20-5
1.41
9.04-5
2.05
551-5
1.25
P. 07-5
1.83
5.33-5
1.21
7.18-5
1.63
V 3
10
IV. Conclusions and Recommendations
The computer code LWRSEN is developed to provide a calcula-
tional method for determining the sensitivity of the RSS results to changes
in the input data. With this code the sensitivity of public risk to point
value failure rates may be explored. The computer code PLMODMC, which was
previously developed under NRC contract research,,is used to calculate sen-
sitivity to failure probability distribution uncertainties and to establish
relations between point value and probabilistic approaches to sensitivity
calculations. These codes provide the sensitivity analysis tools to help in
decision making in research, quality assurance, inspection, and regulation.
In addition to the development of the methodology for calculating sensitivity,
this study performs a sensitivity analysis of RSS values for system and
individual component failure probabilities. The results of that analysis from
the basis for addressing the questions in the introduction.
1. What are the characteristics of sensitivity of public
risk to reductions or increases in input failure rates?
The magnitude of risk reduction for reductions of both system
and generic failure rates are generally less than, or about equal to, two,
even for large reductions of up to factors of one hundred in failure rates.
k other general characteristic of the results are the diminishing returns
found at high reductions. In general, only reductions on the order of ten
seem practical, with,only a few major contributors deserving reductions as
high as thirty.
These results imply that there is no easy way to further reduce
the risks associated with the two nuclear power plants analyzed in the RSS.
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They also imply that there are no dominant failure modes in LWR's,* but a
combination of failure modes of roughly the same order of magnitude. There
are, however, four or five systems or functions, and two or three generic
categories, which are dominant contributors. Reducing these to the level
of the other failure modes probably results in an overall system design
for which nothing short of a reduction of all failure modes, or some signi-
ficant change in initiators or containment failure modes, could result in a
significant further reduction in public risk.
The magnitudes associated with increasing failure probabilities
are much higher than found in the reduction analysis. This is to be expected,
because while reducing certain failure rates eventually results in other
failure rates dominating, increasing certain failure rates results in one
mode becoming more and more dominant. Not surprisingly, the dominant system
increases are the same as the systems which dominate the reductions. By
examining the increases, systems which are very sensitive can be identified
so that utilities, vendors and the NRC can be sure values like those in the
RSS are actually achieved. This should be of value to quality assurance man-
agers and inspectors responsible for public safety.
2. What are the characteristics of the sensitivities to in-
creases in only the uncertainty of system failure rate probability distri-
butions?
*The LPIS check valve failure rates have been reduced for most, resulting
in approximately fifty percent less risk.
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In the case of the BWR, increasing the error spread of the
function (removal of residual core heat) by a factor of ten results in an
increase of the median value by about fifty percent, and a ninefold increase
in the upper bound. Therefore, a system of reactors such as those in the
United States, or some small subset such as a multireactor utility, could
have higher risk just from a lack of efficient quality assurance from
reactor to reactor. This fifty percent increase is equal to or greater
than most reductions. When one considers the effect of the significantly
higher upper bound on public risk calculations, as well as public confidence,
the importance of monitoring safety system reliability with careful quality
assurance programs is evident. Uncertainty analysis on the system level can
provide information on which systems the quality control must be more strictly
maintained. An analysis of uncertainties of generic classes is not performed,
but, given the results of the pDint value generic analysis and the systems
uncertainty analysis, generic category uncertainties could also be very
important. The uncertainty analysis also gives an indication of propagation
of system errors.
3. What are the major areas of potential public risk reduction?
For reducing public risk by improving the reliability of present
systems, the generic class of human error events offers the most potential.
Human error is more sensitive than any one engineered safety feature and
would also appear to be the least costly to remedy. Work in this area would
also have the added benefit of reducing concern over human initiated events,
in addition to possibly increasing the ability of human intervention to miti-
gate accident consequences. The systems which contribute the most to public
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risk, as measured by early and latent deaths and total property damage,
are those designed to mitigate the consequences of transient events.
In the case of the PWR, the only contribution to risk from containment
safety systems is the cors spray injection system; otherwise,transient
and ECCS systems dominate the sensitivity to risk. In the BWR, only
transient events are considered, since they comprise almost one hundred
percent of the risk.
4. What is the relationship between system and generic sensi-
tivities and their individual component failure event sensitivities?
The results of the breakdown and combination analysis indicate
that an approximate relationship between individual sensitivities and sen-
sitivities to combinations of individual failures exists for low sensiti-
vities with ratios near 1.0. It also reaffirms a strategy of reducing
dominant failure modes to the levels of other contributors as the most
effective means of reducing public risk.
5. What is the synergistic effect of combining failure rate
reductions?
By reducing more than one important failure rate at a time,
the total sensitivity is larger than appropriate combinations of the sensi-
tivity to single failure rates. The values of further reducti'ns are also
larger. For failure rates which are not very important (those with sensi-
tivities only slightly greater than one), the approximate magnitude of a
combination of failure rates can be estimated by the multiples of the indi-
vidual sensitivities.
6. ow do generic classes of failure affect risk as compared
to system failures?
The differences between systems and generic sensitivity charac-
teristics are best illustrated by the results of the sensitivity to factor
increases in failure rates. While system effects tend to be additive, since
a system cannot fail twice in a failure event, generic effects can be
multiplicative. One or more human errors can combine, through and-gates
in system fault trees, to produce risk increases greater than the initial
factor by which all the failure probabilities of generic type are increased.
For example, increasing human error by a factor of one hundred results in an
increase in latent cancers of almost two thousand over the base case results.
The avalanching effect should be carefully monitored for each generic type.
Different generic types start to "take off" at different factor increases.
These take off points should provide upper bounds for allowable variation
of failure rates from plant to plant or utility to utility. In the case of
human error, this take off point is between factors of ten and thirty. To
be more conservative, lower points may be chosen to insure that large increases
in public risk do not occur for particular nuclear power plants. In addition,
sensitivities to smaller factor reductions are larger for generic classes
than for any systems. The system sensitivities tend to increase slightly
faster at higher factor reductions, however.
7. What parameters are best used to estimate effects on overall
public risk?
This study shows that core melt probability is an effective
measure of public risk for the BWR. In the case of the PWR, however, the
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larger probability of low consequence core melt accidents, such as release
category 7, make core melt a misleading indicator. The most important
release categories are numbers 1, 2, and 3.
8. What are the limitations of this study?
Any limitations from inaccuracies in the risk models are
addressed with other limitations in the methodology in Section II. In the
summary of Section III, modifications of the results, which are necessary
to account for differences between a particular reactor and those addressed
in the RSS, are outlined.
The limitations include the approximation used in WASH-1400
and the limitations of the code developed here. It should also be noted
that this analysis does not include sensitivities to containment failure
modes, and uses only the reduced fault trees of WASH-1400. However, because
this analysis deals only with ratios of changes, many of these approximations
may cancel.
It should be noted that the above conclusions are based on the
analysis of the specific BWR and PWR analyzed in WASH-1400. Although it is
suspected that these conclusions may apply much more generally, no conclusion
about plants of a different design should be reached without aft analysis of
that specific design. However, this study demonstrates that, given the
fault trees and event trees for any plant, the methods presented here can
be directly applied to provide a sensitivity analysis of that plant.
Finally, the results of this study indicate the following
recommendations.
1. Further research on the relation between point value and
probabilistic techniques should be made, so that these
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results and similar ones can be used to estimate probabil-
istic results without the expensive calculations inherent
to such techniques.
2. The characteristic of the differential safety gains,
represented by succeeding factor reductions, indicate
generalities that should be studied further. The values of
differential safety gains seem to be dependent only on the
magnitude of small changes from the base value.
3. Some method of combining these results with other studies
which provide for parametric description of risk probability
distributions, should be attempted, so that an overall model,
which will minimize the need -for time consuming, expensive,
detailed calculations, can be established.
4. Further study should be done to assess the application of
this work to the licensing process. The feasibility of devel-
oping a more rational decision-making process, dependent on
a specific methodology, may eventually be developed.
This study provides a calculation framework for analyzing
the sensitivity of risk to the input variable of the WASE-1400 analysis.
It can be used to provide a better understanding of how further risk reduc-
tion can be obtained most efficiently. Such methods should be a useful
tool for industry and government.
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Acronyms
A list of acronyms,and the phrases they stand for, is provided
in order to aid the reader. The acronyms used are the same as
those used in the Reactor Safety Study.
Accumulators
Automatic Depressurization System
Auxlliary Feedwater System
Containment Heat Removal System
Consequence Limiting Control System
Containment Spray Injection System
Containment Spray Recirculation System
Emergency Core Cooling Recirculation System
Emergency Core Injection
Error Factor
High Pressure Coolant Injection
High Pressure Injection System
High Pressure Recirculation System
High Pressure Service Water
Low Pressure Coolant Injection
Low Pressure Emergency Core Cooling System
Low Pressure Injection System
Low Pressure Recirculation System
Power Conversion System
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ACC
ADS
AFWS
CERS
CLCS
CSIS
CSRS
ECRS
ECI
EF
HPCI
HPIS
HPRS
HPSW
LPCI
LPECCS
LPIS
LPRS
PCS
Acronyms (Continued)
RCIC Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
RBR Residual Heat Removal
RPS Reactor Protection System
RSS Reactor Safety Study
SSRV Secondary Steam Relief Valves
SICS Safety Injection Control System
T & M Test and Maintenance
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Appendix B
LWRSEN Computer Code User's Manual
1. Introduction
The LWRSEN computer code was written to calculate the values of public
risk for light water nuclear reactors using the methodology developed in
the RSS. The code calcualtes the sensitivity to changes in the basic
inputs to the public risk calculation. These sensitivities are then out-
put under certain formats depending on the type of sensitivity calculations
performed. Basically, the three main subroutines, COMP, COMBIN, and ATTR,
calculate respectively: (1) individual sensitivities; (2) system, generic,
or combinations of sensitivities; and (3) combinations of sensitivities and
breakdown by individual components.
The code begins with the dominant event trees and uses system failure
rates to calculate release category probabilities. The system failure
rates are calculated from user-supplied subroutines. This flexibility
allows the user the advantage of using the code for his specific reactor.
In addition, the user may choose to develop the complexity of the system
fault trees to his own desired level of completeness. For example, one
could input a system failure equation of one hundred elements for one sys-
tem while, at the same time, giving only a point value without a tree for
another system. Later in this manual a key is given to program statements
for which changes may be necessary to accommodate more than 250 and 130
components for the PWR and BWR, respectively. Two models for calculating
public risk are also given; one for each reactor. For many of the reactors
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located in the United States, only minor modifications to the model would
be required in order to use it for an analysis similar to that reported.
The model may easily be replaced by other more specific or advanced
models. If the reactors are identical to those chosen in the RSS, then
this program could be used without modification.
2. Input Preparation and Use
To prepare the code for use the first step would be to compare the
reactor under consideration with the two reactors analyzed in the RSS.
The system fault trees for those reactors are illustrated in Appendix C.
The equations for those systems, as well as comments on the contributions
to risk, zmay be found in the listing of the system subroutines at the end
of this section. However, the user may choose to develop his own fault
trees. This is recommended since it would be just as easy for a user to
familiarize himself with his own reactor's fault trees as to study and
become familiar with the fault trees for the reactors used in the RSS.
The routines COMBIN and ATTR employ the subroutine FACTOR to vary
system and/or generic failure probabilities. The capabilities of FACTOR
should be considered when one develops his own system fault trees. FACTOR
allows for thirty modules to be named for each reactor type. The array
PCONG controls the system subroutines by allowing for sensitivity of
modules which may comprise an entire function, a system within a function,
or some user-chosen subsystem or module of components. The subroutine
FACTOR, upon receiving input in array AA of a number less than thirty,
activates a flag which will cause that module to be reduced by the factor
VERIBY. Additionally, FACTOR allows for structured data in the array of
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individual components: PCMPNT (250) for the PWR, and CPNT (130) for the
BWR. Upon inputting to FACTOR a component number which is a multiple of
ten, the subroutines will vary the nine components between the next multi-
ple of ten. This allows for generic classifications of data. The base
case data for the RSS was constructed this way. In that analysis compo-
nents in the category of human errors were placed in elements 140 through
179 of the PCMPUT array. Therefore, to change human errors one would
input to FACTOR through AA component numbers 140, 150, 160, and 170. Then
all of the human error components could be varied at once. The structure
is available for as much classification as the user wishes.
The routine ATTR allows for additional classification of data without
predetermined structures. One may input an attribute for each component
in the array ATTR (10, 250). The number of attributes for each array is
given by the variable NATTR (10). There are places for ten such cases to
be run by the routine ATTR. A component with no attribute is signified by
inputting a zero. The ATTR routine then copies the component numbers of
the same attribute into the array AA for input to FACTOR. Up to fifty
components may be combined in this way for calculations. Attributes may
include all types of designations. For example, location within the plant
could be considered an attribute; thus, common mode effects dependent upon
fire or earthquake can be approximated by varying all components in the
same general environment for an earthquake or fire initiator. While this
approach may not adequately describe common mode effects, it could perhaps
be used to set intuitive bounds.
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Given the available data structure, one should attempt to visualize
unusual modules when constructing system subroutines. Taking advantage of
the ability of FACTOR to change structures of data when designing the sys-
tem fault tree equations can lead to simple characterization of data.
Finally, the use of attributes in the ATTR routine provides an additional
classification and combination ability for unusual categories of components
for which the structural data approach is inapplicable or for which the
classification was unnoticed at the time of the fault tree identification
and construction process.
For the situation where user-supplied system fault tree routines are
used, the number of components for either the PWR (250) or the BWR (130)
may be too small. In this case the arrays may be expanded to allow for
more complex trees. Tables B-I and B-2 contain a list of all program
statements which must be changed to facilitate this expansion. This
method was used to avoid excessive waste of memory by the code. Table B-2
contains the location of the risk models so that they can be easily
changed to fit a specific reactor or permit substitution of a different
model.
Once the user decides whether to use the supplied system subroutines,
cc uponent unavailabilities, and risk models, and follows the process
described above for replacing supplied routines, the next step is to com-
pile the code and store the compiled version for easy access. Table B-3
provides the job control language (JCL) for the IBM 370 virtual machine.
The code was written to run on this machine. A standard FORTRAN IV was
used as the programming language as referenced by Reference 1. Any
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differences among "standard" FORTRAN IV's should be corrected after iden-
tification by the compiler.
The next process is the description of the input flow for calcula-
tions. All input cards and their associated variables and formats may be
found in Table B-4. The card numbers correspond to requirements for data.
Cards 1 through 14 are required for all cases. Cards designated by a pre-
fix B or P correspond to input cards for either reactor type. The choice
of cards here is dependent on which reactor was chosen by the user with
the variable REACTOR. The cards with the prefix C alone are control cards
and indicate whether calculations are to be performed by each main routine.
C1 through C3 apply to the routines COMP, COMBIN, and ATTR, respectively.
The prefix CA refers to the necessary cards for the COMP routine. The
prefixes CB and CC correspond to COMBIN and ATTR.
The first set of cards is the basic input to the program. The vari-
able COMJOB is available for ten cards of input comments to provide job
title, etc. The variable REACTOR chooses reactor type; the variables
PRNTCOM and PARAM provide for the risk parameter choice; and the array
VERIBY stores the four factors by which failure probabilities are to be
reduced. (Note that factors less than one may be input, which in effect
calls for increases by the factor's inverse.) The reactor-dependent
values are input next. These arrays and variable lists accept the com-
ponent unavailabilities and containment event tree probabilities for the
reactor type chosen.
If one wishes to calculate and sort by magnitude the individual com-
ponent sensitivities, the routine COMP is activated by setting NCASE equal
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to 0 (or inserting a blank card). The variable N determines how many sen-
sitivities are to be ordered and printed out. The arrays DESIG and COM
provide literal values for comments to describe each individual component.
The output generated by this section of the code will be covered later.
If the user wishes to calculate sensitivities using the structured
data or the modules developed in the system subroutines, then he should
use the subroutine COMBIN. Card C2, which follows C1 if COMP is not used,
or the last card in the CA series if COMP is used, controls activation of
this routine. A number not equal to zero is interpreted as the number of
cases to be run. Following that, a comment card and three more cards are
input for each case. The three cards contain inputs to the array CASE.
These values are, in turn, transferred to the array AA for use by the
FACTOR subroutine.
Finally, if the user wishes to calculate sensitivities to a group of
components with the same attributes and then break them down by their indi-
vidual sensitivities in order of increasing magnitude, the card C3, for the
subroutine ATTR, is set equal to the number of cases of group sensitivi-
ties. Then a comment card for the array HCOM is read in, followed by a
card with the number of attributes for this case (NATTR), followed by the
attribute of each component number on seven cards for the array ATTR.
These attributes are later searched to find the components to be varied as
a whole and then individually to illustrate sensitivity breakdowns. A
sample input listing and program output is given.
3. Output
The output of the code LWRSEN is dependent upon which routines are
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chosen by the user. A title page and a listing of base values and input
values are printed by the routine DBUGO for every run. A reduced version
of this output is presented in Tablf B-5. The contents of the variable
CONJOB which provides the user with job-specific comments is printed. Then
the base values of the release categories are printed. The input values of
component unavailabilities in the fault tree and the containment failure
probabilities are listed next. Finally, a list of initiator probabilities
and a list of system failure probabilities are given. This information is
adequate to debug the inputs including the system fault tree equations.
The routine COMP outputs the values for sensitivities for individual
components. The sensitivities are calculated for each factor of VERIBY.
The sensitivities are printed out for the N largest sensitivities for each
factor of VERIBY. Finally, the ratio of successive factors of VERIBY are
printed out in the order of the sensitivity of the initial perturbations.
The values of the arrays DESIG and COM are printed with their sensitivity
values. These provide space for literal designations, such as generic
classifications, as well as comment space for further identification of
the individual failure. The component number and order number from the
sensitivity sorting are also given. An example of the output from COMP is
given in Tables B-6 and B-7.
If one wishes to calculate the sensitivity to some combination of
components, modules of components, or generic classes of components, then
the routine COMBIN should be used. The type of sensitivity parameter and
the sensitivity of the combination are printed out. The sensitivity to
core melt probability is given, followed by the new release category
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probabilities. The base values of each release category and the sensi-
tivities of each category are printed below the new values. The COMBIN
routine has the additional advantage of printing out additional sensitiv-
ity information. It can be used for important individual failure proba-
bilities simply by inputting the component number. Following the category
sensitivities, the factor VERIBY is printed along with the component num-
bers input to the FACTOR subroutine. The variable HCOM for that case is
printed to provide 80 characters of case comment for the user. The above
format is executed for each of the four factors of VERIBY and for each of
NCASE cases. An example of the output of COMBIN is given in Table B-8.
The last major piece of output comes from the other major routine,
ATTR. The ATTR routine's output is very similar to both the COMBIN and
COMP routines. The last comment, sensitivity parameter, and sensitivity
of the attribute considered are printed. Output similar to COMBIN is also
printed giving the rest of the sensitivity information. Finally, the
breakdown of the total sensitivity by the components which contribute is
printed out in an information format similar to that of the COMP routine.
An example of the output of the ATTR routine is given in Table B-9. It is
an output page from the sample case.
4. Program Structure
The program is structured so that it can be changed so as to meet the
needs of specific reactors, yet at the same time does not contain an
extraordinary amount of generality which results in time and memory inef-
ficiencies. In order to achieve this result the user must become involved
in the actual construction of the final program. For this reason, an
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attempt was made to write a computer code which would be easily understand-
able. Consequently, the program was written so as to be very structured.
That is, many subroutines were constructed to perform specific functions.
Levels of programming were also developed to more clearly identify and
separate important functions. In the listing of the program every routine
is allotted one page. This helps the user by exposing him to only one
level or function of the program at once. Communication between the sub-
routines is by argument, but system, component, and other important values
are left in common blocks for access by most routines. An example of the
simplicity of construction is the COMBIN routine. In order to calculate
the sensitivity information the methodology of the RSS must be used. In
LWRSENsensitivity to public risk is calculated the following way:
CALL FACTOR (PC1PNT, AA, PCHNG, VERI)
CALL SYSTEM
CALL RLESE7 (RLEASE)
CALL OUTPUT (RLEASE, BASE, III, VERIBY)
CALL RISK (RLEASE, BASE CM, SNESUM, PARAM, RISC, REACTOR)
These subroutines are all on the same level, as indicated y Table
B-11, except for the OUTPUT subroutine. These subroutines were all called
d.ring the execution of the routine COMBIN. The subroutine FACTOR varies
a component, a group of components, or a module of components by the factor
VERI. SYSTEM calls all the lower level system subroutines which in turn
calculate all the new system failure probabilities. RLESE7 operates on
the array RLEA4SE which contains the release category probabilities. The
subroutine OUTPUT performs output functions, but it initially calls the
.
subroutine RISK. The subroutine RISK takes the release category probabil-
ities and translates them into public risk and sensitivities. The same
general structure is maintained in the program, with specific levels only
calling lower levels. In this way algebraic equations, confusing GO TO
statements, and DO loops are limited to operating on very few basic con-
cepts at once. The programmer may then deal with the programming details
on a smaller subroutine level. This also allows the user to make easy
modifications. The way the program works is controlled by its subroutines,
so if one wishes to expand the capabilities of the program, as well as
changing the characteristics of the system subroutines, the user may change
only small modules without fear of destroying the basic methodology of the
program.
In the following three subsections there are brief descriptions of
each subroutine and its important characteristics, flow diagrams for
further aid, and a sample input. Finally, a listing with comments is pro-
vided, together with the input, output, and control processes discussed in
this manual. The examples of each in the tables are adequate and a set of
diagnostic tools has been provided for the user to easily calculate sensi-
tivity to public risk for all different varieties of design changes or
extreme situations.
5. Descriptions of Subroutines
This section defines the scope of each subroutine and the method by
which it completes its purpose.
MAIN The main program has three purposes. It reads the input and
stores it in common access for the subroutines. Secondly, the program
calculates the base-case values for each release category and risk param-
eter. It then outputs those values, comments, and important input values.
Finally, it controls program flow by calling the main subroutines, COMP,
COMBINE, and ATTR, which are subprograms calculating individual sensitivi-
ties, system and generic sensitivities, and breakdown of sensitivities,
respectively.
COMP This subprogram calculates the sensitivities of each individual
component to the chosen risk parameter: core melt probability, release
category probabilities, early deaths, latent cancers, and total property
damage. The differential values and N-factor sensitivity ratios are also
calculated. The sensitivities are then sorted in order of greatest sensi-
tivity by SORT. Finally, the program outputs these values for the top N-
chosen sensitivities through the output subroutine OUTTOP.
COMBIN This subprogram calculates sensitivities to systems, generic
categories, and arbitrary combinations. It also calculates sensitivities
for each parameter and values of VERIBY. The program calls the subroutine
OUTPUT to print all the release category probabilities and risk parameters,
and their component sensitivities. The code will input up to fifty cases
of up to fifty systems, generic classes, or individual components for each
case.
ATTR This subprogram uses the results of the COMP routine and must be
run in tandem with it, using any value of N. A calculation of some combi-
nation is made and output through the subroutine OUTATT. Then the sensi-
tivity of every element, sorted by its contribution to the combination, is
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output by the routine OUTTTT. The sensitivity parameter chosen by the user
is used for the sensitivity breakdown.
FACTOR This subroutine takes the elements of the system fault trees
and varies some combination of them as determined by the array AA and the
factor VERI. The array AA contains component identification numbers, sys-
tem identification numbers, or generic identification numbers.
SORT This subroutine sorts the input array in order of highest value.
A parameter is input to indicate the number of passes and, hence, the top
number of sorted values. The array INDEX serves as a pointer for the
sorted values such that the input array remains unchanged. The method of
sorting is a bubble sort. This method starts from the bottom of an array
and bubbles up the higher values by comparisons.
SYSTEM This subroutine serves as an intermediate step in the control
process. It calls all the lower-level system subroutines such that all
values for the systems may be accessed for further calculations.
RLESE7 This subroutine calculates release category probabilities from
the values calculated by the system subroutines activated by SYSTEM in a
previous call. The release category functions are dependent on reactor
type, as represented by REACTOR.
RISK This subroutine takes release category probabilities and cal-
culates the values of various risk parameters. It also then calculates
the sensitivities to all of the above, plus core melt probability. It also
sets the value of RISK, the parameter chosen for sensitivity comparisons,
depending on the user-chosen value of PARAM.
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DEBUGO This subroutine serves as the output routine for the MAIN
program. This output comprises the title page of the program output, as
well as an input check. Values inputted to the system fault trees and con-
tainment event trees are reproduced along with base values of the release
category probabilities, system failure probabilities, and risk parameters.
OUTTOP This subroutine serves as the output routine for the routine
COMP. The top N sensitivities are output with component number, generic
category, and a comment. In its final call from COMP it prints out the
values of differential sensitivity ratios.
OUTPUT This subroutine serves as the output routine for the routine
COMBIN. It outputs the comment code of the sensitivity parameter and its
value. It also prints out core melt sensitivity, release category values
and their sensitivities, the case comment, and value of the factor VERIBY.
OUTATT This subroutine serves as one of two output routines for the
routine ATTR. It outputs the heading of the breakdown analysis and values
for the sensitivity parameters and release categories for the combination.
OUTTTT This subroutine complements OUTATT by printing out the sensi-
tivities of the components making up the combination being examined by
ATTR. It also prints out a measure of the contribution of that component
to the total combination's sensitivity. Information about he component's
routine is also printed.
Failure Subroutines The following subroutines require algebraic equa-
tions or point values for systems necessary for the calculation of release
category probabilities. The system variable(s) found are listed after each
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routine by their familiar codes from the RSS. For the PWR: LFAILP, L;
MBPFAL, M, B1; QFAILP, Q; KFAILP, K; CFAILP, C; DFAILP, D; DI, DZ;
HFAILP, H, HS; FFAILP, F; GFAILP, G; BFAILP, B. For the BWR: WFAIL, W;
CFAIL, C; QUVFAL, Q, U, V.
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TABLE B-1
The following table contains the changes necessary to increase the
number of components for the system analysis to more than 250 for the
PWR.and 130 for the BWR. The statement numbers correspond to those from
the subroutines listed.
SORT
2
4
9
FACTOR
3
2 uses of 250
1 250 
1 250
1 use of 250
WFAIL, QIVFAL, and all other system subroutines
2 1 use of 250 1 use of 130
RnESE7, SYSTEK, OUTPUT
2 1 use of 250 1 use of 130
1 use of 250
2 250
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.OUTTTT
4
5
i_
TABLE B-1 (CONT.)
1 use of
2
1
1
1
1
1
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
1 use of 130
250
250
1 use of
1
1
1
1
250
250
250
250
250
2 uses of 250
2 250
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1
1
1
MAIN
2
4
6
9
10
25
26
28
29
44
49
67
COMP
2
3
4
6
22
OUTTOP
2
4
130
130
1
1 130
TABLE B-1(CONT.)
DEBUGO
1 use of 250
1
1 use of 130
250
1
1 use of 250
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
130
1 use of 130
250
250
250
250
250
250
250
1 use of 130
2
8
12
ATTR
2
3
4
5
12
COB IN
2
3
14
18
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TABLE B-2
Job Control Language (JCL) for IBM 370
When compiling and running
System Headings
//.S1 EXEC .FORG60
// C. SYSIN DD , DCB - BLKSIZE - 2000
System Suhroutines
program modules
//G. SYSIN DD*
data cards
/*
/*EOJ
When running previously compiled modules and system subroutines
I/S1 EXEC PGM - LWRSEN
//G. SYSIN DD*
data cards
1/ EOJ
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Table B-3
INPUT VAILUALES ORDER OF READ STATM'-TS
Variable Format
Code Commeuc
1 throush 10 COMJOB (10,80)
11 U:TOB
73.2
12 PRNTCQ (30)
30AX
13
14 VERIBY (4)
4(F8.4)
ten cards of 80 character coameats
for title page and job chartactristics
identifies reactor type
1.0 * M 2.0 B
coaecat descxibing senitivity prameter
identifies risk parameter for sensitivi:5
0 core melt 1-7 Release category #
8 early deaths 9 latent cancers
10 total property damage
sensitivity factors range 9999. to .001
The next to invuts are reactor dependent
for PWR FIACTR - 1.0
P1 through 25 PCQNT(:) ndividual component unavailabilities
and initiators
25(lO(E7.1, I )
stem explosion for not relese
team exploson for cold release
isolation failure
hydrogen burning
Card 
I26 ALPHA
ALPIA
ETA
GAML
!
1-.
$.
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Table B-3 (cont.)
Variable Format
Code
DELTA
DELTA
EPSILN
EPSLNT
VPSBHT
B1 :hrough 13
Comment
overpressurization
overpressurization from transient event
melt through
melt through from transient
melt through given LOCA and systems
B, , or F
9(2x, F6.4)
or for
COPN ()
BWR REACTR - 2.0
individual component unavalabii:ies
and initiator
13(10(E 7.1. x)
ALfUHA
GAHAPB
steam explosion in the vessel
overpressure release tbrougnh reactor
building
overpressure release direct to atrosphere
The next inputs relate to progra= control
ii , ~ ~~~~~ i
a 0 do COHP routine
f 0 go to COHB3I%
if NCASE was eual to 0
# of sensitivity values to be sorted
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Card 
314
Cl NCASE
13
N
13
TABLE -3 (CON .)
Variable Fornat
Code
DESIG (250, 30)
COS (250, 50
ICASE
designation (generic classification) for
each non zero component
coment for each individual component
that is non zero
6 0 do COIMBf' routine for CASE cases
up toS50 cases
- 0 go to A.TiR
I3
RCOM (50, 80)
3(20(13, lx)l)
NCASE
13
if KCASE was * 0
Coument cr eac- :ase
up to fifty inputs for sensitivit:
combination for use by FACTOR
subroutine in array AA
* < 30 indicates syste= sensitiviy
a multiple of ten, the next 9 components
for generic applications
a any other #, that component
0 o to STOP
0 do ATTI routine for NCASE cases
up to 10 cases
if MCASE was 0 0
coment for each case
80A1
XATT. (10)
13
J of attibutes for this case
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Card 
CA2 through
C (n+1)
Comment
Vhere o -
of non zero
components
CBI through
CS' (a)
here as#
of inputs
C (1)
through
CB(4C)
C3
CCU
through CCa
vhere a - NCASE
CC + 1
through
CC 2U
RCOM (10, 80)
TABLE -3 (CO,.)
Variable Format
Code
(C 2+1
through CC h) (6(40121), 10121)
Parameter for further sub-
grouping reactor components
that are not covered by system
or generic groupings.
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.
Card Coument
TABLE B-4
BASE CASE OUTPUT FOR LWRSEN COMPUTER CODE
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TABLE B-5
OUTPUT FOR COMP ROUTINE
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TABLE B-6
OUTPUT FOR COMP ROUTINE
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TABLE B-7
OUTPUT FOR COMBIN ROUTINE
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TABLE B-8
OUTPUT FOR ATTR ROUTINE
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Table B-9
INPUT AND
PROGRAM FLOW
MAIN
ROUTINES
SYSTEM
SUBROUTINES SUBROUTINES
COP
COMBIN
ATTR
SORT
FACTOR
SYSTEM
RLESE 7
RISK
LFAILP
MBFALP
QFAILP
CFAILP
DFAILP
HFAILP
FFAILP
GFAILP
BFAILP
CFAIL
QUVFAIL
WFAIL
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OUTPUT
ROUTINES
DEUGO
OUTTOP
OUTPUT
OUTTT
OUTATT
TABLE 8-10
C MAIN PROGRAM
C PARAMETERS NECESSARY OR VENT TREE / AULT TREE CALCULAT.ONS
COMHON/LWR/PCHP!IT(250),A,3P,C,D,F,G,H,K.L,MQ,VT,ALPHABETAGAMMA
L,DELTA,EPSIL, S2 , , PCHNG ( 30),EPSLNT,EPS SH ELTAT , AL?AI
:,8,R,DID2,HS ASE(7),VERIBY(4),ESCAPe(6,7),REACT,RICOLD,7ERI,
IU,QUV,W,ALPHA3,GA:4AB,GAMAPS,CY.PNT( 30)
COMMON/BBG/PR:ITCM(30), PARAM
COMMOK/OUTP/AA(50) ,HCOM(50,80)
COMMON/OUTT/DESIG(250,30) ,COH(250,50)
COMON/RSKT/EDETHB ,LDEEB ,CSTSB, EDE ,LDtET3 ,CSTS
COMMON/EN S / SZtlS(25 0 , 7)
REAL LDETH,B.LETHSLDETH
INTECER HCASE(50, O) ,AA, PCHNG
DIMENSION LEASE(7),PFACT(250)
DIMENSION COJOB(10,80),NATTR(10),AATTR(10,250)
REAL ,L,N
READ (5, 21) ((COHJOs(I, J), 1-1,10), J-L,0)
21 FORMAT(10(80A/) )
WRITE (6, 22) ((COHJOB(I, J). I-L,10), J-1,30)
22 FORMAT (IHI, 19X, "SENSITIVITY STUDY", / , 27X, "3ASE CASE", /,
A I0(10X,aoaI/))
C PROGRAM HEADING AND JOB SPECIFIC COMPONENTS
READ (5, 23) REACTR
23 FORMAT (F3.2)
C EAD IN REACTOR TYPE 1.O PR, 2.0 3WR
IEAD(5,1010) (PRITCM(I),I,-1,20
1010 FOkrAT (30A1)
READ(5,30) PRAM
30 FORHAT (2)
RtAD(S,99) (VERI3Y() ,I-,4)
99 FORMAT(4(F8.4))
IF (REACTR .EQ. 2.0) GOTO 24
tEAD(5, ) (PCMPNT( I), I-l, 50), AL?HA,ALPHAL3TA,AMMA,DELTA,
A DLTAT,EPStLN,EPSL:IT,EPSaHF
1 ?loMAT(25(1O(E'.7.1,X)/) ,9(2X,6.4))
GOTO 25
24 READ(5,201) (C..NT(),I-1,l30), ALPHAS, GAHMAS, GAnAPS
201 FORAT(13(10(7.;,l)/), 3(2X,F6.4))
25 CONTINUE
CALL SYSTZM
CALL LESE7(RLEASE)
DO 102,1 - 1, 7
BASEU') - RLEASE(I)
102 CONTINUE
EDETHB-(RLZASE(l)- ICOLD) I.+RLCOL*91 .+RLZASZ2)*7.*. RLEASE(3)*O.A
LDTRH-(RLAS1 l)-AICOLD)* 11.+RICOLD*20.+RLZASC')*%7.
A +RLEASE(3)*55.+RLEASE(4)*1a.+RLZASE(5)*6.+RLZASE(6)
CSTSB-(RLEAsE(l)-laCOLD)'2270.+R ICOLD*050. +RLEASE (2)'440.
A +RtLASE(3)*987.+RLEASE(4)*335.+RLEASE(5)*20.+RLZASE(6)*L73.
+RLEASE(7) * 171.
C CALCULATE AND STORE .ASE CASE
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TABLE B-10
CALL DEBUGO
C PRINT BASE RELEASE CATEGORIES AND BASE CASE VARIABLES
READ(5,2) NCASE
IF(NCASE.NE.O) GO TO 10
C ODE OF OPERATION - CONP OR COHBIN ROUTINE
READ (5, 2) N
1Z (REACTR .NE. 2.0) GOTO 7
DO 100 1-1,250
I(PCMPNT(I).EQ.O.) GO TO 100
READ( ,4) (DESIG(I , J),J-L,30) , (COH(I,J') , J- ,50)
100 CONTINUE
4 FORMAT (30AL, SOAL)
GO O 101
7 DO 101 1 - 1, 130
IF (CHMPNT(I) .EQ. ) GOTO l01
READ (5, 4) (DESIG(I,J), J-1,30), (CO3(I,J), J-l,50)
101 CONTINUE
C READ DATA FOR COMP ROUTINE
CALL COMP
C CALCULATE SENSITIVITIES TO NDIVIDUAL CHANGES
READ (5, 2) NCASE
It (CASE .NE. O) GOTO 10
COTO 6
C nODE OF OPERATION - COMBIN OR ATTI
'10 DO 12 I - , CASE
t2 READ (5, 3) (HCOHM(t,J), J1,80), (MCASE(XIIJJ), J-l,50)
3 FORMAT (80sA, /, 3(20(13, IX), /))
C READ IN DATA TO COMBIN ROUT'I.6E
CALL COHMIN(MCASE,HCOH)
C CALCULATE SENSITIVITIES TO COMBINED CRANGES
6 READ (5, 2) NCASE
IF (NCASE .E. ) GOTO 9
GOTO 5
C ODE 01 OPERATION - ATI OR STOP
9 DO 101 1I - t, NCASE
READ (, 3) (CO(II,J), J-1,90)
READ (, 2) NATTIR(I)
READ(S,26) (AATTR(II,I),Z-l,2SO)
104 CONTINUE
C READ IN DATA TO ATT. ROUTINE
CALL ATTR(AATTR, NATTR, HCOH, CASE)
26 FORMAT (6(4012, /), 1012)
2 FORNAT(I3)
5 CONTINUE
STOP
END.
SUROUTINE CONP
COMON/LWR/PCMPNt(250) , A, BP ,CD, ,G,H,K,L,, , ,T,ALPHA,BETA,GAMHA
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TABLE B-10
A,DELTA,ESILN,S1.S2,N,PCENG(30),,PSLNT, EPSHF,DELTAT,ALPEHA
Z,B,R,DI,D2,HS,BASE(7),VER3Y(4.ESCAPE(6,7),REACTIilCOLD,VELI,
XU, QUV , , ALPIIAB,GAMMHA, AXAPB ,CXPNT( 30)
COHMON/SENS/SENSY (250,7)
DINENSION ASENSY(2SO),INDEX:50) ,LEASE(7) ,SENSUM(7)
SNSITV-O .0
DO 1 1-30,250
I1(PCHPNT(I).EQ.O.) GO TO 1
00 2 LL- 1.
VEtI VERIBY(LL)
PCXPNT(I)-PCMPNT(I) /VERI
CALL SYSTEM
CALL LESE7(RLEASE)
CALL RISK(RLEASE,BASE,CM,SENSUM,PAAHK,RISC,REACTR)
SENSY(I,LL)-RISC
PCMPNT(I)-PCMPT(I)*VERI
2 CONTINUE
SENST(1,S)-SENSY(I,2)/SESY(I,1)
SENSY(I,6)-SENSY(I,3)/SENSY(I,2)
SENSY(I,7)-SENSY(, 4) /SENSY(I,3)
I CONTINUE
DO 4 -1L,4
D0 3 1-l,250
ASENSY(I)-SENSY(I,LL)
3 CONTINUE
CALL SORT(ASENSY,N,INDEX)
CALL OUTTOt(INDEX,LL,SEHSY,N,VElIBY)
4 CONTINUE.
CALL OUTTOP(INDEX,LL,SENSY,X,VEIIBY)
RETURN
ND'
SUIROUTINE COMBIN(MCASZ,HCOM)
COMMON/LW/PCPNT(25O),A,3P.C,D,7,G,R,K.L,M,Q,V,T,ALPHA,3ETAGAMMA
A,DELTA,EPSILN,SI,S2,N,PCHNG(30),EPSLNT,EPSBHF,DELAT,ALPSAI
Z- ,R,DI,D2,HS,BASE(7),ERIBY(4),ESCAPE(6,7),3EACTR,RICOLD,VERI,
XU,QUV,W,ALPRAB,GAMMAB,GAMHAP,CMPNT(130)
DIMENSION PFACT(25O),MCASE(SO,50),HCOM(50,0)
INTEGER AA(50Q)
00D 5 III-L,NCASE
D0 11 I1-1,0
AA(I)-NCASE(III,I)
I7(AA(I).EQ.0) GO TO 12
t11 CONTINUE
12 CONTINUE
DO 9 LL-1,4
VRI-VERIIY ( L)
tl(REACTR.EQ.2.0) GO TO 6
D00 8 -1,250
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TABLE B-10
8 PCMPNT(I)-PFACTI)
CALL FACTOR(PCMPNT,AA,PCNG,VEaI)
GO TO 14
6 00 13 1-1,130
13 CPNT(I)-PPACT([)
CALL tACTOR(CHPNT,AA,PCHNC,VERI)
14 CALL SYSTEM
CALL RLESE7(RLEASE)
CALL OUTPUT(RLAESE,BASE,II!,VERI)
9 CONTINUE
DO 900 1-1,30
PCHtC(I)-O
900 CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
lETURN
tND
SUIOUTINE ATTR(AATTR, NATTR, HCOK, CASE)
COHON/LWtR/PCMPNT(25O),A,BP,C,D,P,G,H,K,LMH,Q,V,T,ALPRA,BEA,GAMMA
A,DELTA,EPS ILN,S,S2,N,PCNG(30),EPSLST,EPSHR,.DELTAT, ALPHA1
,B.R,DI,D2,HS,BASE(7),VERISY(4),'SCAPE(6,7),!ACTI,RlCOLD,VERI,
ZU,QUV,U,ALPHAB, GAMMAB,GAMAP ,CPIT( 130)
COHMON/SENS/SENSY(20, 7)-
DIMENSION AASEN(5O), INDEX(250)
DIMENSION AATTR(10,250), NATTI(la), HcoM(10,80)
INTEGEL AA(50)
REAL K,L,X
C
DO I II- L, NCAS2
HATeNATIR(II)
DO 2 Jl,HAT
IJ - I
DO 3 IJ - 1, 250
17 (AATTt(II,IJ).Ne. I) GOTO 3
&A(KJ) - IJ
KJ J + 
3 CONTINUE
DO 4 LL - 1, 4
VIRI a VERBIY(LL)
CALL PACTOR(PCXPNT, AA, PCHNG, VI)
CALL SYSTEM
CALL LESE7 (LEASZ)
CALL OUTATT(RLSASE, BASE, VERI, AA, COM, I)
DO 5 JI 1l, 50
t1 (AA(JI) .EQ. ) GOTO 6
tJK - AA(JI)
AASEN(JI) - SENSY(LL, LJK)
5 CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE
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TABLE B-10
Jl J - I
CALL SORTCAASEN, J1, INDEX)
CALL OUTTTT(AA, AASEN, INDEX)
4 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
I CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DEBUGO
COnHON/LWR/PCHPNT(s250),A,BP,C,D,FG,H,K,L.,Q,V,T,ALPA,3ETA,GAHMA
A,nELTA,EPSILN,S.1,S2,N,?CHNG(30),EPSL.IT,EPS3RF,DELTAT,ALPHAL
Z,B,,D 1,D2,S,BASE(7),YERIBY(4) ,ESCAPE(6,7),REACTR,RICOLD,VERI,
IU,QUV,I,ALPHAB ,GAHB,AH GAMAPS ,CMPNT( 130)
COHNON/ISKT/EDETHB . LDTHB, CSTS, DET,LDETH, CSTS
REAL LDETS, LDETHS,LDETH
REAL ,L,M
WRITE(6,1) (BASE(X),I-l,7)
It(RIACTR.EQ.2.0) GO TO 10
tRITE(6,2) (PCMPNT(I),I-l,250)
VtITE(6,3) ALPHAALPRAI,ETA,GAMHA,DELT,DELTAT,ZPSILN,EPSLT,
AEPSUHF
WRtIT(6,S) A,SI,,V,T,B,3P,C,D,n1,D2 ,F,GC,HS,K,L,,Q
uRITZ(6,7) (VERIBY(I),I-1,4)
GO TO 1
lO URITE(6,2) (CMPNT(I), 1-1,130)
VtITt(6,4) ALPHAB,GAMHAB,GAMAPB
VRITE(6,6) T,C,Q,U,V,W
WRlTE(6,7) (VERI3Y(.),I-L,4)
11 CONTINUE
I IORSAT(20X,"RELEASE CATEGORY POSABILtTES"//21X,"l",13X,"2",131,
An-3,13X,"4",13X " 3,"3 6",L3X.-7"//SX,7(3X,EB.2,3X)//)
2 ORMAT(20X,"COMPONENT UNAVAITA3BIL;TES IN GOOS OF TEN"/
A 25(20X,10(E8.2,2X)/)//)
3 ORHATt20X,"CONTAINMENT FAILURE OBABILITIES"//22X," ALPMA",4,
I "ALPHAI",4X," BETA ",4X," GASHA",4X," DELTA",X,"ELTAT",X,
2 "PSILN" ,X,"EPSLNT" ,I4&,"PSBH'/22X, 9(?5.3,5X) )
4 ORNAT(20X,"CONTAIMtHENT ?ALLURE PROBABILIT:ES"//
A 30X," ALPSA", 4X, "GAHMAB", X,,"rAMAS"/301,3(5.3,SX) )
S FORHAT(OX,"INITATOIRS A Si S2",
I " I V T' 24t,6(E8.2,2X)//
2 13X,"SYSTENS" , 9X". ",8X 3", ,9X,, "C,9X,"8, ,"D ", X,"D 2".X, '"I
I 24X, 7(E8.2,2X)/ 29x,"G',9,"1",x,, "s" , 9x, " ," , "",z, "''",
4 9,"Q"/ 2X,7(E8.2,2X)//)
6 ORnAT(20X,"'INITIATOR ",EB.2/ 23Y,"SYSTEMS C-",8.2,3X,"Q-" ,
I E8 .2,3X, "U-",S2,3I,"V-", E8.2,3C, "'-"..2)
7 FORMAT(20X,"RE SENSITIVITY FACTORS ARE - ",(F8..4,2X))
ETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RLESE7(RLEASE) ' TALE B-1
COMMON/LWR/PCMPNT(250),A,3P,C,D,F,G,H,K,L,M,Q,V.-,ALPHA,3ETA,GAMMA
A,DELTA,EPSILN,SI,S2,N,PCHNG(30),EPSLNT,EPSBHF,DELTAT,ALPEAI
Z,B,R,DI,D2,HS,BASE(7),V'ERIBY(4),ESCAPE(6,7),REACTR,RICOLDVERI,
XU, qUV, ,ALPHAB,GAMMAB, GAMAPB, CPPT (130)
COMHON/RSKT/EDETHB,LDETHB,CSTSB, EDET,LDETH,CSTS
REAL LDETHH,LDETHS,LDETH
REAL K,L,M
DIMENSION RLEASE(7)
IF (REACTR.EQ.2.0) GO TO 2
A-PCMPNT(I)
SI-PCPNT(4)
S2-PCMPNT(5)
T-PCMPNT(3)
V-PCMPNT(2)
3-PCPNT( 39)
R-PCMPNT(6)
DO 7 J-1,7
DO 8 1-1,6
ESCAPE(I,J)-O.0
8 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE
RICOLD-ALPHA*((A+S1+S2)*(F+G))+ALPHAI*S2*C
ESCAPE(l,l) -ALPHA*A *(B+C*D)+ALPHAL*A (P+G)
ESCAPE(2,I) -ALPHA*Sl*(B+C*OD)+ALPHAI* SL*(P+q)
ESCAPE(3,I) ALPHA*S2*(B+C*D2)+ALPHA1* S2*(F+G)
ESCAPE(4, )-ALPHAI*R*C
ESCAPE(6,1)-ALPA*T*4*L*BP
ESCAPE(I,2)-A *((B+H*F)*GAMMA+B*DELTA)
ISCAPE(2,2)-SI*((B3+H*F)*GAMMA*B*DELTA)
ESCAPE(3,2)-S2*((B+H*F)*GAMHA+3*DELTA)
ESCAPE4, 2)-R*( (C+?) DELTA+C*GAMA)
ESCAPE(, 2)-V
ESCAPE(6,2)-T*M*L*B?*(GAMMA+DELTAT)
ESCAPE(1,3)-A*((D+H)*AL?HAIr(F+G)*DELTA)
ESCAPE(2,3)-S1*((D+HS)*ALPHAI+(F+G)*DELtA)
ESCAPE(3,3)-S2*((D+HS)*ALPHAI+(F+G)*DELTA)
ESCAPE(4, 3)-R*ALP'HAI
ESCAPE(6,3)-T*ALPHA*(M*L+K*Q+K*H*Q)
ESCAPE( 1,4)A*C*D*RETA
ESCAPE(2,4)-S*C*D*BETA
ESCAPE(3,4)-S2'C*D*SETA
ESCAPE(I,5)-A*BETA*(D+H)
ESCAPE(2,5)-SI*BETA*(D+HS)
ESCAPE(3,5)-S2*BETA*(D+HS)
ESCAPE(6, 5)T*ETA* (M*L+K*O)
ESCAP!(I,6)-A*(EPSILN*D*FPEPSPBHF*(B3+H*F))
ESCAPE(2, 6)-S *(EPSILN*D*F+PSBHF* (+HS*F) )
ESCAP!(3,6)-S2*(EPSILN*D*F+EPSBHF*(B+HS*F))
ESCAPE(6, 6)-T*HL*SBP"EPSLNT
£SCAPE(,7)-*EPSILN*(D+H)
ESCAPE(2,7)-SI*EPSILN*(D+HS)
ESCAPE(3,7)-S2*EPSILN*(D+S'
ESCAPE(4,7)-R*EPSILN
ESCAPE(6,7)-T*EPSLNT*(M*L+K*Q+K*Q*M)
DO 4 J-1,7
ESCSUM-O.O0
DO 5 1-1,6
ESCSUM-ESCAPE(I,J)+ESCSUH
5 CONTINUE
RLEASE(J)-ESCSUM
4 CONTINUE.
CO TO 
2 T-C'PNT(16)
RLEASE(l)-ALPHAB*T*(W+C+QUV)
RLEASE(2)-GAMAPB*T*(W+QUV)
RLZASE(3)-GAMMAB*T*(W+C+QUV)
1 CONTINUE.
RETURN 165
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TABLE .- 10
SUBROUTINE OUTTOP(NDEXL,S-$i ,!i,VRI3Y)
COHHON/OUTT/DESIG( 50, 30) ,COM(250,50)
COMHON/CBGG/PRNTCM( 30) , PARA
DIMENSION SENSY(:SO,7).NDEX250)
DIMENSION VERB3Y(4)
IX(L.EQ.5) GO TO 80
WXITE(6,1) H
RITE(6,1 010) (PRNTCH(J),J1, 30)
1010 FORMAT(20X,"THE SENSITIVITY PARAMETER IS ",30At/)
WRITE(6,2)
O 10 -l,N
J-INDEX(I)
10 WRITE(6,3) ,SENSY(J,L),J,(DESIG(J,K),K-,S),(COM(J,),X-L.30)
GO TO 70
I ORHAT(1H1,19,"TIE TOP ",12,"MOST SENSITIVE COMPONENTS ARE - "/)
2 rORTAT(1OX,"SENSITIVITY",1OX,"COMPONENT ",L.51,"D.DESZGNAON1",25X,"
ICOMME'NT S )
3 tOR(AT(9X,I,X.F7.4, 15,.13, 12X.30AI,8X,SOAI//)
?ORMAT( 20X, S4(H ) //20X."'- ",12//)
6 rORAT(8X,I3,IH/,12,3X,P7.4,1SX,13,12X,5AI,3X,30At)
7 ?ORMAT(8X,I3, 1R/,X2,3X.F7.4)
8 tORMAT(7X,"PROBAIILITY ATIO"/)
80 CONTINUE
VRITE(6,2)
YtRITE(6,8)
DO 40 I-1,N
MM-2
J-INDEX(I)
IGO-1
ID-VERIS t )
VWITE (6 9 )
VRITE(6,6) ID,IGO,SENST(J, ) ,J, (DESIG(J,) ,K-1, 15),
A (COH(J, ), K-i,30)
.. · D00 20 -5,7
SDM-IGO
IGO-wIDCO 
ZD-VERIBY (MM)
HMMKM+ 1
WIRTE(6,7) ID, IGO,SENST (J,.)
20 CONTINUE
A0 CONTINUE
70 CONTINUE
9 FORAT(25X," ")
RETURN
END
SUROUTNE SORT ( ASENSY., tND EX)
DfIENSION ASENSY(250),lNDEX(25O)
IHTtGER TOP, OT
DO 1 1,250
I INDE()-
00 20 tl,N
TOI-tNDEX( I)
L-t+l
DO 10 K-L,250
IOTI£NDEX(K)
lt(ASEHSY(SO0t).LE.AS;NSY(TOP)) GO TO 10
_-.~~~ INDEI(K)-TOP
TOPD- OT
10 CONTINUZ
tNDEX(I)-TOP
20 COITINUE
tRTURN
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SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(RLEASE, BASE, III ,ERIY) TABLE S-1
COMKON/OUTP/AA(50),HCOM(50,30)
COnHONI/BBG/PRNTCH 30), ?&lA.--
COtMON/RSKT/EDETH ,LDETHB,CSTSB, EDETR,LDITH,CSTS
REAL LDETHB,LDETS, LDETH
DIMENSION RLEASE(7),BASE(7),SENSUM(7)
CALL RI S (RLEASE.B , ASE, CH, SENSU, PARAI, ISC,ACT)
URITE(6, )
1010 ORMAT(20X,"THE SENSITIVITY PARAMETER IS ",30A1/
A 20X," TRE SENSITIVITY IS ",E8.2)
WRITE(6,1010) (PRNTCM(J),J-L,30), RISC
WRITE(6,6) CH
WRITE(6, 5)
VRITE(6,4) (RLEASE(I).It,7),(BASE(I),I-L,7),(SENSU(I) ,I-1.1)
vRITEt6,2) VERIBY,(AA(I) ,- ,5O)
WRITE(6,3) (HCO(III,J),J-L,80)
I FORHAT(IHI,19X,63HFAILURE PROBABILITY BY RELEASE CATEGORY AND OVER
LALL SENSITIVITY//20X,63(lH*)///)
2 FORMAT(30X,7HVERIY-,.FB.4,5X,I3RCOMPONtNT #S/
A OX,2(25(11,13)/))
3 ORMAT(lO,24X,80AI)
4 rORMAT(OX, NEW ",7(2X,Z9.3,3X)//10X," BASE".7(2,E9.3,3X)//
A 1 0X,"RATIO", 7 (2XE9. 3,3X) //)
5 ORMAT (OX,"RELEASE CATEGORY POBABILITIES".
A 21X,"1 ", 13X, "2", 13X," 3" 13X, " 4", 13 X,"5". 13X,"6", 13X,"7"//)
6 ORHAT(20X,"CORE MELT SENSITIVITY IS ",F9.5)
7 FORMAT(20XX/ 1X,98( H*) )
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUT TT(AA.AASEN,INDEX)
COMMON/RSKT/EDETHB, LDETHBCSTS, EDETR,LDETH,CSTS
COMMON/OUTT/DESIG(250,30) ,COH(250,50)
REAL LDETHB, LOETS ,LDETH
DIMENSION AASEN(50), INDEX(250)
INTEGER AA(50)
WRITE(6, L)
uRITEZ(6,2)
DO 10 -1L,J
J-INDEX(X)
10 VRITE(6,3) ,AASEN(J),AA(J),(DESIG(J,K) , KI30) ,(CO(J,) ,K- .50)
WRITE(6, 7)
1 FORMAT(20X,'BREAKDOUN BY HOST SENSITIVE COMPONENTS")
2 FORHAT ( IOX"SENSITIVITY'",10 ,"COMPONENT ",15 X , "DESGNATION",25X,"
ICOMMENTS" / /)
3 FORMAT(9X,I2,2X,77.4,15X,I3,12X,30AI,SX,0SAI//)
7 FORKAT(20X/1SX,98(1H*))
lETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FACTORiClPNT,CCNG,VEISY)
INTEGERa (So)
DIMENSION CPNT( 250),ClHNG(30)
DO 3 1-1,50
t7(A(I).EQ.O) GO TO 4
tt(A(I).LT.30) GO TO 
It(TOD(A(I),t0).NE.O) GO TO 2
JJ-ACX)+ L
JJJ-A(I)+1O
DO 10 JJJ,JJJ
10 CPNT (J)-CMPNT J) / VERIY
GO TO 3
l CNCG(A(I))l
GO TO 3
2 CMPNT(A(I) )-CNPT(A() )/VERIDY
3 CONTINUE
A CONTINUE 167
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE UTATT(RLEAS.BASE,VERI,AA,HCOM,Il)
COMON/RSKT/EDETHB,LDETHB,CSTSB EDETH,LDETH,CSTS TABLE 2-10
COMMON/BcGG/?RNTCM(3O) PARAM i .-
REAL LDETHB,LDETHS,LDETH
DIMENSION AA(SO),HCOM(5O0,SO0)
DIMENSION RLiASE(7).SENSUM(7),3ASE(7)
INTEGER AA
CALL RISK(RLEASE,BASE,CH,SENSUm,PARAM,RISC,REACTR)
WRITE(6,1) (HCOM(I,J),JI1.3O),(PRNTCH(J),J- ,30),RISC
WRITE(6,6) CM
WRITE(6,5)
WRITE(6,4) (RLEASE(I),I.L,7),(BASE(I),I-1,7),(SENSUM(I),I-t.7)
WRITE(6,2) VERIBY,(AA(I),I-1,50)
WRITE(6,7)
l FORMAT(IHI,19X,63HFAILURE PROBAB1LITY BY RELEASE CATEGORY AND OVER
IALL SENSITIVITY//20X,63(LH*)//25X,8OAL//
2 20X,"THE SENSITIVITY PARAMETER IS ",30Ai/
A 20X," THE SENSITIVITY IS ',ES.2)
2 FORMAT(30X,7HVERIBY-,F8.4,5t,3HCOMPONENT #'S/
A OX,2(2Z(IX,13)/))
4 ORMAT(LOX." NEW ',7(2X,E9.3,3X)//LOX," BASE",7(2X,E9.3,3X)//
A OX,"RATIO",7(2X,E9.3,3X) //)
5 FORMAT (50X,"RELEASE CATEGORY PROBABILITIES",
A 21X,"' ", 13X," '",13X,"3" ,13X, IX4" ,L3 S 13X,"6" 13X,"7"//)
6 ORMAT(20X,". RE MELT SENSITIVITY IS ",F9.5)
7 FORMAT(2OX/ISX,98(1H*))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE SYSTEM
COMMON/LWR/PCPNT(250) ,A,BP,C,D?,GH,K,L,M,Q,J,T,ALPHA,BETA,GAMMHA
A,DELTA,EPSILN,1S,S2,N,PCHNG(30),EPSLNT,EPSBHF,LELTAT,AL?HAI
Z,B,R,1DID2,HS,BASE(7) ,VERIBY(4),ESCAPE6,7) ,RACTR,iICOLD,VERI,
XU, QUV, ',.ALPHA.,CGAMA ,GAMA?, CNT( 130)
REAL ,L,M
IF(REACTR.EQ.2.O) GO TO 10
I CALL LFAILP
2 CALL MBPFAL
3 CALL QFAIL?
4 CALL CFAILP
5 CALL DFAILP
6 CALL HPAILP
7 CALL FFAILP
I CALL GFAIL?
9 CALL KFAILP
GO TO I 
10 CALL FAIL
CALL QUVFAL
CALL CFAIL
1I CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE QAILP
COMMON/LWR/PCMPNT(25S0).A,P,C,D,F,,H,K,L,M,Q,V,T,ALPHA, ETA,CAMHA
A,DELT,PSLN S , S 2 ,, PCNG ( 30), EPSLNT,EPSBFDELTATALPHA l
Z,B,R,DL,Dz2,sS,3ASE(7),VERIBY(4), ESCAPE(6,7),REACTR,RLCOLD, VERI
XU,QUV,W,ALPAB,GAMMAB,GAMAPB,CMPHT(130)
C BASED ON PWR OPERATING EXPERIENCE STIMATED
C Q-1.0*E-2 (10)
Q-PC~MPT( 68)
tP(PCHNG(3).EQ.Lj Q-Q/VERI
RETURN i68
END
SOIROUTI. RISK(RLEASE,BASE,C,SENSUM,PAA,H,RSC,RAR) TABL -1
COMHON/RSKT/EDETHB,LDETHB,CSTSB,aICOLD,EDETR,LDETH,CSTS 
_ LE -
REAL .LDETHB, LDETHS, LDE':R
DIMENSION RLEASE(7),3AE7),SENSUNS(7)
DO 10 -l,7
It(SASE(t).EQ.O.) GO TO 10
SENSUM(I)-BASE(I)/RLZASE(l)
lO CONTINUE
BSE=O.
RLSE-O.
DO 2 1-1,7
ILSE-RLEASE(I)+RLSE
ISE-BASE(I)+BSE
2 CONTINUE
CM-BSE/LSE
IF(REACTR.EQ.2.0) GO TO 100
EDETRS-(RLEASE(1)-RlCOLD)*8.+RiCOLD*91.+RLEASE(2)*7.+RLEASE(3)*0.4
LDETHSRLEASE (1) -R COLD) '114.+R ICOLD*120. +RLEASE(2)*67
A +RLEASE(3)*55.+RLEASE(4)*18.+RLEASECS)*6.+RLEASE(6)
CSTSS-(RLEASE( 1)-RICOLD) '2270 .+R1COLD*2050.+RLASE(2) 2440.
A +RLEASE(3)*987.+RLEASE(4)*33.+RLASE(S)*201.RLEASE(6)*173.
I iRLEASE(7)*171.
EDET.)t.EDETHB /ED ETHS
LDETH-LDETHB/LDETHS
CSTS-CSTS /CSTSS
GO TO 2n
100 EDETH-O.O
LDETH-O.O
CSTs-0. O
200 CONTINUE
iF(PARAM.EQ.O) RISC-CH
IF(PARAM.EQ.O) GO TO 5
IF(PARAH.GT.7) GO TO 6
RISC-ILEASE(PARAM)
GO TO 5
6 IT(PARAH.EQ.8) RISCEDETH
IF(PARA.EQ.9) RISCLDETH
IT(PARAM.EQ.10) RISC-CSTS
5 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUIROUTINE WUIAIL
COMHON/LWR/PCMPNT(25O), A,3P,C,D,F,GI,KH,L,M,Q,VT,ALPHABETA,GCMA
A,DELTA,EPSILN,SI,S2,N,PCHNG(30),EPSLNT,EPSBHF,DELTAT,ALPRA1
Z,B,R,DI,D2,aS,3ASE(7) , VRIYBT4),ESCAPE(67),REACTRI, RCOLD,VERI,
XU QUV,W,ALPF.AB,GAMMAB,GAMAPB,C1PSWT(130)
REAL LPCI,BARD,HERR,HHARD,RPSW
IRR,PCS
C I' REMOVAL OF DECAY HEAT
C RESIDUAL NEAT REMOVAL AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
C I~tRR LPCt OR RPSW
C. LPCI RARDUARE OR OPERATOR VLVE FAILURE OR PLUGGED VALVE
HARD-CHPT( 82)
HERR-CMPHT(54)
VALV-CMHPT(95)
LtPC!HARD+HERR+VALV
C HPSW COHMMON ODE, t + M, HARDWiRE
C CM OPERATOR FAILURE TO START V/IN 25 RS
CMN-CPNT 56)
TNM-CPNT( 35)
C HARDWARE VALVE RUPTURE OR VALVE AND OPERATOR OF 2 LEGS
C TWO LEGS OPERATOR FAILURE W/ WALKAROUND OR AINT. OR VALVE FAILURE
C OR ARDWARE FAULTS'(SQIIARED)
TLEGS-(O.22*CPNT(55)/3.O+CPNT(96)+CMPNT(83))**2.0
VALOP-CMPNT(97) *(C.'PNT( 5)+CMPNT(S))
C SUM W/ VALVE RUPTURE
HHARD-TLECS+VALOP+CMPNT(98) 169
RPSW-CM+TNM+HHARD
C PWR SUBROUTINES TABLE B-10
SUBROUTINE LAIL?
COMMON/LWR/.?CMPNT(250),A,BP,C,D,F;,H,K.L,.!.Q,7,T,ALPHA,3ETAGAM.A
A,DELA.EPSILN,S .S2 .N,CHNG(30),EPSLNT, PSB HFD ELATALPHAL
Z,a.Dol ,D2,HSBASE(7), !RIY (4), SCAPE(6, 7),REACT,RICOLD, VERI,
XlIQUV,.ALPFHA .GAMAB,GAMAPS CP!IT(1 30)
REAL L
C L SECONDARY STEAM RELIEF AND AUXILLIARY EEDWATER SYSTEM
C Ls3.7*10**(-S) (3) FOR ALL EVENTS NOT INCLUDING LOOS
C L.l.5E-4 (3) FOR ALL LOOS EVENTS
C PFEDWATR 3 LOOPS 2 ELECTRIC PUMP l TURBINE PUMP
C SMALL PIPE BREAK (O TO 8 HOURS) OR TRANSIENT WITH LOSS O MAIN FEEDWATER
C BUT NOT LOOS
C QS-5.1*E-7 RUPTURE MAIN HEADERS PLUGGED VENTS FROM CONDENSATE TANK
C QDO6.5*E-7 RUPTURE IN AFSU WITHIN MSVH AND FAILURE OF TURBINE LOOP
C FAILURE CHECK VALVES BOTH HEADERS
C QT-.7*t-7 COMBINATIONS 01 INDEPENDENT FAULTS ALL 3 LOOPS
C QTNM-3.2*E-6 FAILURE IN TWO LOOPS WHILE THIRD IN MAINTENANCE OR TEST
C QCM-3.0*E-5 DISCHARGE VALVES ALL THREE PUMPS LFT CLOSED FOLLOWING TESTS
C qTNMLS-1.4*E-4 3 DIESELS FAIL AND TEST OR MAINTENANCE ON TURSINE LOOP
QS-4.*PCMPNT(42)3 . PCMPNT(43)
QTURBs2.*PCHPT(14l)+PCXPNT IOI)+PCMPHT(61)+PCPT(62)
QD-(18.* PCPT(63)+O.L*PCPNHT(l))*(QTURB+PCPT(67))(2.*PCMNT(64
1))**2.0
QA-PCMPNT( 201)+PCMPNT(102 )PCHPNT( 13 )+2.*PCPNT(14 )+PCMPNT6 1)
A+PCHPIJT(62)
QTaQA**2.0*QTURB
QTHM-PCMPNT(221)*(QA*QA)+PCPT(C221)*2.*QTURB*QA+(?CMPST(22 1)
A+PCMPHT(222))*(18.*PCMPNT(63)+O.t*PCPNT(I))
QCN-PCMPNT(143)
C TAKING LOOS ONTO ACCOUNT
QCMLS-PCMPNT(44)*(QTURB+PCMPNT(6 7))
QTNHLS-PCMPNTC1(44(PCMPNT(221)+PCHPNTC222))
LmQS+QD+QT+QTNM . 2* (QTNMLS+QCMLS )+qCM
S?(PCHNG(1).EQ.1) L-L/VEI
RETURN
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SUBROUTINE FAILP
COMMON/LWR/PCMPNT(250)A,BP,C,D,FG,HK,L,M,O,VT,ALPHA,BETAgAMMA
A,DELTA,EPSILNS,S2,N,PCHNG(30),EPSLNT,EPSSHF.DELTAT,ALPHAI
Z,3,R,Dl,D2,HS,S&SE(7),VERIBY(4),ESCAPE(6,7),REACTE,RICOLD,VEI, 
IU,QUV.V,ALPHAB,GAMAB,GAMAPSCMPNT(L30)
C CONTAINMENT SPRAY RECIRCULATION SYSTEM CSRS RECIRCULATION OF
C CONTAINMENT SUMP WATER TRZU HEAT EXCHANGERS OF CONTAINMENT
C HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM A TBAINS- 3500 G?H PUMP,HX,
C AND SPRAY HEADER 2 PUMPS INSIDE CONTAINMENT
C SUCCESS - PUMPING SY 2 OF 4 TRAINS FIRST 2 HOURS
C 1 01 4 AFTER THAT
C QD a 2.6'E(-6) 2 LEGS FAIL - POWER TRAIN AND I 0 OTHER 2 LEGS (ECHANICAL)
C QT a 2.6*E(-6) COMPONENT FAILURES 3 OF 4 LEGS
C QTNM4.3*E(-5) REDUCED REDUNDANCY
C QCM- 2.8*E(-5)
QCP-PCMPNT(18)+PCPTL84)+PC T +PCXPNT(219)
QCH-PCPNT(2CO)+2.*PCHPNT(90)+PCNPHT(111)+PCHPNT(LIZ)
QtE-PCMPNT(tLI)+PCMPNT(241)
QCX-PCPNT( t62)
QEX-PCPHNT(t13)
QCM-PCMPNT(114)
QEX-PCNPNT(166)
QPoQEP*(QC+qEH+QCQX+IQ+QEX)+(QE+QEX)(QCH*QCH+2.*QCH*QCX+QCX*QCM)+(Q
ACU+QCX) *(QEH*QEH+2.h*QE*QEX+QEX*QEM)+(QCH+QCX)*2.**(QEH+QEX)*(PCMPN
BT(229)+PCHPT(230))+PCHPNT(230)*(QCw*QCH+2.*QCH*QCX+QCX*QCx)+PCMPN
CT(229)*(QEH*QEH+2.*QEU*QEX+QEX*QEM)+2.*QEP*(PCMPNT(229)+PCMPNT(230
0))
f-2. *QP
Il(PCECG(7).EQ.1) F-F/VElR
RETURN
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SUBROUTINE CAILP TABLE 8-.10
COMMON/LWR/PCMPNT(250),A,BP,C,D., ,.K,L,.,Q,,TALPHA,BETA,CAMMA
A,DELTA,ZPSILN,S1,52 ,N,PCHNC(30) ,PSLNT,EPSBRF,DELTAT,ALPHAI
Z,B,R,Dt,D2,HS,BASE(7),VERIBY((),ESCAPE(6,7),REACTR,lCOLD,'ERI,
XU,QUV,V,ALPHAB,GAMMABI,GAAPB,CHPNT8 l30)
C C CONTAINMENT SPRAY INJECTION SYSTEM
C C-2.4E-3
C DELIVERS BORATED COLD WATER THRU SPRAY HEADS TO CONTAINMENT OH
C REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANK(RWST) FOR ST 1/2 HR AFTER LARGE LOCA
C REDUCES CONTAINMENT PRESSURE
C FAILURE-FAILURE TO DELIVER SPRAY FLUID EQUIVALENT TO FULL DELIVERY FROM
C I O0 2 PUMPS
C QD-3.2E-4 INDEPENDANT SPRAY SYSTEM AILURES
C QTNM-L.SE-4 REDUCED REDUNDANCY DUE TO T+M
C QCM-l.SE-3 COUPLED UMAN ERRORS IN CALIBRATING CONSEQUENCE LIMITING CONTROL
C SYSTEM (CLCS) AND DURINGHONTHLY LOW TEST OF CSIS SUBSYSTEMS
s-PCMPNT( t 45)+PCPNT ( 46)+PCPNT(203)+PCMPNT(204)+PCPNT 104)
QD-QS*QS
QTNM-2.*?CMPHT(224) *QS
QCM-PCHPNT( 147)+PCPNT( 48)
- C-QD+TNHM+QCM
tv(PCNG(4).EQ.1) C-C/VRI
RETURN
tND
SUBROUTINE MHlrAL
COMMON/LgR/PCMPNT(250),A,BP,CD,F,G,H,K.L,,,V,T,ALPHA,BETA,AHMMA
A,DELTA,EPSILN,SI,52,N,PCHNG(30),EPSLNT,EPSHFR,DELTAT,ALPHAI
Z,B,R,Dl,D,HS,BASE(7),VERIY(4),ESCAPE(6,7),REACTR,RICOLD,VERI,
U,QUV,,ALPHIAB,CGAHMMAB,GAMAPS,CPNT(130)
REAL 
C N SECONDARY STEAM RELIEF AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM
C PORTIONS OF POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM THAT PROVIDE FOR AIN FEEDWATER
C DELIVERY TO STEAM GENERATORS
C M-nlO*(-L )
C l" FAILURE TO RECOVER EITHER ON OR OFF SITE POWER WITHIN TO 3 HOURS
C FOLLOWING LOOS TRANSIENT
C -5* 10t**(- L)
-PCMPNT(31)+.02*PCMPNT( 18t)
BP-PCMPNT(182)
1P(PCHNG(2).EQ.l) H-M/VERI
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE KFAILP
COHMON/LWR/PCMPNT(250),A,BPC,D,,G,H,K,L,.M,Q,v,T,ALPHA,BETA, AMMA
A,DELTA,EPSILN,SL,S2.N,PCNG(30)EPSLNT,EPSBHF,DELTAT,ALPSAI
Z,B,R,D,HsSASE(7),VERIBY(),ESCAPE(6,7),iEACTRlACOLD3, ER,
ZU, QUV.V,ALPHAB,GAHMAB, GAAPB ,CMPNT( 30)
REAL K
C REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM 3.6*E-5 (1)
C Q5.AE-6 SEVERAL TRIP CIRCUIT BREAKER AULTS AND WIRE FAULTS ON EACH BRAN
C BRANCH OF TRIP 3RAEXER SYSTEM
C TNM-1.2E-5 RESULT FROH DECREASED EDU!IDANCY DURING T+ OF 3R-AKER.
C QROD-L.7t-S POSSIBILIT'f OF 3 o MORE RODS INDEPENDANSTY PFXL TO ENH'R CORE
OO-(PCPNT(202)+PCMPNT 243)) **2.0
QROD-PC`PMT(45)
QTNM-2.*PCPNT( 223)*PCPNT(202)
-QOD+QROD+QTNK
1I(PCHNG(9).EQ.L) K-K/VRt
RETURN
END
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TABLE 3-1,0
C SUR SUIROUTINES
.SUBROUTINE CFAIL
COKMON/LWR/PCNPHT(250),A,BP,C,D,F,G,,KL, ,VT,TALPHA,BETAGAMMA
A,DELTA,EPSILN,S1,S2,N,PCNG (30) ,EPSNT, SBTF , DLTAT,ALPAL
z,B,R,DI,D2,HS,BASE(7),VERIBY(4),ESCAPE(6,7).REALCTI, COLD,VERI,
XU,QUVW,ALPAB,GA*IA. , GA&PB,CPN4T(:30)
C REACTOR SHUTDOWN-C
C IREACTOR PROTECTIO SYSTEM ND ANUAL RESERVE SHUTDOWN
REAL HVC
C RPS ROD FAILS TO INSETT, HUHAN SWITCH ERROR
SWITCH-CMPNT(5 )
TNM-CPNT( 34)
OD-CMPNT(61)
OD 2-CHPNT (65)
RPS-300.0*0D+2.8*I&OD2+TNM+2 .0SWITCH
C IANUAL VALVE CLOSING
-~ MHKVCsCPNT(52)
C AND GATE
CsRLPS* SVC
IP(PCHNG(l).EQ.L) C-C/VElI
RETURN
tND
SUIROTIrNE QUVPAL
COHNON/LW/PCPNT(250),A,BP,C,D,T,G,H,L,M,Q,V,T,TALPSA, BETA, AA
ADELTA.EPSILN,l,S2,N,?PCENG(30),?SLNT,EPV5S8,3LTAT,ALPAL
Z,B,R,DI,D2,HIS,3ASE(7),VERIBY(4),ZSCAPEt6,7),REACTi,IICOLD,VERI,
XU,QUV,W,ALPHAB,GAKHAB GAKAPe,CHPNTUl30)
C LOSS OF EEDWATER Q
C RHCI OF RCIC FOR AKEUP ATSR U
C LOU PRESSURE ECCS FOR AKE P ATER
tEAL LPECCS,NANADS,HTEST,HFAIL.HARD
C q 2 DISTINCT VALUES DEPENDANT ON OFF SITE POWER AVAILABILITY
q-CHeT( 3)+.02*CPNT( 21)
C U HPC! OR CIC - FAIL-FAIL, FAIL-TEST, TEST-FAIL
RTESTICHPNT(31)
FAIL-3.O*CMPNT(91)+CPNT¢62)3o*CSPNT(93)+CPNT(9
6 )+2.0*CHPNT(tlAl)+2.O0*CCPIT( I 2)+C~IPNT(81)
RTTST.CMPHT(32)
tFAIL-HPAIL-CHPT(IlIl)-CMPT(12)
lPitA L*FAIL+RFAIL* TEST+HFAIL.RT.ST
C V LOW PRESSURE CCS R OPERATOR FAILURE TO ACTUJAT ADS
_ C LPECCS TEST OR HARDWARE
TNM-CNPNT(33)
HARD-CNPNT( 1 13)+CPNT(92)
LPCCS-TN+HARD
C OPERATOR FAILURE TO ACTUATE ADS
KANADS-CHPNT( 3)
V-LtECCS+NANADS
QUV-Q*U*V
tI(?CRNG(2).eq.l) QUV-QUV/VtRI
RETURN
END
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Appendix C
Reduced Fault Trees
This appendix documents the fault trees which are used as input to
the LWRSEN computer code. These fault trees are developed from the fault
trees used in the RSS. The exact trees can be found in Appendices II and V
of the RSS. The exact trees are much more complex and involve a much larger
number of individual inputs.
In order to make the analysis mcre tractable, the trees are
reduced such that insignificant contributions are eliminated. The criterion
for determining whether to include a cut set or not is that the cut set
should not contribute more than one-tenth of one percent to the top event
failure probability. In addition, since one goal of the study is to explore
the sensitivity of different generic classifications, numbers of smaller
components are combined to basically fit these categories where applicable.
The generic categories chosen for the PWR are human error, test and main-
tenance, control, electric power, pumps, valves, and other hardware. The
number of generic categories chosen for the BWR are fewer because the tran-
sient analysis in the RSS is less detailed. For the BWR those categories
are human error, test and maintenance, pumps, valves, and all hardware.
The reductions are completed for the five most important systems or functions
in the BWR and the six most important systems or functions in the PWR.
Other systems in the PWR are less detailed and consequently not documented
by a reduced fault tree. This information is documented in Table C-1.
1he systems contained in the study, as well as the subsystems which are
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the fundamental elements of those systems, are listed and defined, along with
their common abbreviations, in Appendix A. The reduced fault trees of the
eleven systems considered in detail and a key are contained in Table C-2
and Figures C-1 through C-ll.
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Table C-1
Reduced Fault Trees and Systems Considered in This Study
BWR
Systems/Functions Considered in Some Detail
W Remove Residual Core Heat
C Reactor Protection System
U HPCI or RCIC
V Low Pressure ECCS
Systems/Functions Considered in Less Detail
Q Normal Feedwater System
PWR
Systems/Functions Considered in Detail
L Secondary Steam Relief and Auxiliary Feedwater System
K Reactor Protection System
C Containment Spray Injection System
D Emergency Core Cooling Injection System LPIS, HPIS, ACC
H Emergency Core Cooling Recirculation System LPRS HPRS
F Containment Spray Recirculation System
G Containment Heat Removal System
Systems/Functions Considered in Less Detail
M Secondary Steam Relief and Power Conversion System
B Loss of Electric Power
B' Recovery of off site power 1 - 3 hrs. following
Q Reactor Coolant System Relief and Safety Valves Fail to Close
V LPIS Check Valve
R Reactor Vessel Rupture
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TABLE C-2
FAULT TREE SYMBOLISM
EVENT REPRESENTATIONS
The rectangle identifies an event
that results from the combination
of fault events through the inputbgi te. I 
I
The circle describes a bsic fault
event that requires no further de,
veloprmnt. Frequency and mode
of failure of items o identified we
derived from empirical data
The triangles ae used as tranfw
symbols. A lin*.trom the apex oi
the triangle indicates a tranfer in
and a line from the side or bottom
denotes a ansfer out.
The diamond describes a fault event that is
considered basic in given fault te. The
porssible causs of the event are not developed
further because the event is of insufficient
consequence or the necesry information
I unl
The houe is used as a switch to
Include or eliminate parts of the
fault tree tho parts may or
may not apply to cortain
amrhin
LOGIC OPERATIONS
AND gate deibes the logical
operation whereby the coexistnce
of all input events is required to
produce the Output event.
OR gate defines the situadon
whereby the output ent will
exist if one or more of ihe input
evlnt exists.
The circle within a diamond indicates
a subtree exists but that subtree wa
evluwd rpratey and the quanti
tive reutslu insered as tugh a
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EIGURE C-9
V. FAILURE OF LOW PRESSURE ECCS TO PROVIDE
CORE MAKEUP WATER
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FIGURE C-10
Q. FAILURE OF NORMAL FEEDWATER SYSTEM TO'
PROVIDE CORE MAKEUP WATER
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Appendix. D
Risk Parameters
The reactor safety study generally showed that the highest
consequence core melt accidents tend to have the lowest probability of
occurrence. Core melt probability is the sum of the first seven release
categories, in the PWR, and the first four categories, in the BWR. Since
public risk is determined by the product of consequence and probability of
occurrence, and the consequences are not the same for each category, core
melt probability is not a completely adequate measure of risk. To circum-
vent this problem, the RSS used the CRAC code to determine the consequences
for each accident type. In order to reduce time and money spent, an effort
was made to find a simpler method to relate release category probability to
risk. A few studies have been done 1 3 to develop an average set of conse-
quences for each accident, given the complexity of widely varying sites for
nuclear power plants. The original scope of the report was to provide for a
countrywide average; however, the most complete results published concerned
the consequences for a northeast river valley composite site. The description
for such a site can be found in the RSS . A functional relationship (for
both BWR and PWR reactor types) for three consequences from the RSS was
performed by Sandia Labs15. The results may be found in Table D-la &
D-lb. One can see that:release category one is divided into two separate
accident types. The cold release occurs when the containment fails due to
overpressure before a steam explosion occurs. This accident results from
sequences involving a large or small LOCA and failure of any of the following
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systems: the containment spray injection system (C), the containment spray
recirculation system (F), and the containment heat removal system (G).
The hot releases result from transient event sequences, as well as LOCA's
involving failure of ECCS systems, injection or recirculation modes. In this
case the containment can fail by steam explosion. A more detailed analysis
of containment failure modes can be found in the RSS. A synopsis of that
analysis from the RSS for both reactor types can be found in Tables D-2
and D-3.
The Sandia study considered only early and latent fatalities
and property damage. The RSS reported a more complete list of consequences,
namely, early fatalities, early illnesses, thyroid nodules, latent cancer
fatalities, genetic effects, relocation and decontamination area, and total
property damage. The complementary cumulative distribution functions
reported in the RSS can be found in Figures D-1 through D-7. By examining
these figures, it can be seen that the early fatalities distribution is
similar to the early illness curve. In the same manner, latent cancer
fatalities are similar to genetic effects and thyroid nodules, and total
property damage is similar to relocation and decontamination area. The
similarities are in the shape of the distribution function, as well as the
relative probabilities and variation in magnitude of consequences. Given
that risk is the product of probability and consequence, the total risk
to the public is the integral under the complementary cumulative distribution
function. The result of that integration is approximately equal to the pro-
duct of the median probabilities for each release category and the conse-
quences listed in Table D-1. The form of the distribution function is a
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result of the uncertainty contained in the release category calculation and
the variations in weather and population for a composite site for the entire
U. S. While the information regarding the form of the distribution function
is lost by not performing consequence calculations with the CRAC code,
sufficiettevidence for a sensitivity study can be found from the integrated
values. An exact calculation would be wasteful and unproductive, given
the uncertainties inherent in using only point values in release category
calculations, as well as the uncertainties reported in the RSS itself.
In performing a sensitivity study it would be convenient to
have a single parameter to represent public risk, in order to simplify both
the analysis and the presentation of the results. However, combining the
three risk values calculated for the three consequences - early deaths, latent
deaths, and costs - can be accomplished only by applying a monetary value to
life. In order to avoid prejudicing the results of this, all three parameters
arereporte, where it is convenient. At the same time, core melt probability
is reported, since it satisfies the requirement of a single parameter and it
is useful to regulatory agencies. By examining the magnitude of the probabil-
ities for each release category, it can be seen that release category seven
in the PWR and release category three in the BWR will contribute most to
changes in core melt probability. However, the consequences of those cate-
gories are small compared to the others, particularly in the case of the PWR.
For this reason the sensitivities reported using the core melt parameter
must be kept in perspective when one is considering reduction in public risk.
This study reports results using all of the four parameters
previously discussed. Due to the problems mentioned earlier in connection
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with combining these parameters to represent risk, a reasonable methodology
for evaluating public safety considerations would be to consider larger
sensitivities from any one of the four parameters. Specific safety anal-.
yses must make some assessment of the relative value of each of the para-
meters, in order to adequately calculate the benefits to the public from
any reduction in accident consequences. It should be noted that individ-
ual release category probabilities may also be considered as sensitivity
parameters, especially since they contain more specific information as to
accident types.
An approximate example of how to use the results can be
shown by the use of the sensitivity tables on early deaths, latent cancer
fatalities, and total property damage. For the core spray injection system
C, reductions of approximately three, sixteen, and seven percent are attained
in early deaths, latent cancers, and total property damage, respectively.
Social scientists and medical personnel could provide some value for an
early death and an early illness. There are roughly one hundred times more
early illnesses than early fatalities and their treatment must be accounted
for in the early death parameter. The latent cancer parameter must be
translated into latent cancer fatality costs, the cost of treating about
ten times thatmany cases of thyroid nodules, and the cost of roughly one
tenth as many genetic effects per year. Finally, the total property damage
parameter must also account for public aversion and the costs of the relo-
cation and contamination area. Considering only the reduction in property
damage, a credit of sixty thousand dollars could be attained over a forty
year plant life for a factor reduction in CBIS failure probability of three.
This is clearly not in the range of a worthwhile backfit investment;
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however, considering engineer's salaries, it is certainly worth consider-
ing future research, if the system proves promising, for reductions of
any amount near three or more. A significant cost benefit from the other
factors, especially those resulting from the latent cancer parameter,
indicates that there are probably benefit to cost ratios greater than
one for many possible changes for future plants. Given that the total
property damages amount to about ten thousand dollars per percent reduc-
tion over a single plant life, many individual components could prove
promising for further research and design work.
In summary, the four sensitivity parameters reported in
this study are core melt probability, early deaths, latent deaths, and
total property damage. These consequence parameters are representative
of the integrals of the complementary cumulative distribution functions
reported in the RSS and found in Figures D-1 through D-7. Their relative
use is dependent on the concerns of the user of this study and are beyond
the scope of this work. Nevertheless, they can be considered adequate to
provide insights into reactor safety.
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TABLE;D)-1A
Expected Consequences per Release
Northeast Rlver Valley Composite Site
PWR
Catego
la (cold)
lb ot)
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
BWR
1
'2
3
4
Earit
Fataliies
91
0.4
0
0
0 
0
0
0
7
-1
0
a
0
er Fatelit
Cancer Fatalities
Property Damage
(106 S)
120
114
67
55
18
6
-f0o
-0
2050
2270
2440
987
335
201
173
171
1.
0
154
100
51
3
$O
2450
2970
q89
29
-. 0o
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TABLE D-2
la $
.tis rlease cateqory can be charct*erized by core neltdown followed by a steam
explosion on contact of molten uel wvrth te residual wter in the reactor vessel.The continrent spray ar.d heat removal systems are also ssmd to have failed and,
therefore, the containment could be t a pressure above amier.t at the te of hesteam explosion. tt &sfued t.a&t te steam explosion would rpctAre the upper
portion of the reactor vers. a.' Lreach the ccntai-ient barrier. vith theo resuitthot a substantial mou t of rT3.Lc&tivity mqr be release fron 'the contaianzentin a puff over period of about 10 minutes. Due to the sveep:.ng action of gasesgenerated during containaen-vessel melttnrouqn, tne relae of radioac:ive materials
would continue at a relatively low rate the:eafter. The total release would contan
approximately 70% of the oCdies and 40% of the kali metals present in the core
at the time of release. Because the containteat vould contain hot pressur'sed
gases t the tire of failure, relatively hiqh release rate of sonsble *ner-yfrom the contanment cou14 be associated vith this category. This category alscincludes certain potential accident sequences that would invoLve the occurrence
of core mNltinq and a steam exulosica after containent rupture due to overpressure.Zn these sequen.-, the rate of energy release would be lower, althaoh still
relatively high.
"is category Ls associated witn the failure of cote-cooling system and core
melting concurrent ith the failure of containment spray and heat-ruoval systrJs.
Failure of the containment brrier would occur throuqh overpressure, causing a
substantial fraction of the containment Atosp.here to be released in a puff over
a period of about 30 minutes. Due to the sweeping action of gases enerated during
containment vessel meltthrouqh, the release of radioactive maserial would continue
at relatively low ratc thereafter. The total releace would oneain ap.ox.a:ly70% of the iodines and 50O of the lkali metals present in the core t -. tme of
release. As in PR release cateqory 1. he hiqh temperature and pressure wt.in
containrent at the time of contareent failure would result in a :ela:iveiy -ih
relcase rate cf ensible nergy from the contane#nt.
PM 3
This category Involves an overpressure failure of the containment due to failure of
Con.tainment heat removal. Ctainent failure would occur prior to the co3amencement
of core melting. Core melting thea would cause radioactive materials to be rc:casedthrough ruptured containment barrier. Approximately 2C% of the iodines and 20t of t
alkali metals present in the core at the tine of release would be released to the&toosphero. ost of the release would occur over a period of about 1.5 hours. The
release of radioactive mfateral :o containt would be caused by the sweeping&ction o gases generated by the reaction of the mltun fuel vith concrete. Since
these gases would be ir.itilly heated by contact with the melt, the rate of sensible
energy release to the atosphenr would be oderately high.
4 *
his category nvolves faAlre of the core-cooling system and the containment sprayLAjection system after loss-of-cooleat ccident, together with concurrentfailue of the containment system to properly isolate. This would result in the
release of o tho iodines and 4% of t alkJali metals present in hAe core at thete6 of rlerus. ost of Ue release would occur continuously over period of3 to 3 hours. Because the contaimrent recirculation spray nd heat-removal systecn
would operate to remove heat fom the containment atmosphere during core meltang,
a relatively laow rate of relears of sensible energy would b "Soci&ted wLth tiss
catesory.
PM S
This category involvs failuroe of the core coLion systems and is similar to pMt
telease catgory 4, except that tca containment spray injection system would operate
to further reduce the quatity of airborne radioactive material and to initially
suppress containent temperature and pressure. The containment barrier would havea large leakage rate due to a concurrent failure of the containment system to properly.isolate, and most of the radioactive aterial would be released continuously over
· period of several hours. Approximately 3% of the lodines nd 0.9% of the lkali
mta3l present in the core would be released. ecause of the operation of the
eontinMrne hebt-riaval system. be emregy release rate would be low.
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This category involves a core meltdow due to failure r the core coolinq systemsu.
The containment sprays wuld not ctern, but the containment barrier would retain
its Lntelrity until the molten core proceeded to elt through the oncrete containmen:
base mat. The radioactive materials would be released into the qround, with some
leakage to the arospere occur:ing uward throuqh tho ground Direct 2eakaqe to
the atmosphere would as. occur t a low rate prier to cntainment-vesscl oeltthrough.
Post of the release would occlr continuously over a period of about 10 hours.
The rlease would include approxiaely 0.0a8 of the Lodines nd alkali metals
present in the core at the ti-e of release. lecause eakage from containment to
the atsphe:re would be low ar.nd gases escaping trough the ground would be co;oed
by. contact with the soil, t he nery release rare would b vory low.
This cateqory s similar to rM release categoy i. except that containmnt sprays
would operate to reduce the conrainment temperature and pressure an well as the
amnunt of airborne radioac:tiv:y. The release would involve 0.002% of the aodinos
and 0.001% of the alkali metals present n the ore 'at the time of release. hast
of the releabe would occur over a period of 10 ours. As in PW relcase category ,
the energy release rate would be very low.
t%1s ctrCory approximates a M design basis ccdent 2large pipe break), except
that the containment would fail to isolate properly on deman.d. The other eqgineered
safeguards are assumed to function properly. The core would not melt. The rlease
would involve approximately .011 of the lodines and 0.05% of the alkali metals.
Most of the release would occur in the 0.5-hour period during which contrinrent
pressure would be above amient. ecause contaiamnc sprays would operate and cere
wlt&ag would ot occur, the energy release rate would also be low.
This category approximates a Pu design basis accident C(arle pipe break) , in which
onlyv the activitj inittallv contained within the gap between the fuel pellet nd
claading would beo eleasedint: the containment. b:e ca would not melt. it is
assumed that the minimum required engineered sfegquards would function satisfactorily
to reove heat from the core and concainment. Th release would occur over te
0.S-hour period during which the containment pressure would be ove ambient.
Approximately 0.00001% of the lodines and 0.0000t6 of the alkali metals would be
released. As iLa 7i release categqoy S, the energy rulase rate would be very low.
his release category Ls representative of a core meltdown followed by a stea-
explosion in the reactor vessel. The lat.ter would cause, the release of a substMnta
quantity of radioactive material to the atmosphere. The total release would contain
approxnmately 40% of ce .iodines and alkali Z:tals present in the core at the tv.e
f containaent failure. ost of the release would occur over a 1/2 hour period.. .
secause of the nergy generated in th stears explosion, this ctegory would bo
cbarcterised by a relatively high rate of enerqy release to the tmosphere. This
category also ncludes crt-.an sequences that nvolve oerpressure failure of che
conainoent prior to the occurrence of ore melting and a sam explosion,. n
these sequences, the rate of energy release would be sonewhat smaller than for those
discussed bove, although it would stil be relatively high.
this release category s epresentative of core meltdcwn resulting from a transient
event in which decay-heat-resoval systems are assamed to fail. Containme-.: o-er-
pressure fai'ure would result. and core meltinq would follow. Most of the release
yould occr over a period of about 3 hours. The containment failure would be such
that radioacliviy would be released directly to the atmosphere wvthout sianificant
Stnation of fission products. his category ivolves a rlatively high rate of
eMAer release due ca t.e svaepiaq acticn of the gases generated by th malc:te. mass.
Approximately Ot of the odines and S0Y of the alAai metal psenat in the core
wu4l be reuease to the aeaosphze.
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O 3
this release category represents a cre eltdown caused by a transient event ccoamp&
by a failure to scr:a or failure to remve dcay heat. Containment failure would
occur either before core ell. or as a result of asess gene:ated during the nto--
action of the olten fue: vwit concrete after reactor-vessel meltthrough. Se
fission-product rentcoan vould occur ither in the suppression pool or the reactor
building prior to release to the atmosphere. ost of the release would occur over
a zriod o about 3 hours and would involve 10% of the iodines and 10t o tne alkali
metals. tor those sequences Ln wh.ch the concainmen: ould fail due o overpressure
after core melt, the rate of ensy releas to the atmosphere would be relatively
high. or those sequences in hich overpressure failure vould occur before core
melt, the energy releuase rate would be sewha:t ailer, lthough still odertely
high.
This -release atajory s reprrsentative of a core meltdown vith enough conta.Loeent
leakage to the reactor building to prevent containment failure by overprtesure. he
quantity of radioactivity rleased to the atosphare would be sigqnficantly reduced
nomal ventilation paths in the ractor buildng and potential miticgatio by the
secondary containment filter systes. Condensation in the contarnment aond te ac:io
of the standby gas treatment system o the rleases vould also lead to a lr rat
of energy release. he rdioactive material vould be released rom the reactor
building or the stack at an elevated level. ost of the release would occur ver
a 2-hour period and vould involve approximately 0.08% of the odines and 0.- o the
lkali ometals.
Ths category pproximaotes a 3i design basis accdent (arge pipe bak) in which
onlY theo ctivity naitilUy containe vwithin the gap btween the uel pellet and
cladding vould be released into ontainnmnt, The corc would not melt. and coantaine
leakage would be small. t is assd that the miniuf required engineered sage-
guards would function satisfactorily. The :lease would be filtered and pass throug
.' -' 'the el vated stack. t would occur over a period of about S hours wv.le tia
C..'; +ontainent is prcssuried7 lbove ambient a4d would involve approximately x '0 t
... of the iodi.zs and 4 x 10 t of the lkali etals. Since core melt would no cc_':
and containaent heat-reoval systos vWould operate, the release to the aoaphess
wou involve · Aegi.gib y small am t of thermaL MoiarY.
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TAtULE: D-
CONSEQUECZS FOR VARIOUS PROBABItLITTfS
CONSZo OF R ACCD h2S FRS VARIOS
P3OBABZLTS DFR ON RC-TOR
-
P
-
p t-a
Oumee per B luy 5rLy P9epreny DOmetaintea nxe& Ulocaeion Area
Boo1torlcrer hVaeLtes 2Iness 0Msar $O' q square l0.oo Square .Lies
OL 30.000w '1.0 41.0 0.. O; 0.
al La 1.0000060 o1.0 O 0.9 000 O
Oe L 10.000.000 .0 3000 3 3200 230
e. a 100.000.000 00 14,000 6 90o
be la 1 ,000O00.000 200 40,000 1
(IIThi Is ith pedtad Cho ace ee per reactor year.
CONSZQU ¢S Or ARCO ACCIZS FOR VAROUS 3MA:RwuSE
FOR ONE ZACTOR
Consequences
eten Cancer (b)
Clace r r latautes Thyroid gioduils Gane':c Z C.lSc
eactor-year (per year) (per year) (p year)
Ce JIa 20000 (a ) 41.0 '1.0 41.0
s L.a 1000,000 t70 400 25
Me La 10,000,000 460 3500 0o
be La 100000,000 000 110
Qu in 1.000,000.000 10 000 170
moal Incidence L7,000 000 1000
(a) This is the prdicted c.hance of core aLt per reactor year.
(b) This rate would occur appoxutely in the l0 to 40 year period following a
pomnLiil accident.
(el This rate ould apply to the first generatcon bor fte: a potential accident.
Subsequent generataons wold experi :* cfcts cat a Lowr rcat.
a
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Ey Faliti, X
Probability Distribution for Early Fatalities per Reactor Year
Note: Approximate uncertainties are estimated to be represented by
factors of 1/4 and 4 on consequence magnitudes and by factors
of 1/5 and 5 on probabilities.
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FIGURE D-z
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Probability Distribution for Early Illness per Reactor Year
Note: Approximate uncertainties are estimated to be represented by
factors of 1/4 and 4 on consequence magnitudes and by factors
of 1/5 and 5 on probabilities.
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Distribution for Latent Cancer
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Fatlty Incidence
Note: Approximate uncertainties are estimated to be represented by
factors of 1/6 and 3 on consequence magnitudes and by factorson
of 1/5 and 5 on probabilities
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Thyroid Nodules per Year
Probability Distribution for Thyroid Nodule
per Reactor Year
Incidence
Notes: 1. Approximate uncertainties are estimated to be represented
by factors of 1/3 and 3 on consequence magnitudes and by
factors of 1/5 and 5 on probabilities.
2. PWR and BWR are nearly identical.
FIGURE D-4
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Note: Approximate uncertainties are estimated to be represented by
factori of 1/3 and 6 on consequenc magnitudes and by factors
ot 1/5 and 5 on probabilities.
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-; Probability Distribution for Property Damage per Reactor Year
Note: Approximate uncertainties are estimated to be represented by
factors of 1/5 and 2 on consequence magnitudes and by factors
of .1/5 and 5 on probabilities.
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Probability Distribution for Relocation and Decontamination Area
per Reactor Year
Note: Approximate uncertainties are estimated to be represented by
factors of 1/5 and 2 on consequence magnitudes and by factors
of 1/5 and 5 on probabilities.
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APPENDIX E
Uncertainty Analysis
Finding release category probability distributions from system
failure probability distributions cannot usually be done using closed
form mathematical expressions with the characteristics of a distribution.
For this reason Monte Carlo methods are employed for calculations of
.this type. A Monte Carlo calculation involves random sampling of the
input distributions to generate point values, followed by a calculation of
a point value for the top event, in this case a release category prob-
ability. The calculation is repeated many times and the results are
stored to construct a histogram which will accurately represent the actual
distribution.
In this analysis the code PODMC is used for Monte Carlo cal-
culations of release category probabilities and, in one case, latent
cancer fatility probabilities. The PLMODMC code uses a fast PL-1 ran-
dom number generator, as well as routines developed for other Monte Carlo
analysis codes, such as SAMPLE, which was used in the RSS. An example
of the output of the code may be found in Table E-1. A listing of the
input is given, followed by a point value for the top event. Then the
z dian, the 5 and 95% confidence limit error factors, and the histogram
resulting from the calculation are shown. Values characterizing the
accuracy of the Monte Carlo analysis, the minimum probability, and the
maximum error are also given for each confidence level in the histogram.
The PLMODMC cose uses only the lognormal probability dis-
tribution. The characteristics of that distribution are as follows:
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The probability density function (PDF) is
=1 (Ant- )f(t) - exp- IAL )2 3E>O
2'
Mode (the most probable value) t e
Median: E 0. 5 e or 0.5 
where XU,X are upper and lower bounds, respectively.
/+a2Mean: F- e /2
2
Variance: V - e +2 e2 -1
By providing the code with median values and the error factor (which
is the factor by which the upper and lower bounds differ from the
median), the code will calculate the necessary parameters to describe
the PDF for that input's distribution. Together with the Boolean
equation for the top event probability, the code will generate an ap-
proximation of the top event PDF, after many calculations are performed.
The value of any Monte Carlo analysis is determined by its ac-
c. :racy. The process of sampling for estimating distributions is well
studied. Methods for approximating the accuracy of a sampling process
can be found in Ref. 20. The results found there indicate that
pr(IX(P)-P )=erf (i) + R
~~~1-
where
X(P) m/N
N is the number of trials and m is the number of successes
t
V pq
p is the probability of success from the binomial distribution
q is the probability of failure 1-p
R is the error associated with the probability measure and
is given by
2
IRI (_ + 0.2+0.25p-ql+ e-3/2 Npq
]27rNpq Npq
erf(t) is the error function.
The symbol pr(IX(P)-P 4 ) represents the probability that the confidence
limit of P lies between the confidence interval P+. This value is
independent of the distribution and only dependent on the confidence
level. Given a large sample size N these reduce to:
pr(t test-texactt 1l 36
este-a' 0.95
where test is the estimated distribution and t is the exact dis-
tribution. In this analysis N is always equal to two thousand. This
translates to an accuracy such that one can be 95 percent sure that the
estimated distribution differs from the exact distribution by not more
than a .03 confidence interval.
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The inaccuracies inherent in a sample size of two thousand indicate
that,. in some cases presented in the results, actual changes in medians,
upper and lower bounds, and error factors can be related to sampling
error rather than changes in the actual distributions. This may par-
ticularly be the case where the ratios of the median values change by
more than the ratios of the upper bounds or 95% confidence limit error
factors. Considering that the ratio of two factors of about the same
magnitude and error gives a possible error of approximately twice the
individual factor errors, this may easily explain some cases. Given
that the most important results involve large changes in medians and
upper bounds, these accuracies pose little problem.
The base cases used for the PWR analysis are contained in
Table E-1 through Table E-3. They represent release categories 1
through 3. The equations used to calculate the top event probability
for the release categories are represented cryptically in Table E-4.
Table E-5 defines the system that each number represents. The base
cases of the BWR are presented in Table E-6 and Table E-7. Table E-6
represents release category 1 and 3, since they are merely multiples
oz each other. Table E-7 represents release category 2. The equations
for each of the three categories are found in Table E-8, and the associ-
ated system definitions in Table E-9.
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TABLE E- 1
BASE CASE FOR PWR RELEASE CATEGORY 1
CALCULATION OF THE MEDIAN POINT VALUE
NUM FREE EVENT INPUTS = 22
NUM REPLICATED EVENT INPUTS = 0
FREE INPUT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
MEDIAN VALUE
1.000000 E-04
3.000000 E-04
1.000000 E-03
1.000000 E-07
4.000000 E-06
1.000000 E+O1
1.000000 E-02
3.700000 E-05
3.600000 E-05
1.000000 E-02
2.400000 E-03
1.000000 E-04
9.500000 E-04
4.700000 E-03
8.600000 E-03
8.300000 E-03
1.300000 E-02
8.500000 E-05
1.000000 E-05
2.000000 E-O1
2.000000 E-O1
1.500000 E-04
TOP EVENT MEDIAN PROBABILITY
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TABLE E-2
BASE CASE FOR PWR RELEASE CATEGORY 2
CALCULATION OF THE MEDIAN POINT VALUE
NUM FREE EVENT INPUTS = 22
NUM REPLICATED EVENT INPUTS = 0
FREE INPUT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
MEDIAN VALUE
1.000000 E-04
3.000000 E-04
1.000000 E-03
1.000000 E-07
4.000000 E-06
1.000000 E+01
1.000000 E-02
3.700000 E-05
3.600000 E-05
1.000000 E-02
2.400000 E-03
1.000000 E-04
9.500000 E-04
4.700000 E-03
8.600000 E-03
8.300C30 E-03
1.300000 E-02
8.500000 E-05
1.000000 E-05
2.000000 E-Ot1
2.000000 E-01
1.500000 E-04
TOP EVENT MEDIAN PROBABILITY
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TABLE E-3
BASE CASE FOR PWR RELEASE CATEGORY 3
CALCULATION OF THE MEDIAN POINT VALUE
NUM FREE EVENT INPUTS = 22
NUM REPLICATED EVENT INPUTS = 0
FREE INPUT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
MEDIAN VALUE
1.000000 E-04
3.000000 E-04
1.000000 E-03
1.000000 E-07
4.000000 E-06
1.000000 E+O1
1.000000 E-02
3.700000 E-05
3.600000 E-05
1.000000 E-02
2.400000 E-03
1.000000 E-04
9.500000 E-04
4.700000 E-03
8.600000 E-03
8.300000 E-03
1.300000 E-02
8.500000 E-05
1.000000 E-05
2.000000 E-01
2.000000 E-O1
1.500000 E-04
TOP EVENT MEDIAN PROBABILITY
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TABLE E-4
Equations for calculation of PWR release category point values
from system failure rates and event trees
The numbers in these equations correspond to those in Table E-5.
PWR release category 1
C*(( 1 + 2 + 3) * (12 + 18) + 3 * 1 1 + 4 * 1
+ (6 * 7 * 8 + 20 * 21 * 22 * C2 ))
PWR release category 2
5 + 4 * (11 * C4 + 12 * C5) +
(6 * 7 * 8 + 20 + 21 + 22) * C3
PWR release category 3
C6 + ((1 + 2 + 3) * 12 + 18) + 3 * 11)
C7 * ( 4 + 1 * ( 13 + 14) + 2 (13 + 15) + 3 * 15
+ 1 * 16 + ( 2 + 3 ) * 17 + 6 * ( 7 + 8 + 9 * 10 *
(1.0 + 7))
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TABLE E-5
Key to the equations in Table E-4
Also the values of median and error factor for the system
failure rate probability distributions (base cases)
i from equation RSS Median Error
in Table E-4 Acronym Value Factor
1 A 1 x 10-4 10
2 S1 3 x10 10
3 S2 9 x 10-4 10
4 R 1 x 10-7 10
5 V 4 x 10-6 10
6 T 10 2
7 M 1 x102 10
8 L 3.7 x 10 5 8
9 K 3.6 x 10 5 4
10 Q 1 x 10 2 10
11 C 2.4 x 10 3 4
12 iF i x 10 4 9
13 ACC 9.5 x 10-4 2
14 LPIS 4.7 x 10-3 2
15 HPIS 8.6 x 10-3 3
16 LPRS 9.0 x 103 3
17 HPRS 1.3 x 10 2 3
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TABLE E-5 (CONT.)
# from equation
in Table E-4
RSS
Acronym
Median
Value
G 8.5 x 10 5
B 1x10 5
TLOOS .2
MLOOS 2 x 10-1
LLOOS 1.5 x 10-4
ALPHA 1 .005
(ALPHA/ALPHA1)*B 1 1.0
(GAMMA + DELTAT)*B1 0.4
GAMMA + DELTA 1.235
DELTA .995
DELTA .995
ALPHA .01
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Error
Factor
4
4
2
3
3
18
19
20
21
22
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
TABLE E-6
BASE CASE FOR BWR RELEASE CATEGORY 1 and 3
NUM FREE EVENT INPUTS = 9
NUM REPLICATED EVENT INPUTS = 0
FREE INPUT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
MEDIAN VALUE
1.000000 E+O1
1.600000 E-06
1.300000 E-06
1.000000 E-02
7.800000 E-03
3.000000 E-03
2.000000 E-01
4.600000 E-06
2.000000 E-01
REP INPUT MEDIAN VALUE SPREAD
TOP EVENT MEDIAN PROBABILITY = 5.659885E-06
THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATION STARTS NOW
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TABLE E-7
BASE CASE FOR BWR RELEASE CATEGORY 2
... . .....
NUM FREE EVENT INPUTS = 9
NUM REPLICATED EVENT INPUTS 0
FREE INPUT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
REP INI
TOP EVI
THE MOI
MEDIAN VALUE
1.000000 E+O1
1.600000 E-06
1.300000 E-06
1.000000 E-02
7.800000 E-03
3.000000
2.000000
4.600000
2.000000
SPREAD
2
10
4
10
4
3
2
4
3
E-03
E-O1
E-06
E-O1
PUT MEDIAN VALUE SPREAD
ENT MEDIAN PROBABILITY = 3.317997E-07
NTE CARLO SIMULATION STARTS NOW
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TABLE E-8
Equations for calculation of BWR release category
point values from system failure rates and event trees
The numbers in the equations correspond to those in Table E-9
BWR release category 1 and category 3
(1 * (2 + 3 + 4 * 5 * 6)+(7 * 8 * 9))* C1, 3
BWR release category 2
(1 * (2 + 4 * 5 * 6)+(7 * 8 * 9))*C2
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TABLE E-9
Key to the equations in Table E-8
Also the values of median and error factors
For the system failure rate probability distributions
(base cases)
#'s from Equations RSS Median Error
in Table E-4 Acronyms Value Factor
1 T 10 2
2 W 1.6 x106 10
3 C 1.3 x 10 6 4
4 Q 1 x 10-2 10
5 U 7.8 x 10-3 4
6 V 3 x 10 3 3
7 TLOOS 2 x 10-1 2
8 WLOOS 4.6 x 106 4
9 QLOOS 2 x 10-1 3
C1 ALPHA .01
C2 GAMMAP .198
C3 GAMMA .972
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